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A CO!,PAFATIVE STUDY OF EICN PN1D JAPANE STUr;NTS.

CHPTEB I

INTRODUCTION

After hearing much discussion on American and
Purpose:

Japanese students, the author became interested

in this problem and decided to investigate it in order to

obtain factual material on this subject to use as a basis

for foning his opinions. It is also felt that this

study will serve a utilitarian purpose to the people of

the community in which the research work was done as well

as to others. Since there is much vague opinion on this

subject, it is hoped that the results of this thesis will

give one a better understanding and a more wholesome

attitude toward racial problems. It is not the purpose

of this study to solve the problems of racial differences,

if any, but to point them out nd to suggest possible

solutions.

In the locality in which the research work
Importance:

was carried on, the problem of Japanese

students in the American public high schools is of great

importance to the administrative and instructional phases

of the educational institutions. It is hoped that this

study will throw some light on the relative mental ability

and scholastic average, and factors contributing to them.



Ei

Xf thifl ir done tho cohool will ho better blc to fit the

currioulw to the noedn tn3 tMlitic of the ricial

froupj therefore, contriuting tc' tho econoniy of cost and

tiiie for eductl rpoe w!'icb are t' of t)io rorit

iportnt p tenttThy problems in our educetional inti

tutiona. It i hoped. thcit the results of this study will

he of asi$tmce to the tsohere of these groups, o that

they will be better able to undertond and appreciate the

Thctors tnfluencin student scholastic ettainents snd

stnient perticipetion in etraourrie.ulr activities.

Locetiori of Research ork:
The reeareh work on thia

stmy was carried on in the

1k Grove Union h Zchool at Grove, California,

with the p isnion o Principal dwin A. 'elln ond the

3ord of Trustees of the school. 1k irovo Union Rich

obool is a tOUr r institution drawing its pupils

foi fifteen ranr thool ditricta, extendin; over an

approx:tmto radius. of ten miles.

The beaUty in rirninly rural OonRitm
Type ot totality:

tn of divesiftcd farxn dth the

exception of several small towns ?:it1 pozletion of

about one thini persons in each, The residents or the

toa are employed in business enterprises, but those

ttco o the towns nx'o iarely en;od in the operation
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of small fatia or work or the farmers by contract on the

crops. A greater percentage of the Japanese are engaged

in agricultural pursuits than in huineaa activities.

This also applies to the mcricana, but there is a larger

percontage of Americans in business than Japanese. The

educational facilities outside of the schools are limited,

it it is possible for them to overcome these limitations

by comin..ting to Sacramento, which is only a short distance,

thereby increasing their educational opportunities, if

they desire to do so.

ize of the Group:
The high school enrollment consists

of three hundred and sixtya'seven

students, It was possible to obtain data on three

hundred and eleven of this group, one hundred and five

of which are Japanese and two hundred and six are Amen-

cans. The author believes that the unobtained data would

not cause any significant differences in the results. The

senior class consists of forty-three Americans and

eighteen Japanese students. In the junior class there are

forty-five Americans and twenty Japanese students. The

sophomore class consists of fifty-six Americans and

thirty-three Japanese. The freshman class consists of

sixtytwo Americans and thirtyf our Japanese.



Limitations on this Study:
The lack of time was an

influencing factor on the

4

limitations of this study. If more time were available,

it would have been possible to get other measures of

scholastic attainment not included in the tests iven.

Cost also limited. this study since the author had to take

the available data and could not affoz1 to spend much

money in obtaining more measures such as a non-language

test which would do away with the language handicap of the

Japanese students. Another factor limitin this study is

the lack of data concerning the selectivity of the groups.

Data of the junior class on the Stanford Achievement Test

was available, with the exception of scores on Literature,

History end Civics, Geography, Physiology and Hygiene,

Arithmetic Reasoning, and Arithmetic Computation.

Tests Used:
The tests used in this study are The Inglis

Tests of English Vocabulary, Forn B; The

Clinton Vocabulary Test, Form I; The Otis Self-adminis-

trating Test of Mental Ability, Higher Fxaminrition, Form

A; Thorndike-1cCall Reading Scale, Form I; The Iowa

Silent Reading Test, Form B; and the Stanfor1 Achieve-

ment Test, tic3vancod gxamination, Form :.

"The Inglis Tests of English Vocabulary 1

- - - - -- - - a - - - - - - Se - S S - - -- - - - -- S - - - - - - Ca Sn - - - - - - - fl_S -- - * - --

1. "Directions to Examiners" The Iniis Tests of
lush Vocabulary, A. Inglis, (ann and Company.
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designed to measure the studonts knowledge of the Intel].i-

gent Reader's Vocabulary; tht is, of those words which

belong neither to our every day vocabulary of' cononest

words, nor to special and technical vocabularies, but

which constitute a large part of the educated person's

vocabulary. This test is designed primarily to test the

studentt a reading vocabulary rather than his active

vocabulary. This test should provide valuable information

of assistance in diagnosing the student's ability to use

language end in guiding his educational endeavors. It

should be useful in determining the classification of

students, in ascertaining their fitness for certain studies,

in grading their work, and in establishing the appropriate

character of content and method. It should disclose the

strength or weakness of the students vocabulary and there-

by afford both the teacher and the student opportunity

for improving his uses of language. Best of all perhaps,

it affords a means by which the student himself, as well

as the teacher, from time to time can determine progress

toward the objective of an effective 1glish vocabulary."

The standards in terms of median scores were obtained by

returns from thousands of high school and college students.

The reliability is .90.

"The Clinton General Vocabulary Test 2 is designed

- - - * - - - - - - - - - S - - - - - C 0 S - - C - - - fleS-eseSCaesn -

2. "Directions for the Clinton General Vocabulary Teat"
R. 3. Clinton, Oregon state College, Unpublished.



to -'i- the ($nt o ' erot pennrnl reriin
undErntnndtn voehiii-r, nr1 not rctivo vocnb'i]j,r.

It tr c1i:'noittc or n In tvtr1un1, ori now1oco, One

c' tb prim'T7 f cticn of these vocbu1rr tet ir to
d1rCnoee the I tvjdue ibI11ty to we an undertnnd

be we to u1de ono' oduc tion1 ef'ort.
Vocbu1ry Ir o 1ortnt inc o 1ncic t1te tht thie
test erVo th1rbly a one of the teti for e copi.cte
tnoi. They w1ll be uo?ui In 1a tfyinr, otw3ent.

These tet cn he ucd e one of t'e bnttcry tven

colTeo &n( u iv rfdtr tudent t te tIie of efltrinc4
Into tt- inetitutton, It correlte rethe r hLiy :ith
CO11('$E) etiOCOtG, ¶Lheee wil'. ru1te the T1u,Il
to tr rove 'Ic vobniiry. The re1Inbflity of th tent

etr1ne hr the un 0r the pTnenTrown oulG
t .94. TInS IR not . fnetor In thir tt 1nce It Ic
r' newer nd net r peod tent, There nr: two t-i,e of

noe In tI tct: the nwbor of ord prerly defIno
for enCh year of th hIgh tchoo1 emil college, nd the

extent o On4 voccbulnry in the tnd of word. The

wore hsed on ibout 4000

The Otis 1..driIntterIrr ert of Intal Ability
- * -

3, "Inuel of 1)Ireetton," Otin *drnIntntertn Tect
o ni 1ut1, rtur or okony.
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Ud t) ? the re1'tive .!i(nt1. nhllity

of tho groups. Thii t't nt voriety of test

m'torin1 comil tig of -oro tenty type quetonr

th t inu n coproontvc urint. chief nd

rtnttrativo puP om for which rente. tthility tet.e ero

given pro: first, the divtton of the pupil of n rrcio

or the ntucente of clte Into nore h ogneou divt3Ionn,

uilly In order that inetruction of dIf'erent thgrce of

enrichrent Y :17Efl1 øcond, the r rdinn o pup1.l

o tb t the ptuI1ri of tch credo re rore hot'oenooun in

mentel biiity snd iro therefore more Il'r teught to.

gether; third, the dtvtIn of pupils of e echool into

roiii wMc will progre n.t dIffrcnt The

rUhiiIty coefficient fr the fllgher eznirntion i .92.

T:ornk..cc11 Tec3I cie deel with roac1In

covrnrohenton. It I & valw?ble ninc to the tenahey'

in raking of ner'IgnrnntR *ince they eve e meure of the

individul' recdin; iad coprebeneIon ci a the group

coroe. No ro given for the gra6e 2 ! to 12 \. There

ere tvo of expreiIng the redinC bil1t of upil

(or of cla). oz well n pupil rends i orn fIrt

by n coprrIon of hI roIn; score with the nr for his

grede nd record, by . coiperton of redint coro with

the norm for t' age. core oxpreued in T.tcoroz.



"The Io i1&t Tdin ot; 4 rm F3, for hipb

cho"1 md co11eg covcr wide rie of d11 indii'-

pnib1c to effoctive orktudy rendin. It i n1ytici,

coverin in iiz different typ o tert coripr&nrion,

ornicton, bi11ti to 1oct info nt.ion, n1 rotc of

r:dtr, Th rcconied iriportmce of the nbtlity to rond

1tittin factor in choo1 c ievEvent ake vih1e

the WO of thir tt a utde to techor in k1ng

nrricnt, in w the cter & work done, nd in

org'rni' ing ;roup for tnrtruct1on. ion rr vntlh1e by

crde 1ev1 percn tile ran1 in oh rnce. The tine

for ivin, the 3vn4d 'et t thirty Mnutr. The

relift1'iity ooeficient i; .15 for the dvneoc Tet.'

The Ne 'tnfor chtevint dvnced

xrnittn, kor i batter' OP tet$ vr'ieh oontin

tt in rithreti eiputtton, rtthetic onin,

redin. (both vooibulry nd pnr;graph rning), pel1inC,

1ingwgc uwc, litereture, hitory and civica, oogrphy,

ph7etoioy nd hione It ure the tudent knowledge

nd hi1ity in the abovc school uboct. e nd grade

orm arc given ich are rcproonttive a? echool children

th2IghOUt the CoUnti9. "The rothbU.ity coeV.tcicmt for

toti1 corc in ing1c rede3 vrria fran .89 to .96.

* ** *** _***** *_ *** _ ** 4******* * **

4. "Onte1o, of thndard Torte tmd Te1nted Nov.

1q33, or1d Book Corpnny, Peçc 30.
r "Cntio:: & tindard ertr 'n ie1rt .d terttl, Nov.

1933, or1c ook Ccmip'ny, 30.



Per3onv1 Ttta:
The pereni t' cnired by en of

C tflflirE It tC1UiCñ the foiiowtn

ite: tn 'yerr ri ronth; rex; gr'' or c1Ctfic&ttrn

in rehoI; t1te! verq t ie rpent tn tuy C1 in

choo1; entimted ¶2ir ent pr 'y ir turiy outrtlo of

chooi; crtted t1 nt Th or p'r ny nt ir.e rot

irt1w I extr cwrtex1r Cctivit.'' md tuy; r"ount of

euction of Ththr; occup"tion of fthr; veree Income

o 'thr; tho turnt cciptIonttI Intorot or voat1on

tht they thtid to oI.Io'; i'ce of reIdcnce, Thr oz in

.
town; the nw!lber of XtC cur culAr ctivitIc in which

th prtitiptc; an th ostImrtod err t uced for

trourricuinr ctivitt r day,

tti!'tict3 nn tCtttto41 ioriu1:
The firt itep in the

tCttttici1 treathont

of th, !etr to nize t? metrinI whIch ic1 to

g,ou'th of the ure' Into c1oEi or fr'wncy

derIbutIon. ThO next stop to find e me!uro of

contrn tendency. 'Th vi1uo of ' ur f centr1

tonr1ency 1 tvofoId: In the Nrt pco, it e rt1e

znenjrr ihIch rerreeontc iil tho eeoro ice by the group,

end iuc cIve e concirt doReri ,tIO7 of the fonce

of the rop vi whole; mcoridly, it &1ee ur to corpCre

- _- *___ --- __.ø__ - __-_*

*. irrett, I. :', t9tt5t1ør in Pytholo end 1ducet1on,
i8 fl
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to or wore roi in r'i o' ticI rrfne.

The vrii1it;i ir c'tter or of the corc

or curc roun tii.t' iurc o erttrn1 tendency.

tnce t thncr do tion t te ot rcUh1e 0r the

uro of ibi1tty, it will ucd in this prohteri.

It i tho root o th noon o' the

'nured evittoni token frori the verno of the din..

trthutthn. The ooe ictnt o' vritci in

o re1-'ttve vnrtehility md will be uoed nce roanureo

o nb'oi.uto v'ribtlity tire not uff'icient un1eo

o' the tvo ditribution equal or rprox

irntely eiu1.

The re1iithtlity of maurn of central tendency

ucd in tht: atdy i the pr abl error of th ieen.

The re1itlity o' o. mcnn d pend ion t ntnbor of

V in\tltt or prool &' th: nconure in the

The roll lli*, o th' tanclrd ct ition, used in

ti twy, i in terna of th' pro'le error.

The r<ltht itt of th if'?erene between the necni

is 1r tor o' the pr&'able error of' the dl'fer'ence.

Crrolotion will be ured in this study. ' it t. a

etvtirt.tcl v&ce w crebr rlet M.n t rrere on

- - - _ - . -

7. crrett, . :. tntltic in Pycho1onc 1uction
1t6 , iTh L3
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rtttrtive calo clle1! t}o eofi.oiont of

oorrelation' nd i d i tho letter "i". T

prohnhlo errors or the coefciont of correintionr will

be dettiited In order to he ui'e thvit relntionhipn

RX iCflt.

uRed fo the mt protton or tho &tn

in t'h 'tudy are:

1. Mouro of Cntrnl Tenth'ncy.

(1) J G. M. C

2 4uro of Virinbt1It.

Ci) ttndnrd Povit1on:

= - x z

C) Coefficient of Vrition:

Al

3. oiInhI1ity Forrnii.

(1) Mocn

1. *

() tmdrd rvI ton:

1. r,::.



(3) D1ffence betwooi xi<n:

1. P.F. z */E'1
Mft.

4. Corre1ttIon:

N(1) r*

p'; _________.b. *

-

12

forru1u ri3 t&en trcn; krrott, N, .

in PychoIoy duc 196, i e' h, 14ç
17

j,
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CHANER II

HISTORIC L TTJDIS

In thi chapter the author will review studies made

on Japanese students that apply to the deta in this study.

The first study on the intelligence of Japanese students

ws reported by Kubo 1 in 1922. He used a modified Binet

on 536 children in Tokoyo, Japan, and obtained a mean

I.Q. of 98.2. The age-range of this non-selected group

was 6 to 9 years.

Fukada 2 reported the first study of I.Q..s for

Japanese students in America in 1923. This investigator

tested 43 Japrinese students in Denver schools with an age

range of 3 to 12 years. The mean IJ. was found to be

97.

The largest group of Japanese in America, yet

studied, was a group of 658 Americn-born children in

Calirornia with the Stanford Revision of the Binet Scale

end was reported by Darsie 3 in 1926. The rural children

---------------- a_-a ....................................

1. Kubo, Y. 'The Revised and Extended Binet-Simon
Tests Applied to Japanese Children."
Pad. Sem., Vol. 29, Page 188, 1922.

2. Fukada, T. "Some Data on the Intelligence of Japan-
ese Children." Am. Jr. Psy., Vol. 34,
Page 580, 1923.

3. Tharsie, M. L. "Mental Capacity & American Japanese
Children." Comp. Psy. Mono., no. 15,
Vol. 3, Page 62, 1926.
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In the group obtained an average of 77, hut an

of 99.3 was found for the metropo1itri children. The

mean I.. of the total group was 91, but Darsie concedes

that there was a language handicap for his subjects.

Porteus and Babcock in 1926 tested 229 Japanese

subjects In Hawaii with the Stanford Hevision of the

Binet ca1e, and found the mean I.Q,. to be 84.6. The

study of Sandiford and lcerr on 276 Japanese with the

Pintner-Patterson Performance Test showed the median

I.'. to be 114.2 for the group. The investigators

found thnt the Japanese exceed the Americn median scores

and suggest that the superiority of the Japanese was due

to selection, jhich is due to imiigratIon. Also they

feel that only the more intelligent Japanese go to school.

In sd'Ition to tests of iblic school children, Porteus

studied reshman students at the University of Hawaii.

He reports that In the rkhOdIkO College Entrance

Examination, Angloasaxons rtnked first, Japanese second,

and Chinese third. It seems very likely from this that

Kbo'S I.Q. of 98.2 obtained with the modified Binot is

----------------------------------------- a -------- - ------ a

4. Porteus, . D. and Babcock, M.F. Temperament and
Rnce. Page 350.

5. Sancliford, E, and err, P. "The Intelligence of
Chinese and Japanese Children."
Jr. of Ed. Pay., Vol. 17, Pge 364,
1926.



more c1r1y th corroct I . of the lepnnene children,

the they re reor entti roir of' the Jepen.ere

in Jno.

On the Ooodonouh 6 tnt 1trctwe !ret the Japneeo

&ow no tnif'icont 1if'?erence in e coipred to

the -hit. The Jneeo obtein ren l.. or 101.9,

the riertnn r "n w 101.5 on tht no 1nueCe teet.

At th1 t1.ie it ni'ht be e11 to entton rict8

conclueion on the re1ttive renti cerett o4 Jpenoo

th1Jthen tnce the &te on thin tud i quite elorely

relted to ht. Pnreio' '' conoltui1onR ftre:

JpRnee cMlc'z'en re inferior to three ot

Aiepjen ni northern uropenn p?rentc in rient,1

proOe3e9 1rO1VIn: enor rfld ebetrct thinkth hecod

on ntne or conceptr repreeented by the verbnl eybo1e

of' the nitth 1nnune.

'p2. Jpnnee oi1dren qre t 1eet ontiel end potib1y

m,e,ior to rericen in nrnt prcoecee invo1viri

rerory nn thin1dn becd upon concrete, viue11y pre

rented itwtione f' C non'verhe1 chrrcter.

- -- U - - - --- - - --- - - U - * -

6, oodenouh, P. L. 'Ricte1 Dif'forocee in the
Zntollince of' ohoo1 'hiirren,"
Jr. Opi Pj Vol. 9, Pie 394,
I96.

7, Thrie, . L. !ent1 Cpccit1 ol' rnricn Jpv.
ene Children." Corp. ?. Mono..
no. 15, Vol. 3, ?Cg as, 1928.
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t'3, Japanese children ero superior to Americans in

mental processes involving acuity of visual perception

and recall, and tenacity of attention.t'

Garth B says, "In applying intelligence tests, such

as the l3inet, where the influence of education has been

reduced to a constant minimum, the results are trusta

worthy in a common cultural environment. This common

cultural environment is granted for a group such as the

nerio'm white, hut there must be some question for a

race such as the American Negro and much more question

for the American Indian and the Mexican in the United

States.

"It is true that the American Negro lives side by

side with the white, but we believe that it will some day

be proved that the very color of his skin is against him,

and we know that his social status is a serious handicap.

Ordinarily the color of the Indiant a skin offers little

of this handicap, though his social status generally

militates against him, These same observations may be

made of the Mexican in the United States. The social

status of the Indian and of the Mexican in the United

States is largely of their own choosing. They build up

their own environments, perpetuating their own traditions,

nses - CCC - - - a a - - - - ..a5 - - CO * - COO - Os C - - -5555*5Ca5C

8. Garth, T. R. Race and Psychology. Page 81,. 1931.
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deliberately purnin3 the white manes ways, preferring

their own langug and ideals. In fact they display an

indsoendence not characteristic of' the Negroes. But all

of' these facts with regard to al]. three of these racial

roups mske it doubtful whether or not the intelligence

test results of these groups are the true measures of

their intelligence.

"Be that as it may, disregarding the I..'s of the

imrigrsnt groups, which we do not believe are measures

of the average of the groups in their home lands, the

racial I.Q.ts as found are, by way of resume: Vhites,

100; Chinese, 99; Japanese, 99; Mexican, 78; southern

Negroes, 75; northern Negroes, 85; American. Indians,

full blood, 70. If one seys that what is fair for one

is fair for another, then regardless of environmental

difficulties, the Chinese and Japanese score so nearly

like the white that the difference is no1igible.

Certainly they possess a quslity which places them in a

cisas beyond the Negro, the Moxican in the United $tates,

and the Aeriean Indian, whatever that is. Perhaps it is

temperament which makes the latter grouns unable to cope

with the white man's test. Again, it is barely possibly

they cannot take the white mants seriousness seriously.

"Differences so far found in the intelligence of

races can be easily explained by the influence of nurture
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and of selectjoi. The low I.Q.'s of such racial groups

as the egroes and the Indians are undoubtedly due to

these tctors. Rarely has a society endeavored to breed

up the Negro or the Indian. Nor has their education ever

been properly undertaken and generously supported.

Recalcitrancy on their part townrd. the wellemant but

inadequate Caucasian efforts at uplift are not to be
taken as a sign of inferiority. This may indicate the

opposite. Any dispoaition upon our part to withhold

from these, or similar, races, because we deem them

inferior, the right to a free and full development to

which they are entitled must be taken as an indication

of ratIonalization on account of race prejudice; end

such an attitude is inexcusable in an Intelligent

populace."

Darsie finds that the Japanese score lower than

the AmerIcan on the Stanford Achievement Test, In

paragraph, sentence and word meazIng, and also have a

lower reading composite score. The !merIcana are

superior in vocabulary and 1anguge usage tests, but in

spellin. the Japanese are superior. "It will be seen

that the Jaoanese retardation is greatest in the reading
S - aSSeS --5555--- eS__n__S - - - S - C 555555a5-a - a__a - Seen - a

9. Darsie, M. L. "Mental CapacIty of American Japanese
Children, Comp. Psy. Mono., no. 15,
Vol. 3, Page 3, l9.



tests, as might be expected. Somewhat surprising is the

fact tht the retardation beoomes progressively greater

from the tenth to the thirteenth year. One would suppose

that growing familiarity with the language mit tend to

cut down the difference between Japanese and American

children. The increasing retardation may indicste a

negative selection of the older children, or it might be

du to the fact that beyond a certain point there is no

specis]. value to the Japanese in perfecting their mastery

of the langunge. In as much as neither the Binet nor

Beta tests indicate any lessening capacity among the

older children, the latter explanation seems the more

probable."

The constant superiority of the Japanese in spelling

is somewhat startling, but if Darsiets inference, based

on Beta results, that "Japanese excel in types of

learning demanding acute visual perception and sustained

attention,!I is correct, their superiority in spelling

is easy to understand as. spelling depends lergely upon

these capacities.

In Porteus study of the freshman students at the

University of Hawaii, he finds that the scholastlo

ratings of the students for the freshmen year rank
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JnpaflCSE first and tn;1onxon second. Porteus 10

referring to scholastic ranks, "It is evident that the

Japanese persistence and determination to succeed were

standing them in ;ood stead."

S a - -- 5 5__ flfl .. a - 55fl - 5 - 5 aa a5 - 5

10. Porteus, S. D. and Babcock, . E. Loc. Cit.
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CHAPTTR III

ESJTNATION o: THF: IDATA

In this chapter the Japanese and Americans will 'be

compared in their respective classes and not as a total

group in the school. All the tests wore given to the

students at the time of their entrance in the freshman

year with the exception of the Clinton General Vocn.bulary

Test. The questionnaire on the personal data was given

the second semester, l93334.

T:nis chapter will be divided into two sections. The

first dealing with the various tests, and the second

dealing with the responses on the questiormaire.

The author will attempt to throw some light on the

relative strength and wealmeasos of the racial groups in

their respective classes as measured by the tests given.

It is hoped that the results of this study will be of

assistance in the instructional phases of the school and

will tend to bring about a better understanding of the

abilities of the groups compared.

In the senior class, the Japanese and Americans will

be compared in Intelligence, Vocabulary, Reading, choo1

Marks, Chronological age, Nental ago, and Elimination or

Dropout. The were comouted from Table I and

Table II which show the I.Q. distributions of the Japanese

and American students by class.
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TABLE I

showing the Distribution of Intelligence Qiotients
of Japanese Students,

Senior Junior Sophomore Freshman Total
X.c. Class Class Class Class Classes

Freq. Freq. Preq. Freq. Freq.

120-124 0 0 0 0 0

115-119 1 3 3 0 7

110-114 3 0 2 0 5

105-109 6 4 8 2 20

100-104 3 2 5 2 12

95.'99 2 5 5 5 17

90-94 0 2 5 8 15

85-89 1 2 1 8 10

80-84 0 0 1 6 7

75-79 0 0 0 3. 3.

70-74 0 0 0 0 0

65-69 0 0 0 0 0

60-64 0 0 1 1 2

Thta3. 3.6 18 31 31 96
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TABLE II

Showing the Distribution of Intelligence (uotients
of Americin students

Senior Junior Sophomore Freshman Totel
I.. Class Class Class Class Classes

Freq. Freq. Freq. Freq. Freq.

12Ol24 0 1 4 1 6

115*119 7 1 2 3 13

110-114 13 5 10 6 34

105-109 12 7 16 16 51

100-104 5 6 3 8 23

95.99 4 9 8 10 31

90-94 2 10 9 10 31

85-89 0 2 2 '7 11

80-84 0 4 2 0 6

Total 43 45 56 62 206
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In comparing the I Q. a of the Americans and Japanese,

the interpretations will be taken from Table III showing

coniparative measures of the Japanese and Amopicans in

TABLE III

Showing Comparative measures of American and Japanese
Seniors in Intelligence Quotients.

Ante rican

Measures

Mean 108.6 ± .675

S.D. 6.75±.478

P. !.
dift. of means

6.06

1 36

Japanese
I

105.6 ± 1.19

7.05 .84

6 69

The mean I.Q. of the American senior class is 108.60

with a standard deviation of 6.57 which means that 68.26%

of the cases fall botween±laor 102.03 and 115.17. Th

probable error of the standard deviation is .478. The

probable error of the mean is found to be .675. The chances

are even that the obtained mean of 108.60 does not differ

from the true mean by more than ±,675. In 50% of the chances

the true moan lies between the limits of± 1 P.E. or

between 107.925 and 109.275.

The Japanese in the senior class obtained a mean

1.0.. score of 105.60 with a standard devi"tion of 7.05

which means that 68.26% of the cases fall botween±lø-or
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between 98.55 and 112.65. The probable error of the

standsrd dovIstior is .84. The probsble error of the

mean Is 1.19. The chancèe are even, that the obtained

mean of 108.60 does not differ from the true mean by more

than 1.19. In 50% of the chances, the true mean lies

between the limits of 1 P.E. or between 104.41 and

106.79.

The probable error of the difference of the means Is

1.36 for the American and Japanese seniors. The true

difference is 3 whIch favors the American grouo. There

are 93 chances out of 100 that the reliable difference

is greLter than zero. This is not wholly significantly

reliable since the difference of the means is not 4 times

the probable error of the difference of the means. in

comparing the coefficients of variation of the groups,

the writer finds that the coefficient of variation of the

American group is 6.05 and 6.69 for the Japanese. Expressed

as a percentage, It is found that the Japanese seniors

are 17 more variable In intelligence than the American

seniors.

In comparing the vocabulery scores of the American

and Japanese seniors, the Interpretations will be taken

from Table IV showing comparative measures of the

Americans and Japanese in vocabulary on the Inglie

ig1ish Vocabulary Test.



TABLE IV

Showing Comparative easuros of American and Japanese
Seniors in Vocabulary on the In lie English Vocabulary

Test,

American
Measures Vocabulary

Mean 40.63±1.81

S.D. j7,45± 1.28

P*Ediff. of means

43V.

2 30

tlapane so

Vocabulary

34 56±1 42

8.45±1.00
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On the Inglis English Vocabulary Test, the American

seniors obtained a mean score of 40.63 with a standard

deviation of 17.45 which means that 68.26 of the eases

fall betweon±lo-or between 23.18 and 68.08. The probable

error of the standard deviation is 1.28. The probable

error of the mean is found to be 1.81. The chances are

even that the obtained mean 40.63 does not differ from

the te m'an by more then± 1.81. In 50% of the chances

the true mean lies between the limits of± 1P.E. or

between 38.82 and 42.44.

The coefficient of correlation as shown in Table V

between I.Q. and the Inglis Vocabulary Test score is .63

with a probable error of 06. Since the coefficient of

correlation is more than 4 times the PEr, there is a
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significant relationship between I 1. and vocabulary for

the American seniors.

The Japanese studnt in the senior clase obtained a

mean score of 34.53 on the Inglis Vocabulary Tast with a

sthndard devi3tion of 8.45 which moans tht 68.26 of the

cases fail between± 1-or between 26.11 and 43.01. The

probable error of stanard deviation is 1.00. The probable

error of the mean is found to ho 1.42. The chances are

even that the obtained iean of 34.36 does not differ from

the true mean by more than1.42, In 5O of the chances

the true moan lies between the limita of ±1 p.::. o'

between 3.14 and 35.98.

TABLE V

ho;ir Correi:tion Coofficiont nrid the Probable Irror
of Correlotion Coefficients beteen 1.0. and Vocabulary
(Im;ii) of the American and Japanese senior Classes.

American 1apanese
Vocn1ry Vocbu1 ry

1.0. .63±.06 26±.16

The corre1tiom coefficient as shown in Table V

between I.e.. and voenbu1ry for the Japanese seniors is

.26 with a.probable error of .16. since the eoeffcient

of correlation i.; not 4 tines the prorb1e error of the

there i not a sianificant relationship between



I.Q. and vocabulary for the Japanese seniors.

The probsblo error of the difference of the means

for the Americans end Japanese in vocabulary is 2.30.

The true difference is 6.07 which favors the American

group. There are 96 chances out of 100 that the reliable

difference is greater than zero. This is not wholly

sigrifieantly reliable since the difference of the mean

is not 4 times the probable error of the difference of

the means. In compsring the coefficients of variation of

the grouos, the writer finds that the coefficient of

variation of the Americn group is 43 and 24 for the

Japanese. Expressed as a percentage, it is found that

the Arcricans are 75 more variable than the Japanese

in voccbulary.

The senior class was also tested by the Clinton

General Vocabulary Test and comparison will be made

between the Ainericns and Japanese on this test. The

interpretations will be taken from Table VI showing

comparative measures of the Americans end Japanese in

vocabulary on the Clinton General Vocabulary Test.
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TABLE VI

Showing Comparative Measures of the American and
Japanese on the Clinton General Vocabulary Tent.

American Japanese

Measures Vocabu1ry Vocabulary

Mean 67.28 ± 2.16 68.8 ± 2.36

S.D. 21.00± 1.53 13.57±1.67

PEdifr of means

V. 31 20

The American seniors obtained a mean of 67.28 with

a standard deviatIon of 21.00, which means that 68.26%

of the eases fall betwoenlo-or between 46.28 and 88.28.

The proba'blo error of the.atsndard deviation is 1.53.

The probable error of the mean was found to be 2.16. The

chances are even that the obtained mean of 67.28 does

not differ from the true moan by more than± 2.16. In

50% of the chances the true average lies between the

limits of± 1 P.E. or between 65.12 and 69.44,

A coefficient of correlation for the American

seniors between I.Q. and the Clinton Vocabulary Test was

found to be .59 with a probable error of .07. Since the

correlation coefficient Is more than 4 tImes the

there is a significant relationship between I.Q. and

vocabu1ry for the American seniors.
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The Japanese obtained a mean of 68.8 on this

vocnbulry test with a standard deviation of 13.51 which

means that 68.26 of the cases fall between±lø-or between

55.23 and 82.37. It is noted that the Japanese tend to

group thomsolves nearer to the central tendency on this

test than the Americans. The probable error of the

standard deviation is 1.6'?. The probable error of the

mean is 2.36. The chances are even, the obtained mean

of 68.8 does not differ from the true mean by more than

± 2.36. In 50% of the chances the true moan lies between

the limits of±1 ?.E. or between 66.44 and 71.16.

The coefficient of correlation as shown in Table VII

for the Japanese seniors is .36 with a probable error

of .15. $thce the coefficient of correlation is not

4 times the probable error of "r", it indicates that

there is not a significant relationship between Japanese

I.. and vocabulary.

TA3L VII

Showj the Correlation Coefficients and the
Probable error of Correlation Coefficients
between I.Q. and Vocabulary (Clinton) of the

American and. Japanese Seniors.

American
Vocabulary

Japanese
Vocabulary

I.Q. .59±.07 36±.15
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In conipe ring the probable error of the difference of

the mean for the Americans and Japanese in vocabuinry it is

found to he 3.19 while the true difference is 1.52 favoring

the Japanese group. There are 62 ohance out f 100 that

the reliable difference Is greeter than nero. This Is not

significantly reliable since the differences of the means

is not 4 times the probable error of the difference of the

means. Comparing the coefficients of variation of the

groups, they are found to be 33. for the Americans and 20

for the Japanese. Epressed as a percentage, it is found

that the Americana are 58 more variable then the Japanese

in the Clinton Vocabulery Test.

1n compering the reading scores of the Americen and

Japanese seniors, the interpretations will be taken from

Table VIII showing comparative measures of the Americans

and Japanese in reading on the ThorndIkeMcCa11 Reading

Scale.

TABLE VIII

Showing Comparative Measures of the American and
Japanese Seniors In Reading on the Thorndike-McCall

Reading Scale.

American Japanese
Measures Reading Reading

Moan 64.93 1.01 56.87 ± 1.07

S.D. 9.72 ± .72 6.34 .76

P.E.difr of means 1.47

V. 15 11
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The Anieric"n senIor doss obtained a mean score of

64.93 in readi with a stnnd thvI2tIon of 9.72 which

means that 68.26 of the cases fall between ±lcor between

55.21 and 74.65. The probable error of the standard

devintioo is '72. The probable error of the mean is 1.01.

The chances are eVCfl that the obtained mean of 64.93 does

not differ from the true mean by more than ±1.01. In 50%

of the chances the true moan 1ic between the 1Imit of

±i P.E. or between 63.92 and 65.94. The coefficient of

corre1atio: for the Americ:n seniors between I., and the

Thorndike-McCail Reading ce le score is .35 with a

probable error of .09. Since the coefficient of

correlation is not 4 times the proi:ablo error of "rfl,

there is not a significant relationship between reading

and I.Q. for this group.

The Japanese obtained a mean score of 56.87 with a

standard deviotion of 6.34 which means that 68.26% of

the cases fell between±1or between 50.53 and 63.21.

The probable error of standard deviation is .76. The

probable error of the mean is found to be 1.0?. The

chrnces are even, the obtained mean of 56.87 does not

differ from the true mean by more than± 1.07. In 50%

of the chances the true mean lies between the limits of

± I P.E. or between 55.8 and 57.94.

The correlation coefficient as shown In Table IX

between I.Q. and reading for the iapanese seniors is
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found to be .34 with a probable error of .14. This is not

a significant relationship since the coefficient of

correlation is not 4 times the probable error of "r".

TA3LE IX

Showing the Correlation Coefficients and the Probble
Error of Correlation Coefficients between I.Q. nd
Reading of the American and Japanese SenIor Classes.

American Japanese
Reading Reading

I.Q. ,35±,09 .34±,14

Comparing the Aineri'n and Japanese seniors on the

ThorndikeMcCall Reading scale in terms of the probable

error of the difference of the moans, It is found that the

probable error of the difference of the moans is 1.47 'hIle

the true difference is 8.06. Since the true difference

Is greater than 4 tImes the probable error of the

difference, it is found that in 100% of the chances the

difference would be gretor than zero in favor of the

merIomns. This indicates a reliable difference favoring

the Americn fliers In read.ng ability, which Indicates

a readir,:; hsn3icnp for the Japanese seniors.

In cornpring the American and Japanese seniors in

reading In termi of the coefficient of variability, It is

found tht the American coefficient is 15 and 11 for



the Japanese. 'xpressed a a percente it is found thet

the Americns sre 34 more vriab1e than the Japanese in

re ad ng.

Befoe comparing the school rnark it will be necessary

to explain how they were derived. A mark o "A" was given

3 grade points; "B" 2; "C" 1; "D" 0; "E" 2. and

"F" : 1. The average grade for each individual was found

by dividing tho tota grade point by the num'oer of courses

taken and the result was multiplied by 100.

In coparing the school marks of the Arierican and

Japanese seniors, the interprotatienn wil'. he taken from

Table X showing comparative measures of the Amorjc and

Japanese seniors in school marks.

TABLE X

Showing Comparative Measures of the American and
Japanese Senior in School Marks.

American Japanese
Measures School Marks School Marks

Mean 132.79± 4.06 2.86.87± 4.60

39.49 ± 2.87 27.30 ± 3.25

P.E. 6.13
diff. of means

V. 29 15
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The mean shoo1 mark for the American senior class

is 132.79 with a stenderd deviation of 39.49 which means

that 68.26% of the cases fall between ±l-or between 93.30

and 172.28. The probable error of the standard devistion

is 2.87. The probable error of the mean is found to be

4.06. The chances are even that the obtained mean of 132.79

does not differ from the true mean by more than4.06. In

50 of the chances the true mean lies between the limits of

1 P.E. or between 128.73 and 136.85.

Comparing the 1.0, end school marks of the American

seniors in terms of the coefficient of oorz'e1tion, it is

foimd as shown in Table XI, to be .49 with a probable error

of .08. Since the correlation coefficient is more thar 4

times the probable error of the coeffl.cl°nt of corre1. tion,

a sinifiennt reltionshp exists between 1.0. and school

marks in the American senior class.

The. Japanese seniors obtained s mean school mark of

186.87 with a standard deviation of 27.30 which means that

68.26% of the cases fall between ±laor between 159.57 and

214.17. The probable error of' the standard deviation Is

The probable error of the mean is oun to be 4.60.

The chancea are even that the obtained mean of 186.87 does

not differ from the true mean b niore than± 4.60. In 50%

of the chances the true men lies between the limits of

±1 P.. or between 182.27 and 191.47.



The corro].'tion coefficient botweon I.. and school

markc for the Japanese seniors Ic found to be .27 wIth a

probable error of .16. Since the correlation coefficient

is not 4 tInes the probable error of "r", a siüficant

relationship does nt oxict.

TABLE XI

Showing the Correlation Coefficient and the Probable
Error of CorrelatIon Coefficients between I.C. and
School Marks of the American and Japanese Senior

Classes,

American Japanese
School Marks School Marks

.47 ± .08 .27 ± .16

In comparing the AmerIcan and Japanese seniors in

school merks in terms of the probable error of the

difference of the means, It is found that the probable

error of the difference is 6.13. The true difference of

the means Is 54.08 favoring the Japanese. Since the true

difference Is more than 4 tImes the probable error of the

difference of the means, the dif'feronce will be greater

than zero In l0O of the chances which indicate a reliable

difference between Americans and Japenese In school marks.

In comparing the coefficients of variation of the groups,

the writer finds that the coefficient of varietion of the

American group is 29 and 15 for the Japanese. Expressed
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as a peroentao, it i onc thet the nerienns are 98%

more varie.ble thsn te Japanese in school m.rks.

The verae chrono1oic1 ago of the Japanese seniors

is 18 rears, 4.8 months and the average age of the

mericin seniors is 1'? years, 10.8 months, It is noted

that the Japanese are on an average 6 months older thsn

the Aericans in the senior c1as, but when cormsring

the mentsl gea of the roms, it is foun3 t!iet the sverage

ment1 age for the nericans is 19 years and 1 month

whl.le the average iental 'ge for the Japnoae is 18 rears

and ) :onths, shaving a diPferene of four months in

mena1 ago in favor of the mericens.

In coiutin: the el inaion or drop-outs due to

unmeasured reasons, it was round thst 5O of the Japanese

dropped out between the time of grade school graduation

and the beginning of their senior rear in high. school.

44.83 of the Americans were eliminated or dropped out

.n this period. This seems to indicate 'reeter

selectivity among the Japanese seniors than American

seniors.



In the junior class the Americans and Japanese will be

compared in Intelligence, ord meaning, Paragraph meaning,

spelling, Language usage, Voeabul:ry, School marks,

Chronologica]. ages, Mental ages, and Elimination or Drop

out. The I.Q.Is were computed from Table I and Table II

showing the I.Q. distributions of the Americans and

Japanese students by class.

In comparing the I..'s of the Americans and Japanese,

the interpretations will be taken from Table XII showing

comparative measures of American arid Japanese in I.,'s.

TABLE XII

Showing Comparative Neasure of American and. Japanese
Juniors in Intelligence uotients.

Measures American Japanese
I6

Mean 99.52± .92 102.10± 1.3?

S.D. 0.l2±. 10.10±1.13

P.E. 1.64
diff. of means

9 10

The mean I.). of the American junior class is 99.52

with a standard deviation of 9.12 which means that 68.26%

of the cases fall betwecn±lø- or 90.4 and 108.64. The

probable error of the standard deviation is .64, The probable

error of the mean is found to be .92. The chances are even

that the obtained mean of 99.52 does not differ from the
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true mean by more than± .92. In 50% of the chances, the

true mean lies between the limits of ti P,E. or between

98.60 and 100.44,

A mean I.Q. score of 102,1 was obtained by the Japanese

in the junior class with a standard deviation of 10.10

which means that 68.26% of the cases fall betvieent1or

between 92.00 and 112.20. The probable error of the

standard deviation is 1.13. The probable error of the moan

is 1.37. The chances are even that the obtained mean of

102.10 does not differ from the true mean by more thanf 1.37.

In 50% of the chances, the true mean lies between the

limits of1 P.E. or between 100,73 and 103,47,

The probable error of the difference of the means is

1.64 for the American end Japanese juniors in I.Q. The

true difference is 2.58 which favors the Japanese group.

There are 85 chances out of 100 that the reliable

difference is greater than zero, This is not wholly

significantly reliable since the difference of the mean

is not 4 times the probable error of the difference of

the means. In comparing the coefficients of variation of

the groups, the writer Linda that the coefficient of

variation of the American group is 9 and 10 f or the

Japanese. Expressed as a percentage, it is found that the

Japanese juniors are 11 more variable in intelligence

than the American juniors.



In comparing the word meaning scores of the American

and Japanese juniors, the interpretations will be taken

from Table XIII showing comparative measures of the

American and Japanese junior classes in word meaning on

the Stanford Achievement Test.

TABL1 XIII

Showing Compsrativo easures of
Japanese Junior Classes in word

Stanford Achievement T

American
Measures Vord Meaning

Mean 89.68 ± 1.52

the American and
Meaning on the
st.

Japanese
Vlord Meaning

87.80 ± 1.36

S.D. 15.16 ± 1.07 8.60 .97

P.E. 2.04
diff. of means

V. 17 10

The mean score in word meaning for the American

junior class is 89.68 with a standard deviation of 15.16

which moans that 68.26% of the cases fall botween±lo- or

between 74,52 and 104.84. The probable error of the

standard deviation is 1.07. The probable error of the

mean is found to be 1.52. The chances are even that the

obtained mean of 89.68 does not differ from the true mean

by more than± 1.52. In 50% of the chances the true mean

lies between the limits of±1 P.E. or between 88.16 and

91.20.
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The coefficient of correlation as shv'n in Table XIV

for the American juniors between I.. and vord meaning

is .59 with a probable error of .0?. Since the coefficient

of correlation is more than 4 times the probable error of

the "r", there is a significant relationship between I,,.

and nord meaninS for the Americsxi junior class.

In word meaning, the moan score for the Japanese

junIor class is 87.80 with a standard deviation of 8.60

whIch means that 68.26 of the cssee fall betweenl- or

between 79,20 and 94.4O The probable error of the

standerd devItion is .97. The probable error of the mean

is found to be 1.36. The chances are even that the

obtained mean of 87.80 does not differ from the true mean

by more than± 1.36. Tn 50 of the chances the true mean

lies between the limits of ±1 PE. or between 86.44 and

89.16.

As shown in Table XIV, the coefficient of cor-'e1atIon

f or the Japanese juniors between i.Q. and word meaning

is .50 with a probable error of .12. Since the coefficient

of correlation is more than 4 times the probable error

of the "re, there is a significant relationship between

I... and word moaning for the Japanese junior class.
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TABLE XIV

Showing Correintion Coefficients and the Probable
Error of the Correlation Coefficient between I.Q.
and Vord Meaning of the American and Japanese

Junior Classes.

American Japanese
Word Moaning Vord Meaning

59±.O7 .50±.12

The probible error of the difference of the means is

2.04 for the American and Japanese juniors. The true

difference of the means is 1.88 which favors the American

group. There are 73 chances out of 100 that the reliable

difference Is greater than zero. This is not wholly

si.ifcantlJ reliable since the difference of the mean

is not 4 times the probsble error of the difference of

the means. In comparing the coefficients of variation

of the grips, the writer finds that the coefficient of

variation of the American group is 17 and 10 for the Jap

anese. Expressed as a percentage, it Is found that the

American juniors are 70% more v"riable In word meaning

than the Japanese juniors.

In comparing the scores in paragraph meaning of the

American and Japanese juniors, the interpretations will be

taken from Table XV showing comparative measures of the

American and Japanese junior classes in paragraph meaning
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on the stanford !\chiovement Test.

TL XV

Showing Comparative Measures of the American and
Japanese Junior Classes in Paragraph Meaning on the

Stanford Achievement Test.

American Japanese
Measures Paragraph Meaning Paragraph Meaning

Mean 92.40±1.43 87.80±1.76

s.D. 14.12±1.00 11.10±1.24

of means
2.47

15 13

The mean score in paragraph meaning of the American

junior class is 92.40 with a standard deviation of 14.12

which means that 68.26 of the cases fall between± la-or

78.28 and 106.52. The probable error of the standard

devintion is 1.00. The probable error of the mean is

found to be 1.43, The chances arc even that the obtained

mean of 924 does not differ from the true mean by more

than± 1.43. In 50 of the chances the true mean lies

between the limits of±1 P.E. or between 90.97 and 93.83.,

The coefficient of correlation as shown in Table XVX

for the American juniors between I.Q. and Daragraph meaning

is .66 with a probable error of .06. Since the coefficient

of correlation is more than 4 times the probable of r",
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there is a significant relationship between I.c.. and

paragraph meaning for the American junior class.

A mean score in paragraph meaning of 87.80 was obtained

by the Japanese in the junior class with a standard deviation

of 11.10 which means that 68.26 of the cases fall between

± 1- or 76,7 and 98 9, The probsblo error of the standard

deviation is 1.24. The probable error of the mean is

found to be 1.76. The chances are even tht the obtained

mean of 87.8 does not differ frou the true mean by more

than± 1.76. In 50 of the chances, the true neon lies

between the limits of ±1 P.E. or between 86.04 and 89.56.

The coefficient of correlation as shown in Table XVI

for the Japanese Juniors between I.. and paragraph meaning

is .68 with a probable error of .09. Since the coefficient

of correlation is more than 4 times the probable error of

er", this is a siificant relationship between I.Q. and

paragraph meaning for the Japanese junior class.

TABLE XVI

showing Corre1'tion Coefficients and the Probable Frror
of the Correlation Coefficients between I.. and Paragraph

Meaning of the Anerican and Japanese Junior Classes.

Amen can
Paragraph Meaning

Japane so
Paragraph Meaning

I.. .66 ± .06 .68 ± .09
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The probable error of the difference of the moans in

paragraph meaning is 2.47 for the American and Japanese

juniors. The true difference is 4.60 which favors the

American group. There are 89 chances out of 100 that the

reliable difference is greater than zero. This is not

wholly significantly reliable since the difference of the

means Is not 4 tImes the probable error of the difference

of the means. In comparing the coefficients of variation

of the groups, the writer finds that the coefficient of

variation of the American group Is 15 and 13 for the

Japanese. Expressed as a percentage, It is found that the

American juniors are 15% more variable in paragraph meaning

than the Japanese juniors.

In comparing the scores in spoiling of the American

and Japanese juniors, the Interpretations will be taken

from Table XVII showing comparative measures of the

American and Japanese junior classes in spelling on the

Stanford Achievement Test.

TABLE XVII

Showing Comparative Measures of the American and
Japanese Junior Classes In Spelling on the Stanford

Achievement Test.

American Japanese

Measures Spelling Spelling

Moan 77.90±1.85 80.80±1.51

S.D. 18.36±1.31 9.50±1,06

'diff. of means
2.38

V. 24 12
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The mean spelling score of the American junior class

j 7P7,9Ø with a standard deviation of 18.30 which means

that 68.26% of the cases fall between ±j or 59.54 and.

96.26. The probable error of the standard deviation is

1.31. The probable error of the moan is found to be 1.85,

The chances are oven that the obtained mean of 77.90 does

not differ from the true mean by more than 1.85. In 50% of

the chances, the true moan lies between the limits of

ti P.E. or between 76.05 and 19,75.

Tho coefficient of correlation as shovrn in Table XVIII

for the American juniors between I.Q. and spelling is .01

with a probable error of .06. Since the coefficient of

correlation is more than 4 times the probable error of 'r11,

there is a significant relationship between I., and spo1l

ing for the American junior class.

A mean spelling score of 80.80 was obtained by the

Japanese in the junior class ith a standard deviation of

9.50 which moans that 68.26% of the cases fall between

± l- or between 71.30 and 90.30. The probable error of the

standard deviation is 1.06. The probable error of the moan

is found to be 1.51. The chances are even that the obtained

mean of 80.80 does not differ from the true mean by more

than± 1.51. In 50% of the chances, the true mean lies

between the limits of 3. P.E. or between 79.29 and 82,31.

The coefficient3 of correlation, as sliovm in Table XVIII
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for the Japanese juniors between I.0 and spelling is .63

with a probb1e error of .10. Since the coefficient of

oorrelstion is more than 4 times the probn'ble error of "r",

there is a si iificant relitionship between I.Q.. end spell-

ing for the Japanese junior class.

TABLE XVIII

Showing Correlation Coefficients end the Probable
Error of thi Correlation Coefficients between I,Q.
and Spelling of the Amoricsn and Japanese Junior

Classes.

American Japanese
Spelling Spelling

.61±.06 63±.l0

The probble error of the difference of the means is

2,38 for the Amerlcin and Japanese juniors in spoiling.

The true difference is 2.90 which favors the Japanese group.

There are 79 chances out of 100 that the reliblc difference

is p'reater than zero. This is not wholly significantly

reliable since the difference of the means is not 4 times

the probable error of the diference of the m;ans. In

comparing the coefficients of variation of the groups, the

writer finds that the coefficient of variatIon of the

American group is 24 and 12 for the Japanese. Expressed

as a percentage, it is find that the American juniors

are 100% more variable than the Japanese juniors in spelling.



In co:parin the scores in 1anue usae of' the

Arioricin nd Japanese juniors, the thtorpretstions v$i11 be

taken from Table XIX showin comparative measures of the

Ameilcan snd Japanese imior classes in 1ancuge usage on

the tanfo1 Achievement Test.

TABLE XIX

Showin; Comparative asur'os of the Arnericnn and
Japanese Junior Classes in Language Usage on the

Stanford Achievement Test.

American Japanese
Measures Langue Usage Languige Usao

Mean 89.83±2.00 94.80±1.98

S.D. 19.90±1.41 12.50±1.40

p.i. 2.81
diff. of' means

V. 22 13

The mean 1.angue usage score of the American junior

class is 89.83 with a standrd devietion of 19.O which

mens tht 68.2& of the esees fell betwoen±la-or 69.93

end 109.73. The probable error of the standard deviation

is 1,41. The probable error of the mean is found to be

2.00. The chances crc even that the obtained mean of 89.83

does not differ from the tiie mnn by more than±2.00. Ir

5O of the chances, the tie mean lies between ±1 P.E. or

between 87.83 and 91.83.
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The coefficient of correlation as shown by Table XX

for the American juniors between I.. and language usage

is .67 with a probable error of .06. 1ince the coefficient

of correlation Is more than 4 times the probable error of

the "r", there Is a significant relationship between I.Q,.

and langu'ge usage for the American junior class.

A mean language usage score of 94.80 was obtained by

the Japanese in the junior class with a standard deviation

of 12.50 which means that 68.26 of the cases fall between

±lvor 82.3 and 107.3 The proba.ble error of the standard

deviation is 1.40. The probable error of the mean is 1.98.

The chances are even that the obtained men of 94.80 does

not differ from the true mean by more than ± 1.98. In 50%

of the chances, the true mean lies between the limits of

±i P.E. or between 92,82 and 96.78.

The coefficient of correlation as shown by Table XX

for the Japanese juniors between I.Q. and language uaae

is .69 wIth a probable error of .08. Since the coefficient

of correlation is more than 4 times the probable error of

the 'r", there Is a sinificnnt relationship between I.C.

and language usage for the Japanese junior class.

Showin Correlation Coefficients and the Probable Error
of the Correlation Coefficients between L(. and Language

Usage of the Americn and Japanese Junior Classes

American Japanese
Language Usage Language Usage

I.. .6?±.06 ,69±.08
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The probable error of the difference of the mean is 2.83.

for the American and Japanese juniors in language usage. The

true difference is 4.91 which favos the Japanese. There are

88 chances out of 100 that the reliable difference is greater

than zero. his is not wholly significantly reliable since

the difference of the means is not 4 times the probable error

of the difference of the means. In comparing the coefficients

of variation of the groups, the writer finds that the

coefficient of variation of the American group is 22 and 13

for the Japanese. Expressed as a percentage, it is found

that the merican juniors are 69 more variable In language

usage thanthe Japanese juniors.

In comparing the American and Japanese junior classes

in vocabulary, the interpretations will be taken from Table

XXI showing comparative measures of the American and Japanese

juniors In vocabulary on the Clinton General Vocabulary Test.

TABLE XXI

Showing Comparative e sures of the American end
Japanese Juniors in Vocabulary on the Clinton

General Vocabulary Test.

American Japanese
Measures Vocabulary Vocabulary

Mean 61.32:t2,75 5,80i3.,54

S.D. 23.85±1.94 9.70±1.10

P.E. 3.15
diff of means

V. 39 18
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The mean vocsbu1ry score of the American junior

class is 61.32 with a standard devition of 23.85 which

means th't 68.26% of the cases fall between ±1or 37.47

and 85.17. The probable error of the standard deviation

is 1.94. The probable error of the mean is found to be

2.75. The chances are even that the obtained mean of

61.2 does not differ from the true mean by more than

± 2.75. In 50% of the chances the true moan lien between

tho limits of±1 P.E. or between 58.57 and 64.07.

The coefficient of correlation as shown by Table XXII

for the American juniors between I.Q. and vocabulary is

.54 with a probable error of .08. since the coefficient of

correlation is more than 4 times the probable error of the

er", there is a sin1.ficant relationship between I.Q. and

vocabu1ry for the American junior class.

The mann vocabulary score for the Japanese juniors is

53.8 with a standard deviation of 9.70 which means that

68.264 of the cases fall between±1-or 44.10 and 63.50.

The probable error of the standard deviation is 1.10. The

probable error of the mean is found to be 1.54. The chances

are even that the obtained mean of 53.80 does not differ

from the true moan by more than± 1.54. In 50% of the

chances, the true mean lies between the 1i'its oft]. P.E.

or between 52.26 and 55.34.

The coefficient of correlation as shown by Table XXII
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for the Japanese juniors between I.e. afld vocabulary is

.66 with a probable error of .09. Since the coefficient

of eorreltion is more than 4 times the probable error

of the "r", there is a significant relationship between

I.Q. and. vocabulary for the Japanese junior class.

TABLE XXII

Showin; Correlation Coefficients and the Probable
Error of the Correlation Coefficients between I.Q.
and Vocabulary of the American and Japanese Junior

Classes.

American Japanese
Vocabulary Vocabulary

I.. .54±08 .66±.09

The probable error of the difference of the means is

3.15 for the American and Japanese juniors in vocnbu1ar.

The true difference is 7.42 which favors the American

groups. There are 94 chances out of 100 that the reliable

difference is greater than zero, This is not wholly

significantly reliable since the difference of the means

is not 4 times the probable error of the difference of the

means, In comparing the coefficients of varirtion of the

groups, the writer finds that the coefficient of variation

of the American group is 39 and 18 for the Japanese group.

Expressed as a percentage, it is found that the American

juniors are 115% more variable in vocabulary than the

Japanese juniors.



In comparing the American and Japanese junior classes

in terms of school innrks, the interpretations will be taken

from Table XXIII shoving comparative measures of the

Lmerican and Japanese juniors in school marks.

TAT3L XXIII

showing Comparative Measures of the American and
Japanese Juniors in School Marks.

Americn Japanese
Measures School Marks School Marks

Mean 113.55±2.05 160.60±6.81

s.D. 20.40±1,45 42.80±4.83.

of moans

V. 18 2'?

The mean school marks of the Americn junior class is

113.55 with a standard deviation of 20.40 which means that

68.26% of the cases fall between±lo-or 93.15 and 133.95.

The probable error of the standard deviation is 1.45. The

probable error of the mean is found to be 2.05. The chances

are evon thnt the obtained mean of 113.55 does not differ

from the true mean by more than± 2.05. In 50 of the

chances the true mean 1ie between the limits of±l P.E.

or between 111.50 and 115.60.

The coefficient of correlation as shown by Table XXIV

for the American juniors between I.Q. and school marks is
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.79 with a probable error of .04. Since the coefficient

of correlation is more than 4 times the probable error of

the "r", there is a significant relationship between I.Q.

and school marks for the American juniors.

A mean school mark of 160.60 was obtaiaed by the

Japanese juniors with a standc1 deviation of 42.80 which

means that 68.26% of the cases fall between±lor between

117.8 and 203.4. The probable error of the standax.

devition is 4.81. The probable error of the mean is

found to be 6.81. The chances are even, the obtained mean

of 160.60 does not differ from the true mean by more than

± 6.81. In 50 of the chances, the true mean lies between

the limits of±1 P.E. or between 153.79 and 167.41.

The coefficient of correlation as shown by Table XXIV

for the Japanese juniors between I.. and school marks is

.77 with a probable error o .07. Since the coefficient of

correl't1on is more than 4 times the probable error of dr",

there is a sirnificant relationship between i.,. and school

marks for the Japanese junior class.

TABLE XXIV

Showing Correlation Coefficients and the Probable
Error of the Correlation Coefficients between I.'.
and the School Marks of the American and Japanese

Junior Classes

American Japanese
School Marks School Marks

I.r. .79±.04 .77±.07
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The probable error of the difference of' the TVanS is

7.11 for the American and Japanese juniors in school marks.

The true difference is 47.05 which favors the Japanese.

There are 100 chances out of 100 that the reliable

difference is greater than zero. This difference is

significantly reliable since the difference of the means Is

more then 4 times the probable error of the difference of

the means. in comparing the coefficients of variation of

the groups, the writer finds that the coefficient of

variation 0f the American grip is 18 and 27 for the

Japanese group. Expressed as a percentage, it is found
that the Jaancse juniors are 50% more variable in school
marks thcn 1The American juniors.

The average chronological age of the Japanese juniors

is 17 years, 8 months end the average age of the American

junora Is 1? years, 4 months. It is noted that the

Japanese juniors are on an average 4 months older than the

American juniors, but when comparing the mental ages of

the groups, it is found that the average mental age for the

Americans is 17 years, 3 months while the average mental

age for the Japanese is 17 years, 9 months, showing a

difference of 6 months In mental age In favor of the Japanese.

In computing the elimination or drop-outs due to
unmeasured reasons, it was found that 41.94% of the Japanese

dropped out between the time of grade school graduation
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and the beginning of their junior year in high school.

46,92 of the Americans were eliminated or dropped out in

this period. This may indicate a greater selectivity among

the American juniors than the Japanese juniors.
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In the sophomore class, the American and Japanese

will be compared in Intelligence, Vocabulary, Reading,

School Marks, Chronological ages, Mental ages, and

Elimination or Drop-out. The I..'s were computed from

Table I and Table II showing the I.. distributions of the

American and Japanese students by classes.

In comparing the Its of the American and Japanese

sophomores, the interpretations will be taken from Table

XXV showing comparative measures of American and Japanese

sophomores in I..'s.

TABLE XXV

Showing Comparative Measures of American and Japanese
Sophomores in Intelligence Q.uotients.

American Japanese
Measures I.. I..

Mean 104.04± .88 101.03±1,33

S.D. 9.78± .62 11.00± .94

diff. of means 1.59

V. 9 11

The mean I.. of the nerican sophomore class is

104.04 with a standard deviation of 9.78 which means that

68.26 of the cases fall between±la-or between 94.26 and

113.82. The probable error of the standard deviation is

.62. The probable error of the mean is found to be .88.

The chances are even that the obtained mean of 104.04 does



not differ from the true mean by more than ±.88. In 50

of the chances, the true mean lies between the limits of

±1 P.E. or between 103.16 and 104.92.

A mean I.Q. score of 101.03 was obtained by the

Japanese in the sophomore class with a standard deviation

of 11.00 which means that 68.26 of the cases fall between

or between 90.03 and 112.03. The probable error of

the standard deviation is .94. The probable error of the

mean is 1.33. The chances are even that the obtained

mean of 101.03 does not differ from the true mean by more

than ±1.33, In 50 of the chances, the true mean lies

between the limits of1 P.. or between 99.70 and 102.36.

The probable error of the difference of the means is

1.59 for the American and Japanese sophomore classes in

I,. The true difference is 3.01 which favors the

American group. There are 80 chances in 100 that the

reliable difference is greater than zero. This is not

wholly significantly reliable since the difference of the

means is not 4 times the probabiG error of the difference

of the means. In comparing the coefficients of variation

of the groups, the writer finds that the coefficient of

variation of the American group is 9 and 11 for the

Japanese group. Expressed as a percentage, it is found

that the Japanese sophomores are 22% more variable in

intelligence than the American sophomores.

In comparing the vocabulary of the American and
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Japanese sophomores, the interpretations will be taken from
Table XXVI showing comparative measures of the American
and Japanese sophomore classes in vocabulary on the Clinton
General Vocabulary Test.

TABLE XXVI

Showing Comparative Measures of the American and
Japanese Sophomore Classes in Vocabulary on the

Clinton eneral Vocabulary Test.

American Japanese
Measures Vocabulary Vocabulary

Mean 51.93±1.34 52.46±2.11

S.D. 14.36± .95 14.48±1.49

P*Ediff. of moans 2.49

V. 28 28

The moan score in vocabulary for the American

sophomore class is 51.93 with a standard deviation of
14,36 which means that 68.26% of the cases fall between

± ]- or between 37.57 and 66.29. The probable error of the

standard deviation is .95. The probable error of the moan

is 1.34. The chances are even that the obtained mean of

51.93 does not differ from the true moan by more than

± 1,34. In 50% of the chances, the true moan lies between
the limits of±1 P.E. or between 50.59 and 53.27.

The coefficient of correlation as shovai in Table XXVII
for the American sophomores between I.Q. and vocabulary i
.53 with a probable error of ,07. Since the coefficient

of correlation is more than 4 times the probable error of

"r", there is a significant relationship between I.,. and
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voøahu]ry for the American sophomore class.

In vocabulary, the mean score for the Japanese

sophomore class is 52.46 with a standard deviation of 14.48

which means that 6B.26 of the cases tall between±lor

between 37.98 and 66.94. The probo.blo error of the standard

deviation is 1.49. The probable error of the mean is foimd

to be 2.11. The chances. are even that the obtained mean of

52.46 does not differ from the true mean by more than 2.11.

In 50 of the chances the true mean lies between the limits

of±1 P.E. or betweeix 50.35 and 54.57.

As shown by Table XXVII, the coefficient of correlation

for the Japanese sophomores between I.,.

.65 with a probable error of .07. Since

correlation is more than 4 times the pro

"r", there is a significant relationshin

vocbu1ary for the Japanese sophomores.

TM3LE XXVII

and vocabulary is

the coefficient of

able error of the

between I... and

Showing Correlation Coefficients and the Probable
Trror of the Correlation Coefficients between I.Q.
and Vocabulary of the American and Japanese

Sophomore Classes

American Japanese
Vocabulary Vocabulary

I.Q. .53±.07 .65±.O'7

The probable error of the difference of the means

is 2.49 for the American and Japanese sophomores. The
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tzie difference of the means Is .53 which favorr. the

Japanese group. There aro 55 chances out of 100 that the

reliable difference is grecter than zero. This is not

wholly sIi Ificantly reliable since the difference of

the mean is not 4 tImes the probable error of the dIffez'

once of the means. In comparing the coefficients of

variation of the grotms, the writer finds that the

coefficient of variation of the American group is 28 and

28 for the Japanese group. It Is found that both groups

are equally variable in vocabulary.

In comparing the American and Japanese sophomore

classes in terms of reading, the interpretations will be

taken from Table XXVIII showing comparative measures of

American and Japanese sophomores In reading on the

ThorndikecCall Reading Scale.

TABLE xxvirx

Showing Comparative Measures of American and Japanese
Sophomores In Reading on the ThorndikeMcCal1 Reading

Scale,

American Japanese
Measures Reading Reading

Mean 55.90±.'75 49.]4±,92

S.D. 8.66±.53 ?.48±.65

of means

V. 16 15
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The mean reading score of the Amoricsn sophomore

class is 55.90 with standard deviation of 8.66 which

mean that 68.26% of the cases fall between±loor between

47.24 and 64.56. The probable error of the standard

deviation is .53. The probable error of the mean is .75.

The chances are even that the obtained mean of 55.90

does not differ troTn the tzxe mean by more than±.'75. In

50% of the chances, the true mean lies between the limits

of±l F.E. or between 55.15 and 56.65.

Thø coefficient of correlation as shown in Table XXIX

for the American sophomores between I.,. and reading is

.76 with a. probable error of .04. Since the coefficient

of correlation is more than 4 times the probable error

of the "r", there is a significant relationship between

X.Q. and reading for the American sophomore class.

In reading, the mean score for the Japanese sophomore

class is 49.14 with a standard deviation of 7.48 which

means that 68.26% of the cases fall betweon±laor between

41.66 and 56.62. The probable error of the standard

deviation is .65. The probable error of the mean is

found to be .92. The chances are even that the obtained

mean of 49.14 does not differ from the true mean by more

than ± 92. In 50 of the chance a the true mean lies

between the limits of±1 P.E. or between 48e22 and 50.06.

As shown in Table XXIX, the coefficient of correlation
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for the Japanese sophomores between 1.2. and reading is

.84 with a probable error of .04. Since the coefficient

of correlation is more than 4 times the probable error

of the "r", there is a significant relationship between

1.2. and reading for the Japanese sophomore class.

TABLE XXIX

Showing Correlation Coefficients and the Probable
Error of the Correlation Coefficients between X.Q.
and Reading of the American id Japanese Sophomore

Classes.

American Japanese
Reading Reading

1.2. .76±.04 84±.04

The probable error of the difference of the means is

1.18 for the Ameriean and Japanese sophomores while the

true difference of the means is 6.76 which favors the

American group. There are 100 chances out of 100 that the

reliable difference is greater than zero since the true

difference is more than 4 times the probable error of the

difference. This indicates a reliable difference in

reading ability favoring the American sophomores, showing

a reading handicap for the Japanese sophomores.

In comparing the coefficients of variation in reading

of the groups, the writer finds that the coefficient of

variation of the American group is 16 and 15 for the
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Japanese. Expressed as a percentage, it is found that the

American sophomores re 6 more variable in reading than

the Japanese sophomores.

In comparing the school marks of the American and

Japanese sophomores, the interpretations will be taken

from Table XXX showing comparative measures of the

American and Japanese sophomore classes in school marks.

TABLE m

Showing Comparative Measures of the American and
Japanese Sophomore Classes in ohoo1 Marks.

American Japanese
Measures School Msrks School Marks

Mean 138.'75± 4.44 164.20±4.71

s.D. 49.30±3.14 38.90±3.33

P.E. 6.4T
diff. of means

36 24

The Amorican sophomores obtained a mean school mark

of 138.75 with a standard deviation of 49.30 which means

that 6C.26 of the cases fall between±lø- or between

189.45 and 188.05. The probable error of the standard

deviation is 3.14. The probable error of the mean is

4.44. The chances are even that the obtained mean of

138.75 does not differ from the true mean by more than

±4,44. In 5O of the chances, the true mean lies between

the limits of±1 P.E, or between 134.31 and 143.19.
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The coefficient o correlation as shown in Thble X)XI

between I.'. and school marks for the American sophomores

is .46 with a probable error of .07, Since the coefficient

of correlation is mote than 4 times the probable error of

"r", there is a significant relationship between I.Q. and

school marks f or the American sophomores.

The Japanese sophomores obtained a mean school mark

of 164.20 with a standard deviation of 39.90 which means

thet 68.26 of the eases fall between ±lQr between 125.30

and 203.10. The probable error of the standard deviation

is 3.33. The probable error of the mean is 4.71. The

chances are even that the obtained mean of 164.20 does

not differ from the true mean by rore than± 4.71. In 505

of the chances, the true mean lies between the limits of

±i P.E. or between 159.49 and 168.91.

The coofficient of correlation as shown in Table XXXI

between i.c. and school imarks for the Japanese sophomores

is .44 with a probable error of .10. Since the correlation

coefficient is more than 4 times the probable error of "r",

there is a significant relationship between I,Q. and

school marks for the Japanese sophomores,



TABLE XXXI

Showing the Coefficients of Correlation and the
Probable Error of the Coefficients of Correlation
between I.). and School Marks for the American

and Jaoanese ophomore Classes.

American Japanese
School Marks School Marks

I.. .46±.07 .44±.l0

The probnble error of the difference of the means

for the Arnerin and Japanese sophomores in school marks

is 6.41. The true difference is 25.45 which favors the

Japanese group. There are 99.6 chances out of 100 that

the reliable difference is greater than zero, To insure

complete reliability, the difference of the means nnist be

4 times the probable error of the difference of the means.

This can be considered a reliable difference. In comparing

the coefficients of variation of the groups, the writer

finds that the coefficient of variation of the American

group is 36 and 24 for the Japanese group. Expressed as

a percentage, it is found that the American sophomores

are 50 more variable in school marks than the Japanese

sophomores.

The average chronological age of the Japanese

sophomores is 16 years, 8 months and the average age of

the American sophomores is 16 years, 3. month. It is

noted thst the Japanese on an average are 7 months older
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t}-sn the Americana in the sophomore elass, but when

cornparin the mental ages of the groups, it is found that

the average mental age of the Americans is 16 years,

8 months, while the average mental age of the Japanese is

16 years, 9 months, showing a difference of one month

in mental ge in favor of the Japanese sophomores.

In computing the elimination or drop-outs due to

unmeasured reasons, it was found that

Japanese dropped outbetween the time

graduation ar1 the beginning of their

high school. 34.62 of the americans

dropped out during this period. Th1

greater selectivity among the Japanes

American sophomores.

36.96, of the

of grade school

sophomore year in

were eliminated or

seems to indicate a

sophomores than



In the freshman class the :mericane and Japanese will

be compared in Intelligence, Vocabulary, ñeading, School

Marks, Chronological ages, Mental ages and i-11mination or

iirop-out. The I,.'a were computed from Table I and

Table II which show the I,,. distributions of the American

and Japanese students by classes.

In comparing the of the merican and Japanese

freshman, the interpretations will be talen from Table XXXII

showing comparative measures of the American and Japanese

freshman in I,Q,'s,

TABLE XXXII

Showing Comparative Measures of merioan and Japanese
Freshmen in Intelligence uotients,

American Japanese
Measures I.L. I,Q.

Lioan 101.74± .73 90.56 1.05

8.56±.52 8.70± .74

P C)

'diff. of means

V. 8 10

The mean I.. of the American freshmen class is 101.74

with a standard deviation, of 8.56 which means that 68.26%

of the cases fall between±1c or between 93.18 and 110.30.

The probable error of the standard deviation is .52. The

probable error of the mean is found to be .73. The chances
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are even that the obtained mean of 101,74 does t differ

from the true mean by more thant,73, In 50, of the chances

the true mean lies between the limits of ±1 P., or between

101.01 and 1OP.47.

A mean I.Q. or 90.56 was obtatned by the Japanese

freshmen with a standard deviation of 8.70 which means

that 68.26% of the cases fall between±1or between 81.86

and 99.26. The probable error of the standard deviation

is .74. The probable error of th mean is 1.05. The

chances are even that the obtained mean of 90.56 does not

differ from the true mean by more than ±1.05. In 50% of

the chances, the true mean lies between the limits of±1

2.E. or between 89.51 and 91.61.

The probable error of the difference of the means is

1.27 for the American and Japanese freshmen in I..'s,

The true difference is 11.18 which favors the American

group, There are 100 chances out of 100 that the reliable

difference is greater than zero. This is a reliable

difference since the difference of the means is more than

4 times the probable error of the difference of the means.

In comparing the coefficients of variation of the groups,

the writer Linda that the coefficient of variation of the

imerican group is S and 10 for the Japanese group.

bxpressed as a percentage, it is found that the Japanese

freshmen are 25 more variable than the American freshmen,
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In comparing the vocabulary scores of the Amerioan

and Japanese freshmen, the interpretations will be taken

from Table XXXIII showing comparative measures of the

American and Japanese freshmen in vocabulary on the Clinton

General Vocabulary Test,

TABLE XXXIII

Showing Comparative Measures of ttnierican and Japanese
Freshmen in Vocabulary on the Clinton General

Vocabulary Test,

Measures

M an

s.D.

of means

Vu

American
Vocabulary

50,60± 1,27

14.68± .90

29

1.67

Japanese
Voc abulary

40.70± 1,09

8,25± .77

On the Clinton General Vocabulary Test, the Amierican

freshman obtained a mean score of 50.60 with a standard

deviatioi of 14.68 which means that 68,26 of the cases

fall between±1or 35.92 and 65.28. The probable error

of the standard deviation is .90. The probable error

of the mean is found to be 1,27. The chances are even

that the obtained mean of 50.60 does not differ from the

true mean by more than± 1.27 In 50o of the chances, the

true average lies between the limits of±1 P.JS or

between 49.33 and 51,87,
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The coefficient of correlation as shown in Table XXXIV

for the American freshmen between I.. and the Clinton

Vocabulary iest score is .49 with a probable error of .07.

Since the correlation coefficient is 4 times the probable

error of the there is a siificant relationship

between I.. and vocabulary for the american freshmen.

The Japanese students in the freshman class obtained

a mean score of 40.70 on the Clinton Vocabulary Test

with a standard deviation of 8,25 which means that 68,26

of the cases fall between±laor between 32.45 and 48.95.

The probable error of the stcndard deviation is .77.

The prob'ble error of the mean is found to be 1.09. The

chances are even thnt the obtained mean of 40,70 does not

differ from the true mean by more than± 1.09, In 50% of

the chanoes, the true mean lies between the limits of

±1 ?.E, or between 39.61 and 41.79,

The coefficient of correlation as shown in Table

XXXIV for the Japanese freshmen between I... and vocabulary

is .39 with a probable error of .11. since the coefficient

of correlation is not 4 times the probable error of the

"r', there is not a wholly significant relationship

between I.. and vocabulary for the Japanese freshmen.
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TABLE XXXIV

Showing the Correlation Coefficients and the Probable
Error of the Correlation Coefficients between I,.
and Vocabulary (Clinton) of the American and Japanese

Freshmen Classes.

American Japanese
Vocabulary Vocabulary

T AQ+ A*7
.' . . . - 4' - U J1 LI 4' - S

The probable error of the difference of the means

for the merican and Japanese in vocabulary is 1.67.

The true difference is 9,90 which favors the american

group, There are 100 chances out of 100 that the

reliable difference is greater than zero, The difference

is significantly reliable since the difference of the

moans is more than 4 times the probable error of the

difference of the means,

In comparing the coefficients of variation of the

groups, the writer finds that the coefficient of variatii

of the merican group is 29 and 20 for the Japanese group.

Expressed as a percentage, it is found that the Amertoun

freshmen are 45 more variable than the Japanese freshmen

in vocabulary.

In comparing the reading scores of the American

and Japanese freshman, the interpretations will be taken

from Table XXXV showing comparative measures of the

Americans and Japanese in reading, on the Iowa i1ent

Reading Test.
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TABLJi XXXV

Showing Lomparative Measures of the american and
Japanese Freshmen in Reading on the Iowa Silent

Reading Test.

meriosn Japanese
Measures Reading fleading

Moan 58,71±1.89 44,80±1.69

5.'), 22.10±1.34 13,92±1,19

P.'),
d1f.. of means

2.53

V. 38 31

The morican freshmen obtained a mean reflding score

of 58.71 on the Iowa i1ent Fading Test with a standard

deviation of 22,10 which means that 68.26, of the cases

fall betveen±1or 36.61 and 80.81. The probable error

of tho standard deviation is 1.34. The probable error of

the mean is found to be 1,89. The chances are even that

the obtained mean does not differ from the true mean by

more than ± 1.89. In 50, of the chances, the true mean

lies between the limits of 1 ?,i. or between 56,82 and

60 60.

A coefficient of correlation of .75 as sielown in

Table YXVI with a probable error of .04 is found between

10. and reading for the American freshman class, Since

the correlation coefficient is more than 4 times the

probable error of 'fr", thoru is a significant relationship

between 1.4,. and reading for the nerioan freshmen.

On the Iowa Silent Neading Test, the Japanese freshmen
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obtained a mean score of 44.80 with a standard devi.ation

of 13,72 which means thit G8.26 of the cases fall between

tløor 31.08 and 58.52, The probable error of the standard

deviation is 1.19. The probable error of the mean 10 1.69.

The chances are even that the obtained mean of 44,80 does

not differ from the true mean by more than± 1.69, In 50%

of the chances, the true mean lies between the limits of

±j P.I. or between 43.11 and 46,49.

he correlation coefficient as shown in Table XXXVI

for the Japanese freshmen between I.. and reading is

.72 with a probable error of .06. Since the Coefficient

of correlation Is more than 4 times the probable error

of r", there Is a siiificant relationship between I.Q.

and reding for the Japanese Freshman class.

TABLE XXXVI

Showing the Correlation Coefficients and the Probable
Error of the Coefficients of Correlation between I,:,
and fleadin of the merIean and Japenoce lresbman

Classes,

American Japanese
Readin Reading

.?5±.04 .72±,06

The probable error of the difference of the means

Is 2,53 for the rneriean and Japanese In reading. he

true difference Is 13.91 which favors the American group.

There are 100 chances out of 100 that the reliable
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difference is greater than zero. his is significantly

reliable since the difference of the moons is more than

4 times the probable error of the difference of the means.

In comparing the coefficients of variation of the groups,

the writer finds that the coefficient of variation of the

Krnerican groups is 38 and 31 for the Japanese group.

Epressed as a percentage, It is found that the American

freshmen are 22 more variable than the Japanese freshmen.

Iii corparing the school marks of the inerican and

Japanese freshmen, the interpretations will be taken from

Table XXXVII showing comparotive measures of the American

and Japanese freshmen in school marks.

TABLE x;xvii

Showing Measures of American and Japanese
1reshrnen in School !'arks,

American Japanese
Measures School Marks School Marks

Mean 148.07± 3.50 117.66 ± 5.31

40.90±2,48 43.10± 3.75

6.35
uif1. of neans

V. 28 3'?

The mean school marks of the merIcan freshman class

is 148,07 with a standard deviation of 40,90 which means

that 68.26 of the oases fall between± luor between

107.17 and 188.97. The probable error of the standard
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deviation is 2.48. The probable error of the mean is 3.50.

Tj0 chances are even that the obtained mean of 104.04 does

not differ fror;j the true mean by more than±3,50. In 50,

of the chances, the true mean lies between the iLnits of

±3. P.. or between 144.57 and 151,57,

The coefficient of correlation as hovn In Table

XXXVIII for the American freshmen between I.. and school

marks is .43 wIth a probable error of .07. SInce the

coefficient of correlation is more than 4 tImes the probable

error of the 11r", there Is a significant relationship

between I.Q. and school marks for the American freshmen.

In school marks, the mean score of the Japanese

freshmen is 117.66 with a standard deviation of 43.10

which means that j8.26% of the cases fall between±10

or between 74.56 and 160.76. The probable error of the

standard deviation is 3.75. The probable error of the

maan Is 5.31. The chances are even that the obtained

mean of 117.66 does not differ fro: the true moan by more

than±5.31, In 50k of the chances, the true mean lies

between the limits of±1 P.t, or between 112,35 and

122.94.

As shown by Tab]e XXXVIII the coefficient of

correlation for the Japanese freshmen between I... and

school marks is .51 with a probable error of .09,
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Since the correlation coefficient is more than 4 time8 tie

probable error of the "r', there is a significant

relationship between I.. and school marks for the Japanese

freshman class.

TABLE XXXVIII

Showing Correlation Coefficients and the Probable
Error of the Correlation Coefficients between I,.
and School Marks of the American and Japanese

Freshman Classes.

American Japanese
School Marks School Marks

.43± .0'? .51± .09

The probable error of the difference of the means

is 6.35 for the American and Japanese freshman classes

in school marks. The true difference is 30.41 which

favors the american group. There are 100 chances in 1.00

that the reliable difference is greater than zero. This

is significantly reliable since the differences of the

means is more than 4 times the probable error of the

difference of the means. In comparing the coefficient

of variation of the groups, the writer finds that the

coefficient of variation of t Amerioun group is 28

and i7 for the Japanese group. pressed as a percentage,

it is found that the Japanese freshmen are 32 more

variable in school marks than the American freshmen.



Th average chronological age of the Japanese freshmen

is 15 years, 7 months and the average age of the American

freshmen is 14 years, 1]. months. It Is noted that the

Japanese on an average are 8 months older than the

Americans in the freshmen class, but when comparing the

mental ages of the groups, it Is found that the average

mental age of the Japanese Is 14 years, 3 months, while

the aveaage mental age of the amerIcans is 15 years,

2 months, showing a difference of eleven months in mental

age in favor of the rnerIean freshman class.

In computiLig the elimination or drop-outs duo to

unmeasured reaone, it was found that l4.29 of the

Japanese dropped out between the tx:io of grade school

graduation and the beginning of their freshman year In

high school. 34.45% of the americans were eliminated

or dropped out during this period. This seems to

indicate a greater selectivity among the american

freshmen than the Japanese freshmen.
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he precedi paces of Chator III deal viith the

interpretation of the measures as applie to the specixic

teats given the .nierican àflL Jaaneae students in their

respective cluses. n attempt vilI be made to point

out and discuss the general trends of the groua by class.

In order to simplify the discussion of the classes, four

comprehensive tables wore constructed, involving all the

measures 01 the standardised tests given to tne American

and Japanese students, Another table pertaining to the

factor of elimination will, be of great assistance In the

determination of tendancies as iell as an aid In the

explanation of the comparative teat results. ThIS

discussion of the American and Japanese in their reseetivo

classes will to centered around Table XXXIX, XL, XLI,XLII,

anu XhIII.
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TABLE XXXIX
SHOWING COMPARATIVE MEASURES OF THE AMERICAN AND JAPANESE SENIOR CLASSES

SENIORS

AMER. JAP. AMER. JAP. AMER. JAP. AMER. JAP. AMER. JAP.

Measures I. Q. Voc. (Inglis) Voc. (Clinton) Reading School Marks

Mean 108.60± .675 105.60± 1.19 40.63± 1.81 34.56± 1.42 67.28± 2.16 68.8± 2.36 63.93± 1.01 56.87± 1.07 132.79± 4.06 186.87± 4.60

S. D. 6.57± 4.78 7.05± .84 17.45± 1.28 8.45± 1.00 21.00± 1.53 13.57± 1.67 9.72± .72 6.34± .76 3949± 2.87 27.30 3.25

V. 6.05 6.69 43 24 31 20 15 11 29 15

P. E. diff. of Means 1.36 2.30 3.19 1.47 6.13

Chances in 100 that the
reliable difference is 93 96 62 100 100
greater than zero.

I. Q. correlation coeffi-
cients and P. E. of the .63± .06 .26± .16 .59±.07 .36± .15 .35± .09 .34± .14 .47±.08 .27 .1*

Measures

Mean

S.D.
V

P. E. diff. of
means

Chances in 100
that the reliable
difference is
greater than zero
I. Q. correlation
coefficients a n d
the P.E. of "r".

TABLE XL
JUNIORS

SHOWING COMPARATIVE MEASURE OF AMERICAN AND JAPANESE JUNIOR CLASSES

AMER. JAP. AMER. JAP. AMER. JAP. AMER. JAP. AMER. JAP. AMER. JAP. AMER. JAP.

I. Q. WORD MEANING PARAGRAPH
SPELLING LANGUAGE USAGE VOCABULARY (clinton) SCHOOL MARKS

99.52± .92 102.10± 1.37 89.68± 1.52 87.80± 1.36 9240± 1.43 87.80± 1.76 77.90± 1.85 80.80 1.51 89.83± 2.00 94.80± 1.98 61.32± 2.75 53.80± 1.54 113.55 ±2.05 160.60± 6.81

9.12± .64 10.10± 1.13 15.16± 1.07 8.60± .97 14.12± 1.00 11.10± 1.24 18.36± 1.31 9.50± 1.06 19.90± 1.41 12.50± 1.40 23.85± 1.94 9.70± 1.10 20.40± 1.45 42.80± 4.81

9 10 17 10 15 13 24 12 22 13 39 18 18 27

1.64 2.04

85 73 89

2.47 2.38

79

2.81

88

.59± .07 .50± .12 .66± .06 .685 .09 .615.06 .63± .10 .67± .06 .69± .08

3.15

94

7.11

100

.54 ± .08 .665.09 .79 ± .04 .77 ± .07



Measures

Mean

S.D.

V

P. E. diff. of means

Chances in 100 that the reli-
able difference is greater
than zero

I. Q. correlation coefficients
and the P. E. of the "r"

Measures

Mean

S.D.

V

P. E. diff. of means

Chances in 100 that the reli-
able difference is greater
than zero

I. Q. correlation coefficients
and the P. E. "r"

TABLE XLI
SHOWING COMPARATIVE MEASURE OF ÂME RICAN AND JAPANESE SOPHOMORE CLASSES

SOPHOMORES

AMER. JAP. AMER. JAP. AMER. JAP.

I. Q. VOCABULARY (Clinton) READING

104.04 ± .88 101.03± 1.33 51.93± 1.34 52.46± 2.11 55.90 ± .75 49.14± .92

9.78± .62 11.00 .94 14.36± .95 14.48± 1.49 8.66± .53 7.48± .65

9 11 28 28 16 15

1.59 2.49 1.18

80 55 100

.53 .07 .65± .07 .76± .04 .84± .04

TABLE XLII
SHOWING COMPARATIVE MEASURES OF ÂME RICAN AND JAPANESE FRESHMAN CLASSES

FRESHMEN

9'

AMER. JAP.

SCHOOL MARKS

138.75± 4.44 164.20± 4.71

49.30± 3.14 38.90± 3.33

36 24

6.47

99.6

.46± .07 .44± .10

AMER. JAP. AMER. JAP. AMER. JAP. AMER. JAP.

I. Q. VOCABULARY (Clinton) READING SCHOOL MARKS

101.74± .73 90.56± 1.05 50.60± 1.27 40.70± 1.09 58.71± .1.89 44.80± 1.69 148.07± 3.50 117.66± 5.31

8.56± .52 8.70± .74 14.68± .90 8.25± .77 22.10± 1.34 13.72± 1.19 40.90± 2.48 43.10± 3.75

8 10 29 20 38 31 28 37

1.27 1.67 2.53 6.35

100 100 100 100

.49± .07 .39 ± .11 .75± .04 .72.±.06 .43..± .07 .51± .09
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rIII

bhoinE tho Per cent of illminatlon or .ror)-out by
Cla3s of the rerican rid Jepanese Students.

Class ai'ican Jmanose

.enic 44.83 bO.00

Junior 46.92 4l.94

34.G2

Fresnman 4.4h

In te discussion of the test results oI the

1½.Lierican and Japaneo senior classes, the followinf tables

will be used; Table XXXIX, show± conparative acasurea

of the -merican nd Japanese scn.or classes; Table XLIII,

8LO;i; tLe ocr cent. 01 elimination or dron-out of the

inoricsn and Japanese stuaents. TJ?on exaiiriing Table XXXIX,

it ij otcd t1ut. tbc Amer1cm seniors fievo a iiighor ean

score in intellience, vocabu.lury (Inglis), and. reading;

while the Japanose score higher in vocabulary (Clinton)

and school marks. Ihe Americans are more variable than

the Japanese in both vocabulary tests, reading and school

but not in intelligence. In comparing the standard

deviations, it is noted that the Japanese tend to group

themselves nearer to the central tendency in alL the tests

with the exception of the thtelligence test. hen noting

the r.easuros dealing it the reliable difference of the

moans, it is found. that the reliable difference of the means



favor tho Americans in intelligence, vocabulary (Inglis),
and, in reading, they are .gnificantly superior. On the

Clinton Vocabulary test, the reliable difference is in

favor of the Japanese and they aro significantly superior

in school marks. There is a greater relationship between
the intelligence of the Americans than the Japanese in
both vocabulary tests and school marks. According to the

data, the correlation between I.Q.. and readiug f or the

Americans and Japanese are about equal. Table XLIII shows

that a y;reator percentage of the Japanese seniors than

the American seniors are eliminated.

From the above discussion, it is evident that some

factor besides intelligence pias an important part in the

Japanese scores. It can be seen that the Japanese are
significantly inferior in reading and, therefore, a
language handicap is present. How much this affects their

intelligence score is unknown to the writer. It is the
writer's opinion that unequal opportunity and experience

contribute to the reading handicap. If Creter elimination

indicates selection, it is substantiated by the fact that

in all the tests, with the exception of intelligence, the

Japanese tend to group themselves closer to the central

tendency. The superioriti of the Japanese seniors in

school marks may be due to greater industry and persistence

which viild be necessary in order that the Japanese may



compete wit the American seniors, or perhaps, it is due

to the belief that the teachers favor the Japanese.

In the discussion of the test results of the American

and Japanese junior classes, the following tables vill be

used; Table XL, showing tho comparative measures of the

American and Japanese junior classes; Table XLIII,shiinC

the per cent of elimination or drop-out of the American and

Japanese students. Upon examining Table XL, it is noted that

the American juniors obtained a higher mean score in word

meaning, paragraph meaning, and vocabulary; while the Japanese

scored higher in intelligence, spoiling, language usage and

school marks. The Americans are more rariable than the

Japanese in word meaning, paragraph meaning, spelling,

1anguge usage and vocabulary, but not in intelligence and

school marks. In comparing the standard deviations, it is

noted that the Jaanese consistently group themselves closer

to the central tendency than the Americans in all the tests

with the exception of intelligence and school :iarks. Then

noting the measures dealing: wit!: the reliable differences

of the mans, it is found t1t the reliable difference of

the means favor the Americans in wd meaning, Daragraph

meaning and vocabulary, but there is not a wholly sigulficant

reliable difference between the gros on these measures.

The reliable difference of the means favor the Japanese in

intelligence, language usage, spelling and school marks.

in school marks, there is a significantly reliable
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difference favoring the Japanese juniors, which indicates,

.Iapaneee superiority. Apparently there is greater

relationship between the intelligence of the Americans than

the Japanese in word meaning end school marks. The

relationship between intelligence and paragraph meaning,

spelling and language usage for the Japanese juniors is

slightly greater than it is for the American juniors, but in

vocabulary (Clinton), the intelligence of the Japanese

correlates higher than the Americans, Table XLIII shows

that a greater percentage or the Americana are eliminated

or droppedit.

The tests on word meaning and paragraph meaning are

listed as reading tests in the Stanford Achievement Test,

It is noted that the American juniors tend to be superior

in these tests which can be expected since the opportunities

of the grois are unequal due to the fact that the Japanese

speak their native tongue in their homes. Their superiority

in language usage is an interesting point. The auth

believes that it is due to greater effort on their part to

master the use of the glish language; while the Americans,

in general, are perhaps carefree in their attitude toward it.

A reliable difference in intelligence tavor8 the Japanese

juniors, A reliable difference in vocabulary favors the

American juniors. This is perhaps due to the influence

the borne upon the development of vocabulary. The Japanese

superiority in school marks is influenced by their superiority



in intelligence as well as by their aparent persistence
and industry, and porhaps to favoritis shn by teachers.
In all the tests with the exception of intelligence and
school marks the Japanese tend to group themselves closer
to the central tendencies than the Americans; which scorns
to indicate selection, Lut it is noted that a greater
percentage of the Americans are eliminated. II' the
elinination of the American unicrc is the to low mentality,
the writer cannot explain the apparent 8olectivity of the
Japanese in tIc tests,

In the discussIon of the teat results of the Arnericen
and Japanese sophomore classes, the following tables will
be used; Table XLI, showing comparative measures of the

American and Japanese sophomore classes; Table XLIII,

shiing the per cent of elimination or drop-out of the

American and Japanese students. Upon examining Table XLI,

it is noted that the American sophomores have migher moan

scores in intelligence and reading; while the Japanese score

higher in vocabulary and school marks. The Americans tend

to be more variable in reading and school marks but not in

intelligence. The Japanese and Americans arc equally as

variable in vocabulary. In comzaring the standard deviations

of the groups, it is noted that the Japanese tend to groip

themselves closer to the means than the Americans in

reading and school marks, There Is not a great difference

in the grouping of the scores iu vocabulary between the



groups. In intel1ienco the Americans group themselves

lihtlr closer to the central tendency than the Japanese.

hen notin the measures dalinL: vith the reliable

differences boteeii the means, it is found that the reliable

difference favors the inericans in intelligence, and also

sh a significantly reliable difference in readin in

their favor. A significantly reliable difference i C ond

in cLool marks which favor the Japanese. The Japanese

snow a slightly reliable difference in vocebalary. There

is a greater relatIonship botvieen the Intelligence of the

Japanese than the Amçrictins in vocabulary and readinC but

not In school marh. Table XlII sova that a greater

percentage of the Japanese sotho:ores are eliminated than

the American sophomores, inco the difference is slight

it r.ay not be o± any signifIcarce.

From this discussion it is evident that some factors

besides intelligence influence the superiority of the

Americans In reading. It can be seen that the Japanese

are significantly inferior In reading cid therefore a

reading handicap is present. Eo riucI-. this affects their

intelligence score is unknon-n to the iriter. It is the

vJriter's opinion, that unequal opportunit and experience

contribute to the reading handicap. Th" nese are

sign1fIcant.Ly superior in sceool ark. It is evidnt

that when a group .;ItAi inferior readIng ability end

intelligence obtain higher school rrarks, anotner factor is



operative which may bC industry nd persistence, or perhaps

the techers fvor the Japanese. ince the Japanese and

Americans tend to croup themselves, in Loneral, equally as

close to the central tendencies, and there Is very little

difference in the percentage of elimination, It is evident

that the grouns are equally as selective.

In the discussion of the test results of the ihiierican

and Japanese freshman classes, the follow1n tables will

he used; Table XLII sho:in: co:paratIve measures of

American and Japanese freshmen; Tsblc XLIII showinT the

per cent of elimination or drop-out of the American d

Japanese students. Uon eaminIn Table XLII, It is noted

tho American freshmen consistentl obtained iiihcr mean

scores than the Jepanese freshmen in intelilCence, vocabulary,

reading and school marks. The Americans are more variable

in vocabulary and readIng than the Japanese, but not as

variable in Intellienco and school marks. In comnarinC

the standard devitIons, it is noted that the Japanese

grou themselves closer to the central tendencies than t1

Americans in vocabular and racdin iitL little difference

in the Croupin between the croups in intelligence and

school marks. hen notIri: the measures dealIn vith the

reliable differences of the moans, It Is founc that there

are sIn1ficantly reliable differences in favor of the

Airierican freshmen in intelligence, vocahulsry, reading and



school marks. There is a Creator relationship between the

intelligence of the Americans than the Japanese in

vocabulary an reading, but not In school marks. Table XLIII

shows that a greater percentage of the American froshmen

than the Japanese freshmen arc eliminated,

Froa th above discussion it is evident that the

Japanese freshmen arc significantly inferior to the

American. freshmen in intelligence, vocabulary, reading and

school rnar1s. A language hanIca is evident, but this

may be due to l intelligence and not due to poor

reading. If groater elimination indicates selection, the

American freshmen are more select th the Japanese

freshmen. The writer feels justified in stating that the

Japanese freshmen are very inferior to the American

freshmen, realizing, t the same time, that differences in

opportunIty and social status exist,
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After discussin the results of the Americans and

Japanese on the standardized tests and in choo1 marks,

it is important that the responses on the questionnaire be

examined in order to point out possible factors that may

contribute to the superiority of the Japanese in school

marks. The comprison of the responses of the American

and Japanese croups on the questionnaire nih be centered

around tables XLIV, XLV, XLVI and XLVII, showing the

responses of the American and Japanese by classes on the

questionnaire.

In co:Lparing the responses of the American and

Japanese seniors on the questionnaire, the interpretations

will be taken from Table XLIV showing the responses of

the American and Japanese seiors on the questionnaire.
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TiBL! XLIV

Showing the Responses of the merican and Japanese
Seniors on the Questionnaire,

ITiMS A!iER. JAP.

Av. Study Time in School Per Day 112 mm. 92 mm.

Av. study Time Out of school Per Day 48 mm. 133 mm.

Ày. Time Spent in Working Per Day 211 mm, 182 mm.

Professional 3%

Occupational Semi-Professional 7%

Level of General Clerical 15%

Father Semi-Skilled 75% 100%

Unskilled

Education Elementary 48% 68%

of High School 16% 19%

Father College 13% 6%

500-1000 46% 22%

Income 1000-1500 33% 36%

of 1500-2000 13% 14%
Father 2000-2800 14%

2500-3000 8% 14%

Place of Residence Farm 82% 100%

Town 18%

Number of Extra-Curricular ActivitIes 3.4 2.13

Av, Time Used in Extra-Curricular Act. 94 miri, 49 mm,

Professional 21% 38%

Student Semi-ProfessIonal 2%

Level General Clerical 32% 6%
of Semi-Skilled 12%

Occupational Unskilled 12%

Ambition Undecided 21% 50%
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When noting the item dealing with the average tine

spent in study per day in school, it is found that the

American seniors on an average study 112 minutes oer day

in school, while the Japanese spend 92 minutes. The

average time spent in stud per day outside of school for

the Americans is 48 minutes and 133 minutes f the

Japanese. From these two items, it is apparent that the

Japanese on an average, spend. more tine in study per day.

This maybe an indication of industry and persistence which

perhaps accounts for the Japanese superiority in school

marks, Then to, the teachers nay tend to favor them due

to their greater effort. This difference in 8tudy time,

perhaps, is influenced by the language handicap of the

Japanese which necessitates a longer period of study. The

American seniors spend more tine in working at home than the

Japanese seniors.

In examining the occupational levels of their fathers,

it is found that the Americans have a higher occupational

status than the Japanese. This may be due to superior

training or lack of race prejudice against Americana. The

dat;a show that a greater per cent of the fathers of the

Americans are high school and college graduates, but there

are more elementary graduates in the Japanese groun of

fathers. The average income tends to favor the fathers of

the Japanese group, If this is true, it may be an

indication of the trait of industry, It is noticed that a
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greater per cent of the Japanese live on farms than

AmeriCans.

In comparing the particiostion In oxtrai.curricular

activities, it is noted that the American seniors

participate in a greater number of extra-curricular

activities as well as use more time for participation than

the Japanese seniors. This difference In the amount of

time spent in extracurrIcular activities may tend to aid

the Japanese scholastically, but surely not In cultural

oportwiIties. Race prejudice may be a factor also, as

well as, the belief of the Jaancse that they should "stay

In their places." Ahen examining the item dealing with

occupational interest, It is found that in both groups the

students1 interests are above the occupational level of

their fathers. A greater percentage of the Japanese than

the Americans are undecided in their occupational choice.

The fact that 38 of the Japanese seniors selected the

profesalonal group Is perhaps another indication of their

Industrious tendencies,

In comparing the responses of the American and

Japanese juniors on the questionnaire, the Interpretations

will be taken from Table XLV showI.g the responses of the

American and Japanese juniors on the questionnaire.



TABLE XLV

Showing the Responses of the American and
Japanese Juniors on the Questionnaire,

ITEMS AMER.

Av. Study Time in School Per Day 120 mm.

Av. Study r2ime out of School Per Day

Av. Time Spent irt Working Per Day

Occupational

Level of

Father

Professional

Semi-Professional

General Clerical

Semi-Skilled

Unskilled

59 mm.

178 znin.

9%

6%

22%

58%

5%

94

JAP.

113 mm.

132 mm,

181 mm.

5%

90%

Education Elementary 47% 60%

of High School 14% 5%

Father College 20% 5%

500-1000 39% 73%

Income 1000.1500 39% 9%

of 1500.2000 12 18%

Father 2000-2500 5%

2500-3000 5%

Place of Residence Farm 88% 90%

Towr 12% 10%

Ntbee of Extra-Curricular Activities 3.88 2.35

Ày. Time Used in Extra-Curricular Act. 84 mm. 62 mm.

Professional 30o 20%

Student Semi-Professional 15% 10%

Level General Clerical 21% 30%

of Semi.Skillod 12%

tiona1 Unskilled 3% 5%

Undecided 19% 35%
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It is noted In the itoni dealing with the average time

spent in study per day in school thet the American juniors

on an average spend 120 minutes per day in study In school

while the Japanese spend 1l minutes. The average time

spent in study out of school for the Americans is 59 mInutes

and l32 for the Japanese. From these tv.o items, it is

a:parent. that the Japanese spend a greater total of time on

the average in studj per day than the mericans. Again this

may Indicate industry which influences the Japanese

superiority in school marks as well as being. Influenced by

the higher average intelligence of the Japeneso in this

class. Their superiority in language usage In this class,

as mentione: in a previous discussion, may also contribute

to their suerior school marks. The American and Japanese

juniors vorT: on the average about an equal length of timo

per day at ho'e.

In examining the occupational levels of the fathers of

the groups, It Is noted that the Americans tend to occupy

a higher level on the average than the Japanese. Race

prejudice and unoquality of training nay be the domInant

factors contributing to this. The data shoa that a greater

per cent of the fathers of the American group are hIgh

school and college graduates, but there are more elementary

graduatc In. the Japanese group of fathers. In tIs class

the average Income is higher in the American group than in



the Japanese group. The difference of education may

contribute greatly in this case. A greater per cent of

both groups live on farms than in towns.

In comparing the participation in etra-curricular

activities, it is noted that the American juniors iarticipate

in a greater number of extra-curricular activities as well

as use more time for participation than the Japanese. This

difference in participation and time spent in etra

curricular activitias may be factors contributing to the

superiority of the Japanese in school marks, The Japanese

may not fee]. as if they are welcome to mingle ith the

Americans. If this is true, they would tend not to enter

as many extra-curricular activities. It may be that their

purpose is not in accord with the cultural opnortunities

offered in oxtra-curriculr activities and, therefore, they

do not care to enter thorn.

Then examining the item dealing with occupational

interest, it is foind that in both gros the students

Interests arc above the occupational level of their fathers1.

A grater peroontsge of the Jaaneso thaa the Americans are

undecided in their occupational choice. Cince there Is some

restriction on the Japanese In moat of the higher occupations,

due to social Inequality, this Indecision on their part Is

expected. In general, the American group tends to select

the uper levels of occupational endeavors. Teacher-
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influence a well a home-influence may contribute toward

the occupational choices of the students.

In compering the responses of the Americin and

Japanese sophomores On the questionnaire, the

interpretations will be taken 1ro Table XLVI shing

the responses or tI-xe Pmeriean arid Japanese sohomores

on the questionnaire,



TABLi XLVI

Showing the fcsponsos of the Jmerican rd
Japanese Sohoiioros. on th ucstionnaire.

ITEiS AMhR. JEP.

Av. Study Time in School Per Day 97 mir'. 113 mm.

Air. Study Time out of School Per Day 65 mm. 129 mm,

Air. Time Spent in orking Per Day 159 mm. 160 mm,

Prof esiona1 2%

Occupational Semi-Professional 7%

Level of General C1eric]. 7%

Father Semi-Skilled 82% 92%

Unskilled 2% 8%

Education Elementary 66% 62%

of High School 20%

Father College 4% 3o

500-1000 51% 62%

Income 1000-1500 28% 13%

of 1500*2000 15% 13%

Father 2000-2500 3% 6%

2500-3000 3%

Place of Residence Farm 77% 94%

Town 23% 6%

Number of Extra-Curricular Itctivities 3.27 2.06

Air, Time Used in ixtra-Currjcular Act. 79 rim. 48 mm.

Profeosional 22% 11%

Student Seri-Professiona1 4% 3%

Level General Clerical 32% 28%

of Semi-Skillo d 8% 18%

Occupational Unskilled 4% 7%

Ambition Undecided 30% 33%



hen notiri, the item dealnt with the average time

spent in study per ay in school, it is found that the

Americn so'.onorss on an average study 97 minutes per

day in school, while the Japanese spend 113 minutes in

study per day. The average ti; spent in study per day,

outaiae Oi senool, ay the Americans is b minutes and 19

minutes for the Japanese. Froi these two items, it is

evident that the Japanese on en everae spend oro time

in study er day. The writer believes this to be an

indic.tion of industri nd persistence which perhaps

accounts £ or the Japanese suoeriority in school marks,

Also the languar-.e handicap of the Japanese would

necessitate a difference in study t1re, but how much, is

unknown to the v'riter, An element of favoritism by the

techera may also be present. There is net much differ-

ence in the amount of time spent in working per day

between the :roups.

Zn examining the occupational levels of the fathers

of the American and Japanese groups, it Is found that

the Americans have a higher occupational status than

th Jn neso ich Is aarent)n duo to suocrior traInin.

The average Income of the American group Is higher than

the Japanese group, which Is probable due to their

higher occupational status. A greater percentage of the

Japanese 3OhoiOrc2 live on farms than the American

a ohomoros.



Zn comparing the participation in extracurricular

activities it i noted that the American sophouores

participate in a treater rnmbcr of oxtracurricular

activities as well as use more time for participation than

tiie Japanese sophomores. The CLiff eronce in the amount

of time spent in extracurriculai activities may aid the

Jaancse scholasticall, but surely not in cultural

oportunities. It nsy be that they do not i.sh to mix

with the Amoricn group due to a feeling of social

inferiority. Again, it is noted that a reator percentage

of the Japanese are undecided in their occup tl.onal choice

then the Americans, however, ac ia the preceding classes,

they tend to select occupations thtt are above the

level of their fathers. It is found thL t; a groater per cent

of the Americans choose professional occupations than the

Japanese. It is possibla that the selectivity tends to

influence the choice of the Americans toward the

professional groups,

In coperin the responses of the American and

Japanese freshmen on the questionnaire, the interpretations

will be taken from lablo XLVII,
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TABiJE XLVII

iovii the Responses of tne erican and
Japancse Frobrnen on the uetionnairo.

Av. study Ti:io in school ?er Lay 114 mm. 116 mJ.n.

Av. tud 1io out of choo1 Per Day 04 nin, 110 miin,

Av. ie pent in orkin 2cr )ay 142 iin. 133 mm.

j £ro.. eina

Occupati on1 omii-Profes I onil 2%

Levo]. of General Clerical 15% 3%

iather cmi-Eki1lod '19% 97%

Unskilled 4%

Education Elementary 53.O

of iiih choo1 22% 1'7%

Father Col1ee 5% 3%

500.1000 53% 39%

Income 10O0ui1500 22% 39%

of l5OO..Ou0 19% 15%

Father 2000m.2500 3% 7%

2500-3000 3%

Place of esidonce Farm 84% 97%

T°Wn 16% 3%

Niimber of Extra-Curricular Activities 3.10 2.24

Av. TIme Used in Extra-Curricular Act, 40 mm. 46 th.

Professional 19% 8%

Student e;i-ProfesIona1 2% 11%

Level General Clerical 25% 27%

of Semi-Skilled 10% 27%

Occupational Unskilled

Ambition Undecided 44% 27%
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The item dea1in with the average time sont in study

per day in school shows that the American freshmen study

on an averae 114 minutes per day in school, while ti

Japanese spend lib minutes, The vcrage time spent in

study per day outside of school for the Americans is 34

minutes and 110 for the Japanese. Fro1n these tue iteris,

it is aparent that the Japanese on an average spend more

tiuc in study per day. In this c1aa, the Americans are

significantly superior in all the standardi:od tests as

well as school marks. Then the diierences in stucy time

may be necessary inordex' that the Japanese freshman can

compete w!tA the meriean frusflmen, in the precedirur

classes, the differences have been rester in study tine

than they are in this class. This factor may indicate

that the lenCtLi of study time has a positive rolationship

with the school marks obtained. Then to, incroasinC

faniiiaritj i4th the hnblish lauue should without a

doubt increase the avcraEe school isarks of the Jaranese

in tills class as it progresses i the scool. The time

spent in v.or:thL, at home is a eout equal betueen tile groups.

Again we find the fathers occuatlonal level of tie

American freshman is higher thsn the Japanese occupational

level, The average income favors the fathers of the

Jaanese group but apparently this is not due to superior
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education since this is not the case. A Crctater per cent

of the Janese 1ve on farms than the Americans,

It is noted that the American frashmen participate

in a aroater number of oxtracurricular activities, it

the Jpaneso use more time for those that ty participate

in. here is a small difference in the amount of time

used for entra-curricular activities, but, if it is a

siLnlfic&nt factor in the determination of scool mar:s,

it is evident that the lor school marha of the Japanese

may be thm to the amoant 01' time used for eatra-curricular

activiie ao well as LO ioer intelliacuce, In noting

the item dealing wit.: the oecupationai. ambition of the

atucLent, it is noted tht they ten to select occupations

above tue occupational levuls of their lathers A

greater percentage of the americans are undecided as to

their occupational choice than the Japanese. The American

freshmen h&vc a greater tendency toward tho pr'essiona1

lvei than the Japanese freshmen.
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C}LPFTEr IV

S1LA{ SND CONCLOION

In sumiarizing this comparative study of iericcn

and Japanese studc'nts, the writer will review the

important points of the preceding chapters. The purpose

of the study is to point out the racial differences, if

any, as measured by the tests given. It is hoped that

this study vili throw some light on the relative mental

ability, achievement and scholastic average, and factors

contributing to them.

The research work was carried on in l934, at

Elk Grove Union High School, which draws its attendance

principally from rural sections, Data was obtained on

206 Americans and 105 Japaneso. The groups were compared

by class rather than as a whoic group since all the classes

wore not tested by the same tcts. iLeasurc3 on the

standardized tests in intelligence, reading, spelling,

vocabulary, word meaning, language usage, and paragraph

meanin: wore obtained. Personal data was acquired by

means of a questionnaire including items on age, grade

in school, length of study time in and out of school,

tine spent in working, education of father, occupation of

father, Income of father, students occupational Interest,

place of residence, number of oxtracurricular activities
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in whien they prt1ciptcd, ond the vorago tine used for

extra-cuTricular .ctivitios. thita on ciiiircit ion or drop

out vias also
obtained1 The hiito'ica1 vori: on nmoricans

and Japanuse is reviei;ed, in Chapter II. Chapter III deals

with the statistical treatment and discussion of the test

data by class, as well as a discussion of tho responses

on the cuestionnaire by class,

The writer has based the followinC iaary on the

discussions of the results of the American and Japanese

classes on the standardized tests, school marks and on

the questionnaire as discussed in Chapter III. An attempt

will be made to give the gnerai trends and results of

the Americans and Jgancse as on b; the data in this

thesis. In intelligence, the mean I.Q.. of the American

students is lO.28 and the Japanese obtained a mean I.Q..

of 98.59. It is noted that the Japanese are consistently

inferior to the Americans In reading. Data on elimination

or drop-out seems to indicate a tendency toward Japanese

selectivity as does the standard de.viatioi on the tests.

Home Influence may favor the Americans in their tendency

to be superior to the Japanese in vocabulary.

The Japanese are on an average 6 months older than

the Americans in chronological age and the Americans

2 months older than the Japanese in mental age, The

difference in chronological age may indicate retardation

due to language handicap and ler mental ability.
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Th Japanese that were tested in spelling' and language

usage tend to score .1g1ior tha the Americans which may be

due to their higher iontal ability and selectivity. The

decided suer1ority in school aars of tiie Jaranese may be

eola1nod partig by greater industry end rsistence on

their part, but It Is the writer's oin1on that the Creator

industry of the Japanese doos not cornpensste for their

inl'eriorlty in mental ability, It apears that the

teachers favor the Japanese in school marks. The data

Indicates that the Japanese arc more inftustrious and

persistent than the Americans since on an average the

Jananese snond more time In study per clay then the Americans.

This may be due to the fact that It Is necessary for them

to study longer in order to compete :Ith the Americans due

to lnguge handican and lower mental ability. It is noted

that ioth groups tend to use anproximately equal lengths

of time scent In work at home.

The occupational level of the Americsn fatlers tends

to be higher than the Japanese fathers' occupational level,

due to the educational superiority of the American fathers,

RacIal nrejudice may be a determining influence on the

Japanese in this case. The average Income of the Japanese

fathers Is slightly higher then the American fathers. A

greater percentage of Japanese live on farms than the

Americans.

The average American tends to spend more time in
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participation in extracurr1cular activities and iart1c1pctes

in a greater number of activities than the Japanese. This

may indicate a tendency toward Japanese social Inferiority.

It is the writer's opinion that the grcater participation

of the Americans in extracurr1cu1ar activities does not

materially affect their school marks.

In comparing the occupational interests of the groups,

it is found that the Japanese have a grastor tendency to

be undecidoo. in the selectioi of an occupation than the

Americans. Race prejudice reduces the number of vocations

in which the Japanese can enter and aparently this 13 a

factor affecting their indecision. Amoricns show a

greater tendency to select the professional level in their

occupational choices than the Japanese. l3oth groups desire

an occupational level above that o their fathers.

The writer feels justified in forming the foliov.iig

conclusions:

1. The Americans are, on an averago, more intelligent.

2, The Japanese are Inferior in reading ability,

3, The Americans tend to score higher in vocabulary

understanding.

4. The Japanese are superior in school marks.

5. The Japanese spend more time In study.

6. The Japanese spend less time In oxtracwrieular

activities.



'7. The Japanese soe to :aii'oot a zocial inferIority.

3. T:e aaiiose seem to be content with a lower

ocu?ationl level, and thero is greater

occuation1 indecisIoi anon thom.

9. There is evidence that the teichers favor the

Jarginose in the a Inont of school narka,
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1. They play with abandon. enthusiasm skill loss unrestraint listlessness

2. He was absolved, acquitted bankrupt discovered anointed impressed.

3. Be accosted the officer. reviled hated addressed liked deceived

4. I am actuated by friendship, encouraged aided impelled betrayed. supported

5. He is in. his adolescence. old-age youth prime-of-life office apprenticeship

6. An agglomeration of roots. examination fertilization exhibition loss mass

7. He alleges insanity. suspects studies claims fears denies

8. Amenable to kindness, responsive opposed pledged disposed devoted

9. I ignored the animadversion. interruption remark question criticism opposition

10. A pat bet ic listeners. attentive courteous pitiful sympathetic unresponsive

11. He seems apprehensive, angry guilty anxious generous arrested

12. Arson is a crime, theft murder assault incendiarism perjury

13. It assuages thirst, satisfies arouses increases prevents prolongs

14. I attended an auction. card-game town-meeting public-sale trial opera

15. We demanded an autopsy. automobile-cover apology hearing refund examination

16. That is a bagatelle. suit-case trifle riddle sea-shell insult

17. A batch of bread, loaf sale quantity kind pan

18. He bestows favors, receives requests collects despises confers

19. A blend of coffee. brand. shipment drink mixture imitation

20. A boshy path. narrow bushy dangerous slippery precipitous

21. He is a bravo, hero escaped-convict soldier villain conqueror

22. The buckram was sold. coarse-cloth pirate-ship carriage shield stag

23. I heard of the cabal. horse hut celebration marriage plot

24. Do you like cameos? paintings shell-fish puns dry-etchings carved-gems

25. The enemy capitulated. lost-his-head surrendered retreated attacked escaped

26. We escaped the catastrophe. earthquake disaster explosion avalanche pursuit

27. They were censured. slandered counted besieged reproved bound

28. They revere chastity. purity embellishment riches scholarship royalty

29. Clandestine meetings. frequent secret riotous disgraceful infrequent

30. A colossal statue, gigantic cylindrical graceful antique mythical

31. A complaisant gentleman. well-bred obliging vain self-conscious kindly

32 I dislike condiments. flattery seasonings makeshifts parasites game-birds

33. That is only a conjecture. sketch theory guess threat beginning

34. I am not in contact with it. acquaintance sympathy agreement disagreement touch

35. It is the result of convexity, rioting crime depravity roundness wrath

36. We heard of his craftiness, wickedness cunning accomplishment seamanship acquittal

37. These figures are cumulative, satisfactory correct deceitful increasing wrong

38. He is dauntless in action. cowardly aggressive hasteless pitiless fearless

39. They deferred action, postponed provoked proposed decided-on prevented

40. When questioned he demurred. answered agreed disagreed objected was-silent

41. Desultory remarks. concluding unkind random contemptuous needless

42. He spoke with diffidence, vigor difficulty shyness self-control fluency

43. His clothes are disheveled, soiled disordered inharmonious badly-made spotted

44. His diurnal duties. official routine special fatiguing daily

45. A dowdy dress. elegant untidy showy modest well-made

46. The plant has effloresced, blossomed decayed dried-up sprouted wilted

47. An elusory answer. impertinent clever delayed evasive unexpected

48. It enhances her beauty. increases impairs conceals displays exposes

49. The acid erodes copper. discolors eats-away softens hardens protects

50. Fear is a great excitant. emotion instinct power stimuiant weakness
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51. The only extant copy. genuine engraved remaining autographed perfect

52. The village farrier. idiot innkeeper oracle store-keeper horse-shoer

53. A fictitious character. literary famous imaginary disreputable gifted

54. He flouted his opponent. defeated insulted confused attacked defied

55. Friction causes heat. pounding combustion lightning rubbing exercise

56. Our guest gaped. departed objected refused yawned rested

57. A glabrous head. bald over-sized hairy square-shaped round-shaped

58. He has a grouch. fit-of-temper game-bird cave basket sail-boat

59. A hapless fate. pleasant fortunate proud uneventful unfortunate

60. A regular hexagon. six-sided-figure old-witch model nuisance assembly

61. She is a hoyden. tomboy milk-maid spinster servant poor-artist

62. A field imbrued with blood, won reddened purchased drenched hallowed

63. Impervious to water. similar impenetrable opposed accustomed unaccustomed

64. It was due to inadvertence, envy laziness caution fraud oversight

65. An increment of two per cent. loss penalty bonus dividend increase

66. Indurated clay, prepared mixed hardened molded softened

67. Those wires are inflexible, untwisted unplated not-for-sale rigid untempered

68. An instinctive fear. harrowing deadly natural acquired childish

69. He fought with intrepidity, vigor fearlessness misgiving loyalty malice

70. Inveterate hatred. unvarying unreasonable deep-rooted foolish inherited

71. He was jeered. confused mocked deserted banished applauded

72. Kismet ordained it so. Mohammed nature Buddha destiny science

73. A lascivious joke. lustful funny mischievous practical frivolous

74. He suffered a lesion, set-back insult fine blow injury

75. You must not loiter, depart cough delay resist complain

76. He was maimed. punished crippled rescued scolded expelled

77. A well-known martinet, bird cymbal dress-material disciplinarian singer

78. She is of menial rank, middle indefinite high doubtful servile

79. That is a moot question. debatable legal vital impertinent foolish

80. A natty coat. furry elegant neat much-worn conspicuous

81. The youth was obdurate. wayward stubborn steady reliable stupid

82. An obsolete word. expressive technical trite disused obscene

83. Opaque cloth, not-transparent oriental too-costly rough silken

84. He was ousted, put-out let-in warned wounded initiated.

85. They had a parley, disagreement quarrel fight contract conference

86. Pelagic animals. mountain dangerous ocean cat-like wild,

87. A land of perennial snow, gleaming little abundant peculiar perpetual

88. A pertinent remark. rude appropriate discreet off-hand wise

89. A piquant sauce, tart sweet sour thick sweet-smelling

90. I pledged my watch. exchanged lost concealed pawned forgot

91. They came in pomp. disgrace succession great-display great-haste hope

92. A practicable plan. usable doubtful dangerous visionary helpful

93. A preeminent authority, classical literary legal ancient outstanding

94. A pretentious house. famous well-built showy haunted unoccupied

95. A probationary member. honorary trial full-fledged charter dissatisfied

96. The proletarian class. workingman elementary advanced incoming aristocratic

97. Whom do you propose? vote-for expect suggest accuse recognize

98. His teeth protrude. are-decaying stick-out ache grate are-easily-broken

99. Punctilious behavior, discourteous curious precise slovenly evil

100. A quaint ornament, cameo antique inartistic odd expensive
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101. The quintessence of wit perfection charm opposite danger absence

102. A rampant socialist, prejudiced unrestrained converted angry dangerous

103. The curious were rebuffed rewarded expelled disappointed admitted checked

104. A recumbent position graceful untenable well-paid desirable reclining

105. He refuted your argument denied accepted ridiculed disproved ignored

106. I doubt his reliability, morality word trustworthiness intelligence story

107. The watch was repaired resold lost adjusted recommended mended

108. A man of repute wealth power parts reputation courage

109. He resorted to trickery, had-recourse consented objected alluded fell-victim

110. He must retrench excavate economize adjourn refuse reply

111. A ribald jest
vulgar mirthful mirthless untimely witty

112. A rude hut,
dirty log deserted crude thatched

113. He made sacrifices, blunders promises self-denials religious-vows efforts

114. He was sanctified hypocritical made-holy profane very-ill condemned

115. Her clothing was saturated disinfected ripped stolen soaked burned

118. A schism of sects union division agreement decrease elimination

117. Subjected to scrutiny, torture pressure scorn examination danger

118. Segregate these plants set-apart transplant cultivate classify fertilize

119. They were severally punished properly harshly unjustly promptly individually

120. A sibilant sound mournful persistent annoying explosive hissing

121. He slaked his thirst indulged endured quenched restrained bewailed

122. She solicited favors, asked-for deserved refused granted begrudged

123. Sovereign power
financial political undue paternal royal

124. He is spleenful foul-minded satisfied frail humorous ill-humored

125. A desirable statute law monument height assembly constitution

128. Stimulated by promises deceived spurred-on flattered rewarded bound-up

127. In the stress of debate course give-and-take strain reverses rule

128. A sturdy little fellow, cunning vigorous friendly curious stupid

129. The subtleties of speech parts courtesies errors fine-points wonders

130. A sultry day oppressively-hot very-windy cloudy eventful wasted

131. A supple branch withered lower leafless flexible rigid

132. I suspect him envy dislike distrust respect recommend

133. Synthetic rubber cheap elastic fibrous artificial well-woven

134. That is tantamount to failure equivalent due opposed related superior

135. The temerity of youth cowardice endurance courage cruelty rashness

136. A tepid drink,
intoxicating cooling temperance lukewarm narcotic

137. A thrilling experience, dangerous exciting unusual disgusting profitable

138. They beard a titter song-bird giggle steam-saw locust wood-mouse

139. A tortuous passage invisible stormy secret crooked mistaken

140. Transcribe these notes deliver address exchange explain copy

141. He came on a transport mission errand troop-ship wager freight-train

142. A trite remark
witty stale insulting uncalled-for helpful

143. A twinge in the back punch pain thicket splinter shot

144. An uncompromising nature sullen generous lovable disagreeable unyielding

145. An unfaltering purpose revengeful blind unhesitating unreasoning secret

146. A unique table without-duplicate one-legged oval folding costly

147. An untoward occurrence fortunate peculiar unexpected irregular unfavorable

148. That is utter folly
dangerous careless childish complete strange

149. A vapid speech
eloquent exciting dull polishecf misleading

150. The ventral cavity, abdominal mouth tooth chest throat
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OTIS SELF-ADMINISTERING TESTS OF MENTAL ABILITY
By MTHUR S. OTIS

Formerly Development Specialist with Advisory Board, General Stan, United States War Department

HIGHER EXAMINATION: FORM A
20 For High Schools and Colleges Score

Read this page. Do what it tells you to do.

Do not open this paper, or turn it over, until you are told to do so. Fill these blanks, giving your
name, age, birthday, etc. Write plainly.

Name ........................................................ Age last birthday ...... years
First name, initial, and last name

Birthday ............................. Class .................. Date ................. i..
Month Day

School or College ................................... City

This is a test to see how well you can think. It contains questions of different kinds. Here is a
sample question already answered correctly. Notice how the question is answered:

Which one of the five words below tells what an apple is?
r flower, 2 tree, 3 vegetable, 4 fruit, 5 animal ....................... ( 4 )

The right answer, of course, is "fruit"; so the word "fruit" is underlined. And the word "fruit"
is No. 4; so a figure is placed in the parentheses at the end of the dotted line. This is the way you
are to answer the questions.
Try this sample question yourself. Do not write the answer; just draw a line under it and then
put its number in the parentheses:

Which one of the five words below means the opposite of north?
pole, 2 equator, 3 south, 4 east, 5 west ........................... (

The answer, of course, is "south"; so you should have drawn a line under the word "south" and
put a figure 3 in the parentheses. Try this one:

A foot is to a man and a paw is to a cat the same as a hoof is to a what?
i dog, 2 horse, 3 shoe, 4 blacksmith, 5 saddle ....................... ( )

The answer, of course, is "horse"; so you should have drawn a line under the word "horse" and
put a figure 2 in the parentheses. Try this one:

At four cents each, how many cents will 6 pencils cost2 ................................. ( )

The answer, of course, is 24, and there is nothing to underline; so just put the 24 in the parentheses.
If the answer to any question is a number or a letter, put the number or letter in the parentheses
without underlining anything. Make all letters like printed capitals.
The test contains 75 questions. You are not expected to be able to answer all of them, but do the
best you can. You will be allowed half an hour after the examiner tells you to begin. Try to
get as many right as possible. Be careful not to go so fast that you make mistakes. Do not spend
too much time on any one question. No questions about the test will be answered by the examiner
after the test begins. Lay your pencil down.

Do not turn this page until you are told to begin.

Published by World Book Company, Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York, and 2126 Prairie Avenue, Chicago
Copyright 1922 by World Book Company. Copyright in Great Britain. AU rigisis reserved. 0SATIIA HE: A-2 8

This test is copyrighted. The reproduction of any part of it by mimeograph, hectograph, or in any other
way, whether the reproductions are sold or are furnished free for use, is a violation of the copyright law.
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EXAMINATION BEGINS KERE:

i. The opposite of hate is (?)
I enemy, 2 fear, 3 love, 4 friend, 5 joy ........................................ ( )

2. If 3 pencils cost cents, how many pencils can be bought for o cents? .................... ( )

3. A bird does not always have (?)
i wings, 2 eyes, 3 feet, 4 a nest, 5 a bifi ...................................... ( )

4. The opposite of honor is (?)
i glory, 2 disgrace, 3 cowardice, 4 fear, defeat ............................... ( )

. A fox most resembles a (?)
I wolf, 2 goat, 3 pig, 4 tiger, 5 cat ........................................... ( )

6. Quiet is related to sound in the same way that darkness is related to (?)
i a cellar, 2 sunlight, 3 noise, 4 stillness, loud ................................ ( )

7. A party consisted of a man and his wife, his two sons and their wives, and four children in
each son's family. How many were there in the party? ................................. ( )

8. A tree always has (?)
i leaves, 2 fruit, 3 buds, 4 roots, a shadow .................................. ( )

9. The opposite of economical is (?)
i cheap, '2 stingy, 3 extravagant, 4 value, rich ............................... ( )

lo. Silver is more costly than iron because it is (?)
i heavier, 2 scarcer, 3 whiter, 4 harder, 5 prettier .............................. ( )

ii. Which one of the six statements below tells the meaning of the following proverb? "The early
bird catches the worm." ............................................................. ( )

i. Don't do the impossible.
2. Weeping is bad for the eyes.
3. Don't worry over troubles before they come.
4. Early birds like worms best.
5. Prompt persons often secure advantages over tardy ones.
6. It is foolish to fret about things we can't help.

i 2. Which statement above tells the meaning of this proverb? "Don't cry over spilt milk." ( )

13. Which statement above explains this proverb? "Don't cross a bridge till you get to it." (

14. An electric light is related to a candle as an automobile is to (?)
i a carriage, 2 electricity, 3 a tire, 4 speed, 5 glow ............................. ( )

15. If a boy can run at the rate of 6 feet in of a second, how many feet can he run in io seconds? ( )

i6. A meal always involves (?)
i a table, 2 dishes, 3 hunger, 4 food, water .................................. ( )

17. Of the five words below, four are alike in a certain way. Which is the one not like these four?
ibend, 2 shave, 3 chop, 4 whittle, shear .................................... ( )

j8. The opposite of never is (?)
i often, 2 sometimes, 3 occasionally, 4 always, 5 frequently ..................... ( )

19. A clock is related to time as a thermometer is to (?)
i a watch, 2 warm, 3 a bulb, 4 mercury, 5 temperature ......................... ( )

20. Which word makes the truest sentence? Men are (?) shorter than their wives.
i always, 2 usually, 3 much, 4 rarely, never ................................. (

21. One number is wrong in the following series. What should that number be?
142536475969 ............................................. ( )

22. If the first two statements following are true, the third is (?) All members of this club are
Republicans. Smith is not a Republican. Smith is a member of this club.

I true, 2 false, 3 not certain ................................................... ( )

23. A contest always has (?)
x an umpire, 2 opponents, 3 spectators, 4 applause, 5 victory .................... ( )

24. Which number in this series appears a second time nearest the beginning?
645378095988654730891 ................. ( )

25. The moon is related to the earth as the earth is to (?)
i Mars, 2 the sun, 3 clouds, 4 stars, 5 the universe ............................. ( )

26. Which word makes the truest sentence? Fathers are (?) wiser than their sons.
i always, 2 usually, 3 much, 4 rarely, 5 never ................................. ( )
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27. The opposite of awkward is (?)
i strong, 2 pretty, 3 short, 4 graceful, 5 swift ................................. ( )

28. A mother is always (?) than her daughter.
i wiser, 2 taller, stouter, 4 older, more wrinkled ............................ ( )

29. Which one of the six statements below tells the meaning of the following proverb? "The
burnt child dreads the fire." ........................................................... ( )

i. Frivolity flourishes when authority is absent.
2. Unhappy experiences teach us to be careful.

. A thing must be tried before we know its value.
4. A meal is judgel by the dessert.
5. Small animals never play in the presence of large ones.
6. Children suffer more from heat than grown people.

30. Which statement above explains this proverb? "When the cat is away, the mice will play."
3'. Which statement above explains this proverb? "The proof of the pudding is in the eating."
32. If the settlement of a difference is made by mutual concession, it is called a (?)

i promise, 2 compromise, 3 injunction, 4 coercion, 5 restoration .................
33. What is related to disease as carefulness is to accident?

x doctor, 2 surgery, 3 medicine, 4 hospital, sanitation .........................
34. Of the five things below, four are alike in a certain way. Which is the one not like these four?

i smuggle, 2 steal, 3 bribe, 4 cheat, 5 sell .....................................
35. If to boxes full of apples weigh 400 pounds, and each box when empty weighs 4 pounds, how

many pounds do all the apples weigh? .................................................
36. The opposite of hope is (?)

i faith, 2 misery, 3 sorrow, 4 despair, hate ..................................
37. If all the odd-numbered letters in the alphabet were crossed out, what would be the tenth

letter not crossed out? Print it. Do not mark the alphabet.
A B C D E F G H I J K L M N 0 P Q R S T U V W X Y Z ........................ -

38. What letter in the word SUPERFLUOUS is the same number in the word (counting from the
beginning) as it is in the alphabet? Print it ...........................................

39. What people say about a person constitutes his (?)
i character, 2 gossip, 3 reputation, 4 disposition, personality ..................

40. If yards of cloth cost 30 cents, how many cents will to yards cost? .....................
41. If the words below ere arranged to make a good sentence, with what letter would the second

word of the sentence begin? Make it like a printed capital.
same means big large the as ...............................................

42. If the first two statements following are true, the third is (?) George is older than Frank.
James is older than George. Frank is younger than James.

I true, 2 false, 3 not certain ...................................................
43. Suppose the first and second letters in the word CONSTITUTIONAL were interchanged, also the

third and fourth letters, the fifth and sixth, etc. Print the letter that would then be the twelfth
letter counting to the right...........................................................

44. One number is wrong in the following series. What should that number be?
0 I 3 6 TO 15 21 28 34 ................................................

45. If 44 yards of cloth cost 90 cents, bow many cents will 24 yards cost? .....................
46. A man's influence in a community should depend upon his (?)

i wealth, 2 dignity, 3 wisdom, 4 ambition, 5 political power .....................
47. What is related to few as ordinary is to exceptional?

i none, 2 some, 3 many, 4 less, 5 more .......................................
48. The opposite of treacherous is (?)

i friendly, 2 brave, 3 wise, 4 cowardly, 5 loyal ................................
49. Which one of the five words below is most unlike the other four?

I good, 2 large, 3 red, 4 walk, 5 thick .......................................
5o. If the first two statements following are true, the third is (?) Some of Brown's friends are

Baptists. Some of Brown's friends are dentists. Some of Brown's friends are Baptist dentists.
x true, 2 false, 3 not certain ...................................................

51. How many of the following words can be made from the letters in the word LARGEST, using
any letter any number of times?

great, stagger, grasses, trestle, struggle, rattle, garage, strangle ..............
52. The statement that the moon is made of green cheese is (?)

iabsurd, 2 misleading, 3 improbable, 4 unfair, 5 wicked ........................
Do not stop. Go on with the next page.
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53. 01 the five things following, four are alike in a certain way. Which is the one not like these four?
I tar, 2 SnoW, 3 soot, 4 ebony, 5 coal ........................................

54. What is related to a cube in the same way in which a circle is related to a square?
i circumference, 2 sphere, 3 corners, 4 solid, thickness ........................

55. If the following words were seen on a wall by looking in a mirror on an opposite wall, which
word would appear exactly the same as if seen directly?

I 01110, 2 SAW, 3 NOON, 4 MOTOR, 5 OTTO ...................................... ( )

56. If a strip of cloth 24 inches long will shrink to 22 inches when washed, how many inches long
will a 36-inch strip be after shrinking? .................................................

57. Which of the following is a trait of character?
r personality, 2 esteem, 3 love, 4 generosity, health ..........................

8. Find the two letters in the word DOING which have just as many letters between them in the
word as in the alphabet. Print the one of these letters that comes first in the alphabet.

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ ........................ ( )

59. Revolution is related to evolution as flying is to (?)
i birds, 2 whirling, 3 walking, 4 wings, 5 standing ............................. ( )

6o. One number is wrong in the following series. What should that number be?
I3 9 27 8i io8 ........................................................... ( )

6i. If Frank can ride a bicycle 30 feet while George runs 20 feet, how many feet can Frank ride
while George runs 30 feet? ........................................................... ( )

62. Count each N in this series that is followed by an 0 next to it if the 0 is not followed by a T
next to it. Tell how many N's you count.

NONTQMNOTMONOONQMNNOQNOTONAMONOM ....... ( )

63. A man who is averse to change and progress is said to be (?)
i democratic, 2 radical, 3 conservative, 4 anarchistic, 5 liberal ...................

64. Print the letter which is the fourth letter to the left of the letter which is midway between 0
andSin the alphabet ............................................................... (

65. What number is in the space which is in the rectangle and in the triangle but not in the circle? ( )

66. What number is in the same geometrical figure or figures as the number 8? ................
67. How many spaces are there that are in any two but only two geometrical figures? ..........
68. A surface is related to a line as a line is to (?)

i solid, 2 plane, 3 curve, 4 point, 5 string .....................................
69. If the first two statements following are true, the third is (?) One cannot become a good vio-

linist without much practice. Charles practices much on the violin. Charles will become
a good violinist.

i true, 2 false, 3 not certain ...................................................
70. If the words below were arranged to make the best sentence, with what letter would the last

word of the sentence end? Print the letter as a capital.
sincerity traits courtesy character of desirable and are ......................

71. A man who is influenced in making a decision by preconceived opinions is said to be (?)
r influential, 2 prejudiced, 3 hypocritical, 4 decisive, impartial .................

72. A hotel serves a mixture of 2 parts cream and 3 parts milk. How many pints of cream will it
take to make i pints of the mixture? .................................................

73. What is related to blood as physics is to motion?
i temperature, 2 veins, 3 body, 4 physiology, geography ......................

A statement the meaning of which is not definite is said to be (?)
x erroneous, 2 doubtful, 3 ambiguous, 4 distorted, hypothetical ................

75. If a wire 20 inches long is to be cut so that one piece is as long as the other piece, how many
inches long must the shorter piece be? .................................................
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"This is a general vocabulary test. Work as rapidly and accurately as you
can. The directions and samples are on the nect page. Turn the page, GOI"
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DIRECTIONS: From thc group of four words or phrases in each line below, select
thc one that is most nearly like the uord at the beginning of the
line, underline i-b, and write its number in the parentheses at the
right margin.

SdLES: 1 attain 1 remit, 2 achieve, 3 give, 4 attenc.'------(2) 1
2 climax 1 beginning, 2 excitement, 3 rapture,

4 culmination ------------- (4) 2

1 laborious 1 laboratory, 2 enjoyable, 3 misdirected, 4 toilsome-------- ( 1
2 meditation 1 memory, 2 thought, 3 impulse, 4. belief -------------------- ( 2

3 wearisome 1 persuasive, 2 subseiient, 3 useless, 4 tiresome ---------- ( 3
4 rare 1 intresting, 2 unusual, 3 rapid, to jump ---------------- ( 4
5 parcel 1 bundle, 2 parchment, 3 express, 4 complement -------------- ( 5
6 sculpture 1 scrupulous, 2 chisel, 3 form of art, 4 parchment ---------- ( 6
7 locust 1 bird, 2 loiterer, 3 locality, 4 insect--------------------- ( 7
8 falcon 1 wing, 2 hawk, 3 mineral, 4 m.stako------------------------- ( 8
9 towed 1 whipped, 2 animal, 3 pulled, 4 hoistcd--- ---------------- -( 9
10 somber 1 gloomy, 2 slumber, 3 sum up, 4 porsistort----------------- ( 10
11 rivet 1 stream, 2 revile, 3 motel pin, 4 hinge -------------------- ( 11
12 transfigure 1 punish, 2 inform, 3 picture, 4 transform-------------------- ( 12
13 ejected 1 shifted, 2 employed, 3 czpolled, 4 prscd.---------------- ( 13
14 benzino 1 magazine, 2 powder, 3 medicine, 4 volatile liquid--------- ( ' 14
15 spare 1 transfer, 2 scanty, 3 tall, 4 room------------------------ (
16 rye 1 cereal, 2 ugly, 3 flabby, 4 flax -------------------------- ( 1
17 superfluity 1 compilation, 2 fidelity, 3 excess, 4 measurement---------- ( 17
18 disavowing 1 promising, 2 expressing, 3 flouncing,4 disciciming ------- ( 18
19 expire 1 steeple, 2 terminate, 3 transuct, 4 obviate --------------- ( 19
20 writhe 1 twist, 2 fly, 3 ridicule, 4 persecute--------------------- ( 20
21 detrimental 1 to doter, 2 additional, 3 injurious, 4 false -------------- ( 21
22 fantasy 1 mental image, 2 unhappiness, 3 novel, 4 error ------------- ( 22
23 ravage 1 dcvastate, 2 recede, 3 bedeck, 4 stirulato---------------- ( 23
24 infallible 1 inhantilo, 2 unerring, 3 failing, 4 defective---------- --( 24
25 demobilize 1 disband, 2 police, 3 imprison, 4 organize----------------- ( 25
26 worsted 1 linen, 2 silk thread, 3 wool yarn, 4 wasted --------------- ( 25
27 inmaitablo 1 heavy, 2 flowing, 3 unchangeable, 4 imitation------------- ( 27
28 violation 1 vindication, 2 infringement, 3 disagreement, 4 creed ------ ( 28
29 sanctity 1 security, 2 clearness, 3 holiness, 4 cruelty -------------- ( 29
30 auxiliary 1 scout, 2 transfer, 3 aid, 4 necessity--------------------- ( 30
31 molten 1 melted, 2 cold, 3 motel, 4 parboiled---------------------- ( 31
32 sustenance 1 substance, 2 support, 3 treasure, 4 wealth ---------------- ( ) 32
33 havoc 1 hammock, 2 trouble, 3 destruction, 4 place ---------------- ( ) 33
34 vain 1 mechanical device, 2 conceited, 3 lenient, 4 nave --------- ( ) 34
35 whim 1 delusion, 2 vision, 3 fancy, 4 disposition-..-------------- ( ) 35
36 refute 1 mitigate, 2 revive, 3 mock, 4 disprove-------------------- ( ) 36
37 morsel 1 drink, 2 food: 3 small piece, 4 morbid --------------------- ( ) 37
38 residue 1 debt, 2 remnant, 3 residence, 4 soquence ----------------- ( ) 38
39 revere 1 revolt, 2 enlighten, 3 regard with reverence, 4 gild ------ ( ) 39
40 apparition 1 castle, 2 storm, 3 friend, 4 phantom----------------- ----( ) 4C
41 segregate 1 secure, 2 center, 3 provide, 4 isolato -------------------- ( ) 41
42 taffeta 1 lace, 2 silk or linen goods, 3 tripodal, 4 candy ---------- ( ) 42



43 irremediable 1 irresponsible, 2 lawful, 3 incurablu, ' natural-(
44 exponent 1 symbol, 2 exposure, 3 argument, 4
4 vest 1 assist, 2 endow, 3 opening, 4 cntrnce-----------(
46 compliance 1 contraèt, 2 console, 3 deny, 4 concession----------- -(
47 defarriation 1 famous, 2 slandor, 3 publicity, 4 cruelty-'---------- -(48 trifling 1 frivolous, 2 cruel, 3 lazy, 4 queer ------------------ (49 urchin 1 rogue, 2 urgent, 3 piginy, 4 instrument --------------- (50 asphyxiate 1 to spray, 2 joyful, 3 suffocate, 4 punish----------
51 emit 1 transcribe,2 r000ive, 3 entertain, 4 dischargo------(
52 zest 1 pensiveness, 2 keen enjoyment, 3 wittiness, 4 speod--(
53 vial 1 vase, 2 trap, 3 filthy, 4 small bottle---------------54 resuscitate 1 revive, 2 repeal, 3 entertain, 4 reprove--- ----------
55 enviable 1 enthusiastic, 2 desirable, 3 tractable, 4 dull ------- (
56 alienate 1 alleviate, 2 sorrowful, 3 arduous, 4 estrange -------- (57 tempestuous 1 given to temper, 2 stormy, cunning, 4 dark --------- (
58 wily 1 ambitious, 2 quick, 3 weird, 4 cunning-------------- -(59 scullion 1 scorocrow, 2 beast, 3 wretch, 4 encxj-------------- --
60 lucid 1 liquid, 2 laughable, 3 opaque, 4 clear ---------------
61 alleviate 1 join, 2 ambush, 3 lighten, 4 succeed ----------------- (
62 brusque 1 plentiful, 2 abrupt, 3 strong, 4 unhappy ------------- (
63 surety 1 insurance, 2 firmness, 3 liklihood, 4 certainty ------ (
64 subterfuge 1 tool, 2 danger, 3 vessel, 4 evasion------------------ (65 subsidiary 1 substantial, 2 furnishing aid, money, 4 flood ------ (66 grail 1 small insect, 2 song, 3 chalice, 4 farewell ---------- (
67 vise 1 officer, 2 sin, 3 jardiniere, 4 clamping device ------ (68 audacity 1 awe, 2 power, 3 impudence, 4 sweetness--------------- (69 remonstrate 1 retrieve, 2 protest, 3 boast, 4 console -------------- (
70 base 1 denial, 2 dull, 3 prudiàh, 4 dishonorable ----------
71 articulation 1 enunciation, 2 animated, 3 shouting, 4 anger ---------C72 exemplary 1 consul, 2 exterior, 3 dignified, 4 model ---------
73 querulous 1 wise, 2 .ultfinding, 3 queer, 4 dinger-------------- C74 precipitous 1 tricky, 2 impulsive, 3 porous, 4 stoop ---------------C75 chancellor 1 princó, 2 room, 3 judge, 4 accountant ---------------- (76 purge 1 grasp, 2 oppross, 3 partake, 4 cleanse --------------- (77 galvanize 1 scatter, 2 cleótroplatc, 3 glaze, 4 devastate ------78 adzo 1 blue, 2 garden, 3 tool, 4 ancient -------------------- (79 novelty 1 normoss, 2 short story, 3 toy, 4 novel --------------- (80 merciful 1 manly, 2 good, 3 munificent, 4 coimpassionote --------- (81 rosplondt 1 splendid, 2 return, 3 ostablisho, 4 satisfied ------- (82 usurp 1 usury, 2 encroach, 3 re-unite, 4 apprehend ---------- (3 portico 1 porch, 2 church, small vessel, 4 pillar------------ (8 squalid 1 stormy, 2 bizarre, 3 wretched, 4 complex-----------6 truce 1 argument, 2 cloth, 3 honest, 4 respite --------------C6 dissension 1 to descend, 2 contention, 3 assembly, 4 drama-------- (87 cartilage 1 tissue, 2 heavy wagon, 3 1i,ament, 4 bullet---------- (88 exchequer 1 messenger, 2 exhibit, 3 room, 4 treasury----------- -(89 benign 1 secure, lovely, 3 benefit, 4 gracious -------------- (90 gambol 1 wager, 2 scold, 3 chance, 4 frisk-------------------- (91 oxhilorato 1 exhume, 2 cheer, 3 turn out, 4 gratify -------------- (92 hallucination 1 grief, 2 fluctuation, 3 delusion, 4 hilarity --------- (
9 swarthy 1 strong, 2 gruff, 3 villainous, 4 dark-hued----------- (9 extol 1 laud, 2 excite, 3 entrance, 4 broadcast -------------- (
95 ;orpid 1 donsant, 2 torpedo, 3 superfluous, 4 rigid ----------- (96 vagary 1 vanity; 2 vagrant,3 brilliance, 4 whim --------------- (
97 fealty 1 vassal, * honor, 3 loyalty, 4 fearless--------------- (98 suffuse 1 sufficient, 2 scold, 3 overspread, 4 flaunt ---------- (99 peremptory 1 promising, 2 decisive, 3 promontory, 4 angry --------- (100 caustic 1 cautious, 2 enervating, 3 causal, 4 corroding -------- (



101 verdure 1 green vegitation, 2 vineyard, 3 pasture, 4 truth-'------(
102 surfeit 1 servant, 2 pleasure, 3 excess, 4 enchant---------------- (
103 coerce 1 conmel, 2 cotton cloth, 3 nag, 4 obtrude -------------- (
104 clandestine 1 country hoxn, 2 unhappy, 3 secret, 4 clamorous-------- -(
105 inveterate 1 modish, 2 insidious, 3 insolvent, 4 habitual----------- (
106 irresolute 1 ignorant, 2 hesitating, 3 irresponsible, 4 young ------- (
107 vendee 1 magician, 2 villa, 3 merchant, 4 buyer----------------- (
108 fraught 1 disagreement, 2 ship, 3 laden, 4 heavy----------------- (
109 pseudonym 1 false, 2 fictitious.name, 3 legal smit, 4 pardon-------(
110 carnal 1 wealthy, 2 kind, 3 wasteful, 4 fleshly----------------- (
111 volatile 1 combustion, 2 beverage, 3 changeable, 4 dangerous ------ (
112 disbursement 1 payment, 2 dismissal, 3 disavow, 4 negligence---------- (
113 petit 1 beautiful, 2 minor, 3 fruit, 4 haughty---------------- -(
114 hart 1 bird, 2 herb, 3 organ, 4 stag--.------------------------ (115 frugal 1 frank, 2 economical, 3 excitable, 4 useless ------------ (
116 cardinal 1 principal, 2 oldest, 3 crest, 4 orthodox-- ---------
117 docile 1 exiled, 2 home, 3 tractable, 4 haughty----------------
118 inundating 1 flooding, 2 chocking, 3 flexible, 4 drying -------------
119 propensity 1 property, 2 likeness, 3 tendency, 4 prophesy ----------- (
120 gabardine 1 green, 2 monk, 3 silk, 4 loose coat -------------------- (121 expedite 1 banish, 2 facilitate, 3 fluster. 4 excel --------------- (
122 challis 1 cup, 2 figures, 3 chantry, 4 dress fabric --------------
123 concurrence 1 dominance, 2 agreement, 3 happen again, 4 contrast -----
124 arduous 1 ardent, 2 fascinating, 3 laborious, 4 profound ---------
125 viands 1 food, 2 clinging vines, 3 gestures, 4 bands ------------ (
126 stratagem 1 coolness, 2 stratum, 3 artifice, 4 strife- ------------- (
127 vacillate 1 vaccinate, 2 endure, 3 defeat, 4 naver ---------------- -(
128 retrograde 1 renegade, 2 picture, 3 recede, 4 condemi --------------- (
129 extortionate 1 affectionate, 2 oppressive, 3 to plead, 4 lengthy ------ (
130 rapacious 1 grasping, 2 rapid, 3 generous, 4 ungainly -------------- (
131 fervor 1 violence, 2 heat, 3 happiness, 4 ambition -------------- (
132 teem 1 be energetic, 2 horses, 3 pair, 4 be prolific ---------- (
133 deputation 1 to defy, 2 novice, 3 delegation, 4 negOtiation--------- (134 innate 1 natural, 2 inmate, 3 inclusive, 4 fanciful ------------- (
135 suavity 1 seriousness, 2 import, 3 sanctity, 4 urbanity_------(
136 salubrious 1 solitary, 2 wholesome, 3 comaon, 4 embellished--------- (137 remiss 1 negligent, 2 continued error, 3 return, 4 send--------- (138 league 1 longitude, 2 lengthy, 3 covenant, 4 plan --------------- (
139 bannock 1 banal, 2 food, 3 crook, 4 hammock ---------------------- (140 respite 1 delay, 2 forgivoness, 3 relaxation, 4 providence ------- (
141 opulent 1 opaque, 2 unsubstantial, 3 extreme, 4 wealthy ----------142 descry 1 discern, 2 ridicule, 3 weep, 4 decry -------------------
143 amain 1 violently, 2 ship, 3 stagger, 4 compel----------------- (144 rendition 1 cache, 2 surrender, 3 program, 4 preparation ---------
145 pursuant 1 conformable, 2 to pursue, 3 clerk, 4 to servo- --------- (
146 extenuate 1 terminate, 2 to diminish, 3 to extend, 4 discredit----- (147 scruple 1 coin, 2 fight, 3 weight, 4 valuable -------------------- (
148 couch 1 dismiss, 2 weed, 3 cover, 4 express ----------------
149 unqualified 1 wholly, 2 gifted, 3 unreserved, 4 measured ------------- (
150 enjoin 1 prohibit, 2 join, 3 entreat, 4 captivate --------------- (
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New Stanford Achievement Test
By TRUMAN L. KELLEY, GILE5 M. RUCH, and LEWIS M. TERMAN

ADVANCED EXAMINATION: FORM W

FOR GRADES 4-9

Name ................................................ Grade ........... Boy or girl ...........

Age ......... When is your next birthday? ..................... How old will you be then ?

Name of school .......................................... Date .............................

TEST SCORE
JAD

EQUIVA-
LENT

EQUIVA-
LENT

i. Paragraph Meaning

2. Word Meaning

Total Reading

3. Dictation

4. Language Usage

5. Literature

6. History and Civics

7. Geography

8. Physiology and Hygiene

9. Arithmetic Reasoning

io. Arithmetic Computation

Total Arithmetic

Total Score

First record in this table the scores for Tests i to i o. Then find
the Total Score. Then insert the scores for Total Reading and Total
Arithmetic in the boxes to the left of the column headed "Score."
For accuracy and convenience in recording the scores in the table in
the left-hand margin of page 2, fold the page on the heavy line
at the left of the profile chart and copy the scores from the above
table (being careful to omit the Total Reading and Total Arithmetic).

To THE EXAMINER. Do not administer this test without first reading carefully the Directions for Administering.

Published by World Book Company, Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York, and Chicago, Illinois
Copyright 1929 by World Book Company. Copyright in Great Britain. All rights reserved. NSAr: ADV.: W-6

PRINTED IN U.S.A.
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StanLAdv.ExarnW TEST 1. READING: PA

DIRECTIONS: Write JUST ONE WORD on each
dotted line.

SAMPLE:
Dick and Tom were playing ball in the

field. Dick was throwing the ball and
was trying to catch it.

1 Fanny has a little red hen. Every day the
hen goes to her nest and lays an egg for Fanny
to eat. Then she makes a funny noise to tell
Fanny to come and get the...........................

2-3 Anna had never seen a squirrel in her life,
although she had always wanted to very much.
One day when she was playing under a tree she
heard a funny.noise over her head. She looked
up, and what do you think she saw? Up there
in the-------------------------- was the very thing she had
always wanted to see, a...........................

Jack ran into the playroom and got his top
and drum. His mother said, "What are you
going to do?" "I am going to --------------------------
with the other boys," --------------------------said.

6-7 When the old hen found a nice worm she
would say, "Cluck! Cluck 1" and the little chicks
would come running to her. The
that got to her first got the --------------------------for
its lunch.

8-9 The king gave a party for his baby daugh-
ter. All of the fairies came and brought gifts
except one. That one was wicked and said that
when the baby was fifteen years old she would
fall asleep for a hundred years. It made the

------------------------ very sad to think of any harm
coming to his ...........................

1011 One day when Jane was sweeping she
found a dime on the floor under the bed. They
could not find out whose dime it was, so her
mother gave it to her. Now, every time Jane

--------------------------the floor she looks carefully
under the bed for another .............................

12 Bert raised lettuce, peas, and radishes in his
garden. He sold the lettuce and radishes and
gave the -------------------------- to his mother.

RAGRAPH MEANING 3

13-44 John's father hurried to his office soon
after eating breakfast, but before going he told
John to pull all the weeds in the garden and
mow the lawn. When he returned that eve-
ning, after a hard day's work, he found the

still growing in the garden and
the --------------------------uncut.
15-16 Mary's doll and picture book were quar-
reling. "Mary loves me better than she loves
you," said the doll. "No, she loves me the bet-
ter," said the picture hook. When Mary heard
them, she said, "You are both mistaken. I

one of you as much as the

17-18-19 When night came, I went into a cave
where I thought I might rest in safety. I closed
the narrow entrance of the cave with a rock to
keep out the bears which were about. But I
could not sleep for thinkh'ig of the danger that
a -------------------------- might be able to push the

away from the entrance to the

20-21-22 Bessie hunted for a fairy everywhere,
but finally, quite discouraged, she sat down
and rested her tired little head against the big
brown root of her favorite tree. It was such a
fr'iendly tree that it seemed there ought to be
a fairy on every bough. She peeped to see and
spied just one teeny-weeny fairy; but, as you
know, even one fairy may be pretty nice com-
pany; so Bessie climbed the --------------------------and
reached out to the -------------------------- who, walked
right up her arm and sang a little song in
her ear. Later Bessie told her mother all
about it, and Mother said, "I guess you were

23-24 Whenever many men dwell together in
fellowship, one must be leader and the others
must yield him obedience or everything will go
wrong. Thus thought the outlaws of Sher-
wood; so one day they met together and chose
Robin Hood as their --------------------------- When he
had been chosen, they all took a great oath that
they would -------------------------- his commands.
25-26 In parts of Mexico water carriers are to
be seen going to and from the fountain in the
plaza with great jars of clay holding many gal-
lons of water. There are no pipes or wells to
supply the houses, and all the
used by the families has to' be brought from
the

Go right on to the next column. Turn the page and go right on.



TEST 1. READING: PARAGRAPH MEANINGContinued Stanf.Adv.Exam.W

27...28 Herbert had three balloons, a red one, a
blue one, and a yellow one. The red one burst.
He gave the yellow one to his sister Ann.

kept the -------------------------- one.

29-30 The smoke from the forest fires hung
over the valleys for days, smothering the sun.
Lamps had to be lighted at three in the after-
noon. Conductors on trains carried lanterns
all day to read the tickets of passengers. In
short, day was turned into --------------------------- It
was more than a week before rains came and
put out the ...........................

31-32 A Nevada schoolgirl once wrote, "A
river is a dry sandy gulch in which there is
sometimes water." This is not a bad descrip-
tion of a Nevada river, for in a desert country
like ------------------------ river beds are
during most of the year.

" Sand is rock ground fine. The miles of
white sand that cover our beaches by the sea-
shore have been made by the restless waves
which in the course of long years have

------------------------ the --------------------------into fine par-
ticles.

35-36 Introspection means looking inward and
retrospection means looking back on thinks
past. Consequently, if someone were telling
of his experiences on a camping trip the year
before, we would call it----------------------------------and
not -------------------------------

37-38 While our earth has only one moon, there
are other planets which are more favored.
Some have two or three and Jupiter actually
has nine. If there are people living on the
planet Jupiter, they must find it rather beauti-
ful having so many------------------ in the..................
to look at.

Boys and girls know my name. And moth-
ers and fathers, too. Big folks love me. You
do, too. The first letters in the first four sen-
tences of this paragraph spell my name; so
write it here

40-41 Bacteria are of inestimable value to man.
Many of our agricultural processes are vitally
dependent upon their action. If all the

------------------------ were destroyed or ceased to act
as they do now, our farming industry might
be ---------------------------

Go right on to the next column.

42-43-44 The eighth-grade children have fin-
ished the term's work ahead of time. They do
not want to study more arithmetic, except
Ralph, who likes it; nor more composition, ex-
cept Nora, who is writing all the time. Oliver,
who wants to become an actor, suggests that
the class give a play. As all the children like to
see plays, the teacher agrees. It is arranged,
therefore, that --------------------------should write the
play, that --------------------------should play a leading
part, and that -------------------------- should keep the
accounts.

45-46 The way many English words are spelled
is a puzzle and a mystery to the foreigner.
When "bite" and "light" sound alike, why are
they spelled so differently? A violinist "bows"
before drawing his "bow" across the strings.
A thousand other examples might be given. It
would be simpler if words were --------------------------
the way they

47-48-49 The burro, a small pack animal, is hu-
morously called the "Rocky Mountain Ca-
nary." The mountain country is so rough and
the trails are so steep and narrow that many

are used to carry the packs of
the --------------------------- Every morning at sunrise
they bray long and loud. This explains why
they are called

50 Some historians believe that the spread of
antislavery feeling among the people of the
North previous to the Civil War was due less
to the moral issue involved than to the fact
that they recognized the system of ......................
as a menace to the industrial system of free
labor.

51-52 The Stegomyia mosquito carries the germ
of yellow fever but the Anopheles mosquito is
the one which spreads malaria. In order to
stamp out yellow fever the -------------------------- mos-
quito must be ...........................

53- Distant trees seem bluer than similar
trees which are near. If you were to paint a
picture, you would mix ---------------------------- blue in
the green for those trees which were near than
you would for those which were ---------------------------

Go right on to the next page.
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Stanf. Mv. Exam, w TEST 1. READING: PARAGRAPH MEANINGConcluded

55-56 Coke is produced from coal but lead is a
mineral which has been deposited in great
quantities in some parts of the earth. It is evi-
dent that while we mine ------------------------ we could
never mine ...........................

57-58 The Great Wall of China was built in the
third century before Christ. If you were to
follow the wall throughout its whole course,
you would travel as far as halfway across the
United States. The Great Wall of China is
noteworthy because of its ------------------------------and

59-60-61 Caution, when not present in excess, is
a desirable trait. Often it saves one from disap-
pointment or failure. Occasionally, however,
one finds a person so extremely
that his will is paralyzed and he is totally un-
able to set about any new undertaking. Too
much ------------------------ is indeed often........................
than too little.

62-63 Training for speed in reading is directly
related to teaching pupils how to study effec-
tively. The ability to read an assignment
rapidly and at the same time get the main
points is an essential factor in developing the
habit of economical study. Two important as-
pects of reading are stated in this paragraph.
One of these is the importance of
reading, the other has to do with getting the

64-65 A whale is not a fish, even though it does
live in water. A fish has no lungs, is cold-
blooded, and absorbs oxygen from the water
through its gills; but a whale is warm-blooded
and has a genuine set of lungs. In conse-
quence, in bodily structure the ..........................
is --------------------------like a shark, which is a true
fish, than it is like a horse.

66-67 The rise of any man from humble begin-
nings to the heights of success has always ap-
pealed to the imagination. Birth and fortune
mean less now in helping a man toward a
career than they did two centuries ago. This
means that the ambitions of a ..........................
boy are ............................possible of realization
now than then.

Go right on to the next column.

5

68-69 Rapid development of the lumbering in-
dustry of the Pacific Northwest has come about
since 1880. At that time people began to real-
ize that the bountiful -------------------------- of Michi-
gan, Wisconsin, and Minnesota were not in-
exhaustible and that a new -------------------------- for
lumber must be found.
70-71 One advantage of rural life is the close
contact with nature which country people en-
joy. The children can roam about over the
fields picking flowers and hunting for new and
strange scenes. Boys can hunt, fish, and swim.
Much of our best literature describes the joy
of this -------------------------- with --------------------------which
country life provides.
72-73 Bacteria have greater resistance to inju-
rious influences than any other known organ-
isms. However, most bacteria are killed like
any other -------------------------- by a brief exposure to

of 60° 65° centigrade.
74-7 The great extent of the natural resources
of America has induced too many of our people
to regard nature rather than thrift as the
source of wealth, and has led them to spend
their efforts in ---------------------------- ather than creat-
ing. The gospel of conservation of all natural
resources should be taught lest we all too soon
exhaust our supply of them. One should, in so
far as possible --------------------------- the lumber, oil,
and the mineral --------------------------of our nation.
76-77 "Has not your teacher explained to you
that if you do not know your arithmetic in this
grade what is the chance for success in the next
grade ?" The preceding sentence as it stands is
incorrect, but it can be made into a correct sen-
tence by substituting " ------------------------------ have

" for "what is the."
78 Although he carried stakes, measured dis-
tances, and kept his surveyor's notes with care,
the beauty of the bough, not the strength of
fiber of its wood; the color of the distant moun-
tain, not its elevation; the evanescent spray
and ever-changing wonder of the torrents, not
their latent horsepower, enthralled him and
showed him that engineering

the calling of his heart.
79-80 "A member of the weaker sex made the
eagle scream in her laudations of the father
of his country." In plain English this is equiva-
lentto, "A ------------------------------------------- George
Washington."

End of Test 1. Look over your work.

80



6 TEST 2. READING: WORD MEANING

DIRECTIONS: Draw a line under the word that
makes the sentence true, as shown in the samples.
SAMPLES:

A rose is a
box flower home month river

A roof is found on a
book person rock house word

Ice is made of
baskets bread plants water wood
2 A castle is a
clock building path spirit wheel

Yesterday was a
day drive general heart tree

A maiden is a
bird boy girl king plant

A nest is a bird's
egg family food home tree
6 A napkin is made of
glass iron water cloth wood

A hungry person is most in need of
company food rest sleep water
8 Folk means
hall office kiss object people

Blood comes from
bodies hair pictures silver wood
10 To be healthy is to be
different grave well rich sick
11 A thing that is splendid is very
cold good little thick narrow
12 A brake is part of a
bag bridge car coat post
13 An umbrella is a
danger meal native quarrel shelter
14 An onion is a
pig fruit cook rat vegetable
15 To be content is to be
lost near plain satisfied sure
16 To exclaim is to
fight grant hurry listen speak
17 A thing that is evil is
bad great good long new
18 A map is a
chart fragment hinge rope vineyard

Go right on to the next column.

Stanf. Adv. Exam. W

19 To labor means to
add dress order work write
20 Moisture is commercial
damp everlasting fiery goodly
21 A carol is a
cargo drug dwarf prophecy song
22 Loyal means distant
faithful furnish lean sharp
23 To be saucy is to be affectionate
agreeable devoted dignified rude
24 Foggy means
clear misty tough uneven varnished
25 A tradesman is a governor
gypsy lea4er merchant president
26 A canal is much like a
box crowd lake prince river
27 To plan is to banish
bestow design betray defeat
28 To assist is to
help judge run seek waste
29 J am able means I
can drink move send tell
30 A glacier is made of
fish ice rock silk soil

31 To replace is to
blacken blanch restore thicken toll

32 A defect is a
deck fault needle limb terror

.To enlarge means to
chisel deform expand lisp shorten
34 A sluggard is
ambitious brave divine earnest lazy

Peculiar means
brief dangerous erect steep odd

36 Gorgeous means frisky gigantic
hereditary magnificent malicious

7 Flaxen-haired means adjacent
blond filial impartial maternal
38 To accomplish means to
begin do enjoy enter forget

A villain is a
jungle leper minstrel scoundrel din

Go right on to the next page.

Number right O ij 2 3 41 51 6! 7j 81 9110111112113!14115116117118119120121122123124125126127128129130131132l3313413513613713S1391401
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I



Stanf.Adv.Exam.W TEST 2. READING: WORD MEANINGContinued

40 A rivet is much like a
barrel bolt plow problem prophet
41 A lens is made of
felt glass iron wood wheat
42 Barbarous means
asleep fierce strict private regular

Destruction means feeling
occasions ruin treasure union

An abode is a place where one
creeps earns fails lodges whispers

Politeness is an example of gull
hardness indulgence refinement surmise
46 To resist is to flatter
flutter inquire oppose perish

A hillock is a memorial
mound nerve knave patron
48 Incident means
aid chamber character event each

' A vulgar deed is
base friendly honest nice princely
50 A communication is a creature
creditor message palace pasture
51 To forewarn is to bewitch
caution moisten mortgage recoil
52 Ruthless means marine
martial merciless negative poetic

A joyless person is usually appropriate
chilly clumsy profuse dejected

To approve of is to
endorse expect fix increase wash

Imperial affairs concern cities
garments nations machines patterns
56 A thing that is apparent is vacant
evident lively military twisted

A collection is an aggregate
artist umbrella officer auction

58 To reside is to
ascend discover dwell offend repair

Forcible means bonny
cloying energetic fatherless reddish

Go right on to the next column.

_ 41! 42! 43144! 45! 46! 47! 48J 49! 501 51! 52! 53! 54! 55! 56J 57! 58J 59J

I
77! 78! 79! 80! 81! 83! 84! 85! 86! 87! 89! 90! 91 92! 931 94! 961 97! 98!

60! 61

99!100
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60 Loathing is a kind of dislike
reverence swooning terror usurpation
61 Minimum means the
largest least most newest oldest
62 Seasonable means dishonest
economical silent fretful timely
63 To mingle is to mislead
blend sanction screech scurry
64 An expenditure refers to a
drawing choice future mouse purchase
65 A hamlet is a
city moon man village woman
66 External means
luxurious mashed eternal outer undone
67 To obstruct is to
advance check occupy owe pity
68 To detach is to
chat clatter degrade sever verge
69 Emphatic means forcible
frantic incurable pernicious reluctant
70 Alacrity means frailty
grudge briskness humbleness levy
71 A sequel is something that excels
follows interrupts precedes yields
72 Diverse means rash
sensible substantial unlike watchful

To appreciate is to
help satisfy share value want

Matin means
evening morning night noon afternoon

An affront is an address
amusement insult approach applause
76 To be legitimate is to be hopeless
imperfect indignant infinite lawful

Extremity means
delay lying memory tip whisper
78 Void means
cruel exact fierce useful empty

Ignoble means
base friendly level locked native
80 Palpable means
colored shameful evident soft heavy

End of Test 2. Look over your work.

62! 63! 64! 65! 66! 67! 681 69! 70! 71! 72! 73J 74! 75! 76! 77 78! 79J 80!

101! 102 j 103 104 104 I 105! 105 107 11081109 1110111111121114111611181119112111231



8 TEST 3. DICTATION EXERCISE Stanf. Adv. Exam. W

Sum 0! 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Score 3 6 71 81



Stanf. Adv. Exam. W TEST 3. DICTATION EXERCISEContinued 9

Full score for easier sentences not dictated ....................

Number right in sentences dictated

Sum

Sum 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 5O 5 52 53 S4 55 56 57 58 59

Score 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 8O 81

Sum 81 821 83( 841 851 861 871 881 891 901 911 92j 931 941 95 961 971 981 991100110111021103110411051106110711081

Score 981



10 TEST 4. LANGUAGE USAGE Stani. Adv. Exam. W

DIRECTIONS: Draw a line under the word or
17

did
I could have done it better.phrase that makes the better sentence, as shown in

the samples.

SAMPLES: 18
raising

The fog is rising slowly.

Apples good. 19
most beautiful

She was the beautifulest of all.

He told
telled me. over

20 The play is over with flOW.

any
1 He isn't no better than you. 21

gentle
The climate will be good for us.mild

doesn't
2 He don't know anything. 22

bound that he would go.
He was determined to go.

lay3 Please lie the book down. 23
almost the prettiest I

She iS ever saw.the prettiest I almost

rang
He the bell. 24

busted
IFIe a blood vessel.rung burst

them
I don't like those apples. 25

Her
and I are going down town.She

remind
6 The girl with flowers reminds me of yOU. 26

both with
I played with both John and James.

am crazy about
7 I . a good circus. 27

off
Get the car at First Avenue.enjoy off of

are
8 These things a scandal. 28

us
It is we who have done it.

written
9 That man has three books. 29

was
If I you, I should go.wrote were

10 Please, I go to the movies? 30
Among
Between us two there has been no trouble.

drowned, graceful.
11 The woman was almost drownded.

31 She dances very gracefully.

beautifully
12 She looked today. 32

powerful.
The locomotive is verybeautiful strong.

braver
13 He S more braver than I.

above
It jS more than a mile away.

which
14 The woman you saw is my mother. 34

nor
It is neither true or false.whom

been
15 Had I have l,een there, I would have gone.

blew?
Has the whistle blown?

fallen
16 He has fell and hurt himself. 36

regular.
You should eat regularly.

Go right on to the next column. Go right on to the next page.

Difference 0 1! 2 3 4 SI 61 71 81 91101111121131141151161171181191201211221231241251261271281291301311321331341351361371381391401

Score 120133135137140142144146148150152154156158 160161163164166167169170172173175176178180 1811821831841851861871881891901911921931



Stanf. Adv. Exam. W TEST 4. LANGUAGE USAGEContinued

adate
He had an appointment with the president.

can
38 T hardly be true.J L can't

But don't forget,
Don't forget, however, that he came.

dull
40 He is too db to learn anything.

me for that.
41 Don't blame that on me.

who
42 It was whom you saw.

king
He is the ablest in the world.of any king

until
4 He had not been there long when came.

enthusiastic
He is about the idea.wild

fled
46 We all flew from the enemy.

both resemble' They resemble each other.

principal
48 The principle is in his office.

evident
It is now why he left.plain and evident

acquired
50 Ideals should be contracted early.

all unanimouslySi They unanimously agreed to go.

flock
52 The school of fish swam into the net.

both equally anxious.
My parents were equally anxious.

fit
Minors are not qualified to \ote.

cherish
56 \\Thy a vain hope?

11

for
I am in search of a friend.

memoranda
58 Send this memorandum to the president.

with
They arrived without hardly any baggage.

was
60 I wish it true.were

or
61 We must choose between the old and the new.

enviable
62 He has an envious reputation.

sung
63 She has often sang in the choir.

shall
64 He , be glad to hear it.

healthful.
65 The climate here is healthy.

his
66 Every student carried their own books.

of all scientists.
67 This is the universal opinion of scientists.

best
68 He got the better of me in the argument.

he?
69 Was it him?

respectful
70 He is a citizen.respectable

fewer
71 There are less people here today.

themselves
72 Everyone gave himself freely.

confuses
He is fearless; nothing daunts him.

are
Each of the boys going.

End of Test 4. Look over your work.
character. I Number right ....................False reports have injured his reputation.

Number wrong....................
Go right on to the next column. Difference....................

41! 42! 43! 44! 45! 461 47! 481 49! 50 511 521 53! 54! 55! 56! 57 581 59! 60! 611 621 631 64! 651 661 671 68! 69! 70! 71 721 73! 74
94! 95! 96! 97! 98! 99 1001101 110211031104 10411051106 1061107 108!109110 111 1121113!1141115 1161117111911211123 I25I128I13OI131136



12 TEST 5. LITERATURE Stanf. Adv. Exam. W

DIRECTIONS: Draw a line under the word that
makes the sentence true, as shown in the samples.

SAMPLES:
A giant is a big dog man boat
The Bible is the name of a
place country book

1 "Sleeping Beauty" is a story of
fairies horses rabbits
2 The glass slipper belonged to
Cinderella Goldilocks Rebecca

Whenever King Midas touched anything, it
turned to gold money silver
4 "The Little Lame Prince" tells about a
brownie giant fairy

"Ring Out, Wild Bells" is about
a fire cowbells New Year's
6 Robin Hood was an
archer Indian elf
7 The number of apostles was 3 7 12

8 After death the Indians went to the Styx
Elysian Fields Happy Hunting Grounds

A gnome is a kind of
dwarf giant priest
10 Goliath was slain by
David Joseph Samson
11 Huckleberry Finn's chum was
Artful Dodger Black Dog Tom Sawyer
12 The theme of "Uncle Tom's Cabin" is
poverty slavery taxation
13 The Christian religion originated with the
Greeks Jews Romans
14 The author of "Evangeline" is
Bryant Longfellow Whittier
15 A person who sought for the Golden Fleece
was Balder Jason Siegfried
16 The people Moses led across the Red Sea
were Arabs Hebrews Mohammedans

17 William Tell was an
archer orator officer

18 The home of the Greek gods was
Asgard Mount of Olives Olympus

Go right on to the next column.

19 "Little Women" was written by
Sewell Eliot Alcott
20 Long John Silver is a character in
"Kim" "Robin Hood" "Treasure Island"
21 The Pharaohs were rulers of
Egypt Greece Persia
22 When the Nürnberg stove was opened, in it
was found a boy paper treasure
23 The Greek known as the crafty was
Achilles Ajax Ulysses
24 Don Strong of the Wolf Patrol was a
boy scout forest ranger spy
25 "Open Sesame" was said by
Aladdin Au Baba Sindbad
26 Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm lived with her
aunts mother sisters
27 The queen of the gods was
Aphrodite Diana Juno
28 "Hamlet" was written by
Boswell Marlowe Shakespeare
29 "Rab and His Friends" tells about a
dog horse wolf
30 The first book of the New Testament is
Genesis Luke Matthew
31 Tom Sawyer lived by the
Mississippi Delaware Columbia
32 Penrod's companion was
Harold Sam Jack
33 A character in "Hiawatha" is
Crowfoot Minnehaha Pocahontas
34 A son of Eve was
Abel Esau Isaiah

"Treasure Island" tells about
Black Dog Fagin Miss Hazy
36 "The Odyssey" was written by
Homer Milton Virgil
7 "The Great Stone Face" was written by

Cooper Hawthorne Stevenson
38 Katrinka lived in
Holland Russia Switzerland

David Copperfield was a
schoolboy soldier statesman

Go right on to the next page.

Difference Of 1 2 3 41 5! 6! 7! 8! 9!10!11!12I13I14!15!16I17!18f19I20l21!22!23!24I25!2627f28!29l30I31I32!33f34!35!36I 371 381 39140!

Score 120134138142145148151 54157!60!63165167170 172175177179181 83!85186!87!88!89190!91 91 92193!94!94195!951971981991 100! 100i101!1021



Stanf. Adv. Exam. w TEST 5. LITERATUREContinued

40 King Arthur was most famous for his
beautiful wife chivalry wars
41 "The Call of the Wild" is a story of a
deer dog wolf
42 The Mohammedan Bible is the
Bhagavad-Gita Koran Zend-Avesta
3 The person who brought about the ruin of

Samson was Delilah Esther Ruth

'4 "Beautiful Joe" is the story of a
boy dog horse
'1 Scrooge is a character in "Oliver Twist"
"David Copperfield" "A Christmas Carol"

46 Shylock is a character in "Hamlet"
"King Lear" "Merchant of Venice"
'7 The Little Colonel was
Elsie Joyce Lloyd
48 Sir Galahad was renowned for
fierceness purity strength
' "Hamlet" is a
comedy tragedy pantomime
50 The "Man for the Ages" was
Washington Lincoln Wilson

"Oliver Twist" tells of life in the
country navy shims
52 Cooper wrote about
animals fairies Indians

Cherubim are a kind of
angel chariot throne

"Crossing the Bar" was written by
Goldsmith Keats Tennyson

"The Covered Wagon" was written by
Hough Mark Twain Walpole
56 "Sir Patrick Spens" is a
ballad lyric myth

A birthright was sold for a mess of pottage
by Esau Jacob Joseph
58 "The '\'Vizard of Oz" was written by
Baum Barrie Kipling

The Mohammedan religion originated in
Arabia Egypt Persia
60 Barbara Frietchie sympathized with the
English South Union

Go right on to the next column.
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61 "Nevermore" was said by the
raven red men parrot
62 "The Last of the Mohicans" was
Hiawatha Mowgli Uncas
63 The glad girl was
Pollyanna Rebecca Sara Crewe
64 The "face that launched a thousand ships"
was that of Dido Guinevere Helen
65 Coleridge wrote "Ancient Mariner"
"Hiawatha" "Thanatopsis"
66 Jules Verne wrote stories about
animals criminals imaginary inventions
67 Lorna Doone was rescued by
a knight John Ridd Robin Hood
68 The exclamation made famous by Longfel-
low is Bravo! Eureka! Excelsior!
69 "Wild Animals I Have Known" tells about
Lobo Moby Dick Yan
70 Whittier wrote
"Maud Muller" "The Bells" "Michael"
71 The Deacon's Masterpiece was a
boat sermon carriage
72 Burns wrote "The Lady of Shalott"
"Tam O'Shanter" "The Courtin'"
73 One of the three musketeers was
Bertrand Richelieu Aramis
74 The Spy was Dunwoodie
Harvey Birch James Morrison
75 The author of "Paradise Lost" was
Browning Holmes Milton
76 The author of "Lay of the Last Minstrel"
was Scott Shakespeare Tennyson
77 "The Prince and the Pauper" tells about
Edward Tudor James Stuart Richard III
78 Gethsemane was a
garden god mountain

"Lucy Gray" was written by
Longfellow Tennyson Wordsworth
80 The Furies came from the blood of
Jupiter Uranus Vulcan

End of Test 5. Look over your work.

T,tiiuibel_ 'right

Number wrong --------------- - ± 2 =

Difference

411 42! 43 44! 45 46! 471 48! 49! 50! 51! 52! S3! 54! 55( 56! 57! 58! 591601 611 62! 63! 64! 65! 66! 67! 68! 691 70! 71! 72! 73! 74! 75! 76! 77! 78! 79! 80!

1OS!103!!04!1Q5!105110611061107110711i38i109j1091110j11011j1 112ll1SI1l4 11511161117 1811201121 12211231124112512271128l129'130!132!1331134l1351137I138I140!142!



14 TEST 6. HISTORY AND CIVICS

DIRECTIONS. Draw a line under the word or
phrase which makes the sentence true.

1 The queen who gave money to Columbus was
Victoria Mary Isabella
2 A leader of the Quakers was
Stuyvesant Lord Baltimore William Penn

Daniel Boone explored the region of
Oregon Texas Kentucky
4 Robert Fulton invented the
steamboat ocean cable steam engine

One of the vessels of Columbus was named
the Isabella Santa Maria Black Hawk
6 Early California settlers from our eastern
states were seeking liberty lands gold

Mount Vernon was the home of
Jefferson Washington Lincoln
8 The Mississippi was discovered by
Balboa DeSoto Vespucci
9 Eli Whitney is noted for his invention of the
spinning jenny cotton gin telegraph
10 An example of a county officer is
a mayor an alderman a sheriff
' The early Spanish explorers sought chiefly
gold liberty tobacco
12 Coinage refers to
religion money warfare
13 The first white man to see the Pacific Ocean
was Balboa Cabot Vespucci
14 The second war between our country and
England began in 1812 1848 1865
5 New York was at first called

New Haven Schuylkill New Amsterdam
16 Washington's winter quarters for 1777-78
were at Trenton Philadelphia Valley Forge
17 Virginia was settled by
English French Spanish
18 The Civil War practically ended with the
surrender of Lee Jackson Johnston
19 The Armistice was signed on
Nov. 11, 1918 Nov. 21, 1918 Dec. 22, 1918

Stanf. Adv. Exam. \V

20 Foreigners can become citizens by
habeas corpus naturalization purchase
21 The Wright Brothers remind us of
airplanes steel manufacturing tariff laws
22 Florida was first explored by
DeSoto Balboa Ponce de Leon
23 The Quakers founded colonies in
Virginia Massachusetts Pennsylvania
24 The appearance of a city is helped most by
billboards shade trees telegraph poles
25 Ballots are used in
warfare fishing elections
26 Roger Williams was a
colonizer judge merchant
27 Henry Clay was a great
orator merchant inventor
28 The power of levying taxes is reserved to
the President Congress the Cabinet
29 Labor unions enforce their demands by the
strike referendum tariff
30 Perry was a hero of the
World War Civil War War of 1812
31 Alsace-Lorraine is in
Europe Asia South America
32 An example of an elected officer is a
Congressman Supreme Justice postmaster

The Pueblo Indians were found in the
Atlantic states Northeast Southwest
" A traitor of the Revolutionary War was

Arnold Hale Allen
The Spanish fleet, the Armada, was de-

stroyed by Portugal France England
36 Foch was a general for the
English French Germans

Lincoln was assassinated in
1861 1863 1865
38 The right to vote in the United States is
denied to women non-taxpayers criminals

The battles of Lexington and Concord were
fought in 1620 1775 1812
40 "The Star-Spangled Banner" was written
by Alcott Burns Key

Go right on to the next column.
J

Go right on to the next page.



Stanf. Adv. Exam. TEST 6. HISTORY AND CIVICSContinued
41 The number of amendments to the Consti-
tution in 1929 was 13 16 19

42 The Monroe Doctrine deals with foreign
colonization in Africa Asia America

Carranza was a
Mexican Russian German
'H Slidell's proposals might have prevented the
Mexican War Civil War World War
' Clara Barton is remembered as a
writer singer nurse
46 Hamilton was killed in a duel with
John Hay Aaron Burr Benedict Arnold

Goethals reminds us of the
World War airplane Panama Canal
48 A German submarine sank the
Lusitania Titanic Maine
' Grant's first campaign in the Civil War was
in Virginia Maryland Tennessee
50, The Ordinance of 1787 provided for
war a territorial policy a big navy
51 The number of judges in the United States
Supreme Court is 6 9 12

52 Jefferson was followed as President by
Madison Monroe Adams

The amendment giving women the right to
vote was the 10th 18th 19th

Truckee-Carson is the name of
a tariff law an irrigation project a treaty

Conservation of forests suggests to us the
name of Wiley Goethals Pinchot
56 The U.S. Army in Europe at the end of the
World War was in millions 1'/ 2 33/4

57 The last Federalist President was
Washington Adams Jefferson
58 Industrial pools are something like
factories trusts railroads

The United States Supreme Court
makes laws repeals laws interprets laws
60 After the World War Poland became
a republic a monarchy an aristocracy
61 The negro population of the United States
in 1920 in millions was 1 10 25

Go right on to the next column.
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62 The Supreme Court cannot try cases of
impeachment murder arson
63 One of the greatest of the Abolitionists was
Jackson Garrison Clay
64 In 1815 European monarchs organized the
Entente League of Nations Holy Alliance
65 England's answer to the Boston Tea Party
was a heavy tax tariff act blockade

66 The first French colonies in America were
founded by Cartier Champlain LaSalle
67 The power of levying duties belongs to the
President Supreme Court Congress

68 Corrupt officials are often checked by the
recall referendum initiative
69 The national government closely regulates
railways steel manufacturing farming

70 Justices of the Supreme Court receive of-
fice by election inheritance appointment

71 The New England Confederation did not
include Plymouth Salem Rhode Island
72 The right of voters to propose new laws is
called the initiative referendum recall

The raid at Harper's Ferry was led by
Scott Davis Brown

The Boxers were people of
France Italy China
7 A leader in nullification was
Maryland Missouri South Carolina

76 A famous educator was Horace Mann
Eugene V. Debs William H. Seward

In 1860 our largest city was
Boston Philadelphia New York

78 The United States entered the World War
in 1914 1917 1918

Marconi is the inventor of the
submarine printing press radio

80 A famous seaport of 1500 was
Mecca Genoa Liverpool

End of Test 6. Look over your work.

Number right
Number wrong---------------- 2 =

Difference....................

41( 42 431 44 451461 471 481 491 501 511 521 531 541 551 561 571 581 591 601 611 621 631641 651 661 671 681 691 701 711 721 731 741 751 761 771 781 791 801



16 TEST 7. GEOGRAPHY Stanf. Adv. Exam. W

DIRECTIONS: Draw a line under the word which
makes the sentence true.

' The sleds of the Eskimos are drawn by
women horses dogs
2 The warmest season of the year in the
United States is spring summer autumn

An important river of North America is the
Mississippi Volga Plata

The month before November is
October April September

Washington, D.C., is connected with
mining shipping government
6 The largest divisions of land are called
islands oceans continents
7 The nation using the most automobiles is
Germany Great Britain United States
8 One of the principal exports of China is
tea coffee wheat

Pearls are obtained from
ivory mines oysters
10 A state producing many grapes is
Idaho California South Dakota
1 Cement is made from
coke iron limestone
12 A state largely bounded by water is
Vermont Minnesota Florida
13 Paper comes chiefly from
mines forests animals

14 Beets are used for making
catsup sugar jellies

15 The ocean surrounding the North Pole is the
Arctic Indian Antarctic
16 The regular risirg and falling of oceans is
called ocean currents tides geysers
17 A state having a very warm climate is
Texas Oregon Wisconsin

18 A chief export f Japan is
machinery silk meats
19 The zone nearest the poles is the
frigid temperate torrid
20 A city noted for the manufacture of automo-
biles is Cincinnati Chicago Detroit

Go right on to the next column.

21 A state located in the mountain region is
Iowa Colorado Michigan
22 Liverpool is a city of
England France Spain
23 A country near the equator is
Brazil United States Russia

24 The smallest continent is
Australia Europe Africa

25 A valuable ornamental wood is
mahogany pine spruce

26 A leading manufacturing state is
Wyoming Massachusetts Texas
27 Many ships going from Cuba to New York
carry steel sugar clothing

28 The Pyramids are located in
Egypt Morocco Persia
29 Australia is a possession of
Canada Great Britain United States

30 The country ranking highest in cotton pro-
duction is Russia China United States

31 The ocean between the United States and
China is the Atlantic Pacific Arctic

32 A principal crop of Russia is
sugar cane wheat rice

An elevated table-land is called a
plateau divide mountain

4 A country that has no seaport is
Greece Belgium Switzerland

A great wheat market is
San Francisco Kansas City Columbus

36 Chicago has become a large city chiefly be-
cause of its soil scenery location

The earth rotates on its
axis path orbit

38 A country in which very few people can read
and write is Persia Holland Denmark

Deltas are formed by
winds ocean currents rivers

40 Longitude is measured in
inches miles degrees

Go right on to the next page.

JJiJjercnce I 0 ii 21 31 41 51 61 71 81 9i101111121f3114115116117118119120121122123124125126{271281291301311321331341351361371381391401
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41 A man who searches for minerals is called
a prospector an explorer a discoverer
42 The most important kind of fishing on the
Pacific coast is salmon halibut cod
£ The highest mountains in North America
are the Rockies Ozarks Appalachians
' The smallest states in the Union are found
in the West Southeast Northeast

The Volga is in
Spain India Russia
46 An instrument which works by magnetism
is the compass pump siphon

A country using much man power in trans-
portation is China England United States
48 An important farm crop of the Pacific states
is corn wheat tobacco

A product of quarries is
granite sulphur cocoa
50 A rich mining country is
Argentina Peru Brazil
51 Much African territory is controlled by
Italy England Turkey
52 A clothing material coming from plants is
mohair wool linen

The chief corn-producing country is the
U.S. Argentine Mexican Republic
54 An important canal in Germany is the
Welland Kid Soo

Potash is a kind of
mineral plant utensil
56 When it is noon in San Francisco, it is
2 P.M. in Berlin Chicago London
7 The Pennsylvania Railroad connects Chi-

cago with New York Denver Omaha
58 California lemons compete with lemons
from Egypt Italy Germany
9 One of the most common foods in Japan is

fish mutton corn
60 The most irregular coastline of the U.S. is
the southern western northeastern
61 The most densely populated part of Europe
is the Eastern Northern Western

Go right on to the next column.

62 The Strait of Dover separates England from
France Ireland Scotland
63 A lake port of the United States is
Kansas City Pittsburgh Cleveland
64 The rainfall required for wheat raising is
very heavy moderate very light
65 The largest city in South America is
Buenos Aires Rio de Janeiro Valparaiso
66 Apples are a leading product in
Florida California Washington
67 The principal navigable river of Germany
is the Rhone Danube Rhine
68 The Asiatic country with the best educa-
tional system is Japan China India
69 The North Pole was first reached in
1850 1909 1921

70 Water power is chiefly an aid to
navigation irrigation manufacturing
71 Distances from the equator are measured in
latitude longitude altitude
72 The chief cause of tides is the attraction of
the moon planets sun
73 Relief maps deal mainly with
elevation boundaries products
7 A breed of cattle most valuable for meat is
the Jersey Hereford Holstein

In which country will most uniform climate
be found? Russia China New Zealand
76 The most densely populated country in Eu-
rope is France Italy Belgium
77 A pest attacking apple trees is the
boll weevil San Jose scale smut
78 Rotation of the earth divides time into
days seasons years
7 The greatest number of degrees of longi-
tude is 90 180 360

80 The largest city of Italy is
Rome Genoa Naples

End of Test 7. Look over your work.

Number right
Number wrong ---------------- ± 2 =

Difference ....................

1411421431441 451 461 471 481 49 501 511 521 531 541 551 561 571 581 591 601 611 621 631 641 651 661 671 681 691 701 711 721 731 741 751 761 77 781 791 801

861 871 881901911 931 941961 971 981



18 TEST 8. PHYSIOLOGY AND HYGIENE Stanf.Adv.Exarn.W

DIRECTIONS: Draw a line under the word or
phrase which makes the sentence true.

' Teeth should be cleaned
once a week twice a week twice a day
2 The heart acts much like a
camera pump sieve

One of the warmest kinds of clothing is
linen cotton wool
' A poor food for a school child's breakfast is
tea milk toast

The.brain is located in the
head abdomen chest
6 We do not have to learn to
write swallow read
7 Dusty air is dangerous because it carries
carbon dioxide oxygen germs
8 Windows in sleeping rooms should be
closed slightly open fully open

A good food for a child's breakfast is
cabbage prunes lamb chops
10 Colds are passed from one person to an-
other by germs drafts mosquitoes
11 The most nearly ideal food is probably
eggs potatoes milk
12 Lockjaw often results from wounds made
by rusty nails needles glass

13 The lungs take from the air
carbon dioxide nitrogen oxygen

14 If your clothing catches on fire, you should
run wrap in a rug call fire department

15 The outer coat of a tooth is made of
dentine enamel bone

16 The stomach is part of the system of
digestion nervous control muscular control

17 A disinfectant is used to
kill germs flavor food stop headaches
18 A food containing much starch is
fish bread eggs

19 Malaria is carried by
pork flies mosquitoes

20 Water may be entirely freed from disease
germs by filtering freezing boiling

Go right on to the next column.

21 The temperature of a healthy body is about
32° 98° 212°

22 A very efficient antiseptic for a wound is
iodine turpentine soda

23 An example of an alcoholic drink is
brandy coffee soda-water
24 One of the skin senses is
pressure taste light
25 Pneumonia is a disease of the
lungs heart brain
26 The drug in tobacco is
alcohol opium nicotine

27 Inflamed eyes are often relived by
boric acid weak vinegar, carbolic acid

28 A person's heart is about the size of
his head an egg his fist

29 The best time for a cold bath is
in the morning at night when tired

30 Tonsillitis is caused by
cold air mouth breathing germs
31 Constipation often causes
death insanity headaches
32 The vertebrae enclose the
brain spinal cord vital organs
33 The liver is part of the digestive system
nervous system circulatory system

4 The general location of the kidneys is in the
back throat chest

A food rich in mineral salts is
vegetables bread butter
36 Carbon dioxide is given off largely through
the kidneys skin lungs
7 The usual treatment for malaria is

strychnine atropin quinine
38 Insects can often be removed from the ear
by sweet oil camphor iodine

Compared with inhaled air, exhaled air has
more oxygen carbon dioxide nitrogen

40 The joints are held together by
nerves bones ligaments

Go right on to the next page.

Score 1921941951961971
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41 The bronchial tubes go to the
heart kidneys lungs
42 A good heat-producing food is
lettuce pork carrots
' An example of a simple reflex is
sneezing sleeping walking

The green color of leaves is due to
water chlorophyll starch

The biceps is the name of a
tooth bone muscle
46 Starch is changed into sugar by the
pepsin bile saliva
' Uric acid and urea are removed from the
blood by the skin lungs kidneys
48 The tissue-builders among foods are the
starches fats proteins

Rabies (hydrophobia) is often caused by
rusty nails swimming dog bites
50 Yeast is a drug an animal a plant
51 The seat of consciousness is the
medulla cerebrum cerebellum
52 The scavengers of the body are the
glands kidneys white corpuscles

The calories of food needed daily by a work-
ing man are about 100 400 4,000

Building material and energy are obtained
from nutrients toxins tissues

The color of the skin is due to
pigments minerals impurities
56 The air passage into the lungs is called the
pleura thoracic cavity trachea
7 Much fat is found in the

dermis epidermis subcutaneous layer
58 Involuntary muscles control movements of
the heart legs arms

The chief function of the spinal cord is
conduction sensation thinking
60 Oxygen is carried principally by the
nerves white corpuscles red corpuscles
61 The color of the eyes is due to the
iris retina pupil

Go right on to the next column.

19

62 The part of the body weight made up by the
muscles is about 1/10 2/5 3/4
63 The collar bone is also called the
tibia scapula clavicle
64 The temperature of air appears to depend
partly upon humidity illumination weight
65 The percentage of deaths caused by disease
germs is about 0 15 50

66 An organ which excretes water from the
body is the stomach liver skin
67 Bone is an example of
an organ a cell a tissue
68 The lean meat of an animal is
muscle cartilage tendon
69 The auditory nerve enters the
inner ear outer ear middle ear
70 Yeast acts on sugar to form
alcohol starch molds
71 A food which contains most of the vita-
mins is tomatoes butter polished rice
72 Squinting is a defect of the eye
muscles lens nerves
73 Sliding joints are found in the
shoulder knee ankle
7 Protruding eyes sometimes indicate
tuberculosis cancer goiter
7 The ciliary muscles are located in the
ear arm eye
76 The disease caused by the trichina worm is
often carried by flies pork olives

77 The length of the small intestine is about
5 ft. 12 ft. 22 ft.
78 The thoracic duct carries
lymph oxygen blood

7 The irregular bones of the ankles are called
tarsals phalanges carpals
80 Reflexes usually start in the
brain spinal cord sense organs

End of Test 8. Look over your work.

Number right....................
Number wrong ---------------- ± 2

Difference....................

I 411 421431441 451 461 471 481 491 501 511 521 531 541 551 561 571 581 591 601 611 621 631 641 651 661 671 681 691 701 711 721 731 74j 75J 761 771 781 791801
981 99110011011102110411051106110811o9



20 TEST. 9. ARITHMETIC REASONING Stanf. Adv. Exam. W

DIRECTIONS: Find all the answers as
quickly as you can. Write the answers on the
dotted lines. Use the margins to figure on.

1 How many are 5 birds and 4 birds?
Answer

2 Jack had 15 marbles and Bill gave him
6 more. How many did he then have?

Answer

3 There are 9 birds in one flock and
8 in another. How many are there in
both flocks together?

Answer

Martha has 7 cents, Maude has 8
cents, and Sarah has 6 cents. How
many cents have they together?

Answer

Torn had $17, but Jane had only $8.
How many more dollars had Torn than
Jane?

Answer

6 Oranges cost 5 cents each. At that
rate, what will a half dozen cost?

Answer............

7 One day Ruth promised to pick 15
quarts of berries for her mother. By
noon she had picked 8 quarts. How
many quarts must she pick in the after-
noon?

Answer ............

8 Tom's mother gave him 75 cents for
groceries. He received 13 cents in
change. How much did the groceries
cost?

Answer ............

At 10 o'clock, Mae went to her
friend's home with permission to stay
five hours. At what time should she
come home?

Answer

10 Bert had 10 cents to spend for mar-
bles. He paid 2 cents for one and 3 cents
for another. How many marbles at 1

cent each could he buy with the re-
mainder?

Answer ------------

Go right on to the next column.

11 Martha has saved $3.75. How many
dollars more does she need to buy a coat
which costs $45.75?

Answer............

12 At a sale, five-cent candy bars were
sold at the rate of 3 for a dime. How
many should Maude get for 30 cents?

Answer............

13 A plasterer worked 7 hours a day for
5 days. How much did he receive for his
work if he charged $2 an hour?

Answer ............

14 Kate pulled 48 radishes from her gar-
den to sell. She put them into bunches
of 12 radishes each. At 5 cents a bunch,
how much should she get?

Answer............

15 The scale on an automobile road-map
shows that 1 inch represents 20 miles.
How far apart are two towns that are
2y inches apart on the map?

Answer ............

16 Mr. Brown sold 11 calves for $209.
What was the average price per calf?

Answer............

17 Ellen used 24 inches of ribbon in
trimming a Christmas wreath. What
part of a yard did she use?

Answer ............

18 The trail to camp is 64 miles long.
How far are some boys from camp who
have traveled 43/4 miles along the trail
toward camp?

Answer ............

19 Candy was sold in /4 pound bags for
20 cents each. At the same rate what
would a pound and a half cost?

Answer ............

20 Harry worked from 9 o'clock in the
morning until 5 o'clock in the afternoon
except for a half hour at lunch time.
How much should he receive, if he
charged 30 cents an hour?

Answer
Go right on to the next page.

No. Rt. 0 1 2 3 4 5 5 7 8 16171819 20 2122 23, 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40!

Score 310 16 2230 68171 75 78l81l83l8587899194l9S 102 104 105l107I1O8l110lI11113F114I11ol117l119l1zol12zI1z3l125l1z7l1z9I
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21 Frances sold $156 worth of books.
She received a commission of 40%.
How much did she earn?

Answer
22 In a class of 38 pupils, only 19 had
perfect attendance records for a month.
What per cent of all the class had per-
fect attendance records?

Answer............

23 If a man uses 25 gallons of gasoline
in driving 375 miles, how far can he
drive on 8 gallons, assuming that he will
obtain the same mileage per gallon?

Answer ............

24 When $3 will buy 5 yards of ging-
ham, how much will 7 yards cost?

Answer............

25 John buys papers for $1.80 per hun-
dred and sells them at 3 cents each. How
much does he make on 250 papers?

Answer ............

26 How much cheaper is a bill of $100
worth of goods bought at a 20% dis-
count than one of the same amount
bought at two successive discounts of
10% and 10%? Answer ............

27 A man's automobile will go 110 miles
on 10 gallons of gasoline. If gasoline
costs 22 cents per gallon, what is the
cost of the gasoline per mile?

Answer............

28 Ice is .92 as heavy as water. A cubic
foot of water weighs 62.5 lbs. What is
the weight of a cubic foot of ice?

Answer............

29 If 6 men can build a house in 180
days, how long will it take 8 men to
build it? Answer............

30 A broker charges $25 commission on
every sale, plus 5% on all over $200.
What would be his commission on a
500-dollar sale? Answer............

31 Fred will sell his bicycle for $24.
That is 4 less than it cost him. What
did it cost him? Answer ............

32 How much more is earned each day
by a man working 6 days for $45 than
by a man working 6 days for $3140?

Answer............

How many dollars' worth of nier-
chandise must a clerk sell at a commis-
sion of 22% to earn a salary of $1,000
a year? Answer ............

' A train makes a run of 159 miles in 7
hours. One trip it was delayed and made
only 63 miles the first 4 hours. At what
average rate per hour must it go the re-
mainder of the distance in order to ar-
rive on time? Answer............

A certain house was assessed at
$5,000. The tax on it was $125. What
was the tax rate? Answer............

36 Tulip bulbs should be planted 4 to the
square foot. A square plot should be
how many feet on a side in order to hold
36 bulbs?

Answer

What actual rate of interest would
be obtained if you bought 6% preferred
stock at $75 per share? (Par value
$100.) Answer ............

38 For $90 each a man bought 5 shares
of a preferred stock paying 5%. (Par
value $100.) After his first dividends he
sold his stock for par value. Ignoring
brokerage charges, how many dollars
did he make on the transaction?

Answer ............

If they have the same thickness, a
pancake 6 inches in diameter is how
many times as large as one 3 inches in
diameter? Answer............

40 A house and lot were valued at $5,000.
The taxes amounted to $60 a year. It
cost $200 annually for depreciation and
incidental expenses. For what must it
rent per month in order that the owner
may clear 8 per cent on its value?

Answer ............

Go right on to the next column. End of Test 9. Look over your work.

21



22 TEST 10. ARITHMETIC COMPUTATION Stanf. Adv. Exam. \V

DIRECTIONS: Get the answers to these examples as quickly as you can without making mistakes. Look
carefully at each example to see what you are to do.

Begin here.
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Add Add Subtract Subtract
0 4 5 7

5+3= 4 6 2 7
5

(6) (7) (8) (9)

Subtract Subtract Add Subtract
17 12 24 89

3 4 7 76

(10) (11) (12) (13)

Subtract Add
895 876542

4X8= 2)6 437 754290
389364

(14) (15) (16) (17)

Multiply
6X7= 452 7)56 8±4=.4

(21)
(18) (19) (20)

Subtract Subtract 3) 1 4. 1
9)77 1000

425

(23) (24) (25)
(22) Subtract Add

52% 35% 37)85359
27% 24%

Go right on to the next page.
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(26) (27) (28) (29)
Add Subtract Add

31% 78%19 129%

(30) (31) (32) (33)

Subtract Subtract Add
73% 31 54%

5% 15% 21%2

(34) (35) (36) (37)

Subtract Subtract
55% 32%
18% 24%

(38-39)
HEIGHT IN FEET OF FAMOUS WATERFALLS

.. According to the graph,_o_2_o_8_o_r_8_8_8_o_o_o_o_o_o what is the approximate
NIAGARA - - height in feet of
UPPER YOSEMITE - - - - - - - - - - - -
VICTORIA - - - Niagara
SHOSHONE

LOWER YELLOWSTONE = Upper Yosemite

(40) (41) (42) (43)

Subtract
6 5 . 3 2 4 7 . 2 = 5 2 % 6 . 2 3 . 89 5 = % + s + Y12 =

46%

(44) (45) (46)

Multiply Subtract Sales amount to $5240.
7 8 . 9 4 % Commission rate is 10%.

3 . 0 4 Find amount of commission.

Answer

Turn the page and go right on.



24 TEST 10. ARITHMETIC COMPUTATIONConcluded an1. Adv. Exam.W

(47) (48) (49) (50)

Add Add
3 Tons 1000 lb. 4. 6 5 is what per . 2 3 9) 1 4 4 8 3 4
4 Tons 500 lb. cent of 15.50?

300 lb.
7 Tons 1750 lb. Answer =
2 Tons 800 lb.

(51) (52) (53) (54)

Add
45is15%of 7
what number? (4)2 9 2 5 2) 6 5 1 2 88

Number

(55)

How many degrees are
there in angle BAC? (56) (57)

A Find the value of F in the Multiply
following expression if k 4 2 ii
eqtials8andhequals 5. 1 0 ii

Answer

(60)

Find the volume of
this .figure.

(59)(58)
Simplify the following

expression:
V 1 5 1 29 8x+6 (2-3y)

Answer =

Answer =

End of Test 10. Look over your work.

Number right O 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1O 11 121 131 141 151 161 171 181 191 201 211 221 231 241 25l 261 271 281 291 301
Score 31 7l11l18l2328i31l33l36l38l 401 461 521 SSl 7I 591 60l 611 631 64l 65l 7l 69l 711 721 741 751 771 7I

Number right 311 321 331 341 35! 36! 37! 38! 39! 401 41! 42! 431 44! 451 46! 471 481 49! 50! 51! 52! 53! 541 551 561 57! 581 591 40!
Score 81! 84! 86! 88! 90! 92! 94! 96! 98!101l1O3l1061109l111!112l113!113l114i114!115l115!116l116l117l117!118l119l12jl123I151
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iowa. Silent Reading B

TEST 1. PARAGRAPH MEANING

PART A. SCIENCE

DIRECTIONS. This test of paragraph meaning is given in two parts. Read the ac-
companying article on "Rubber" through once very carefully before attempting to
answer any of the questions about it. Then you are to answer the questions on page 3 by
writing in the parentheses after each question the number of the bracketed passage in the
article which contains the correct answer. You may re-read parts of the article if necessary.
The first question is answered correctly. Answer the other questions in a similar manner.

RUBBER

Rubber is a substance composed of carbon and hydrogen, obtained from a milky liquid

known as latex, which is found in the roots, stems, branches, leaves, and fruit of a wide

variety of trees growing for the' most part in the tropics. The milky juice or latex is not

the true sap, but a secretion which does not seem to be essential to the life of the plant.
----5 '-- 6

If this liquid is allowed to stand for a few hours, the particles of rubber rise to the surface.
7 '. S

The doughy mass thus obtained can easily be rolled into a sheet or other convenient form.
10

If it is allowed to dry, it loses its doughy character and becomes the firm, elastic solid
11

known as raw or crude rubber.
12

In whatever form the crude rubber comes to the factory, the first thing that must be
13

done is to clean it thoroughly and test it, as rubber varies greatly in composition. Until
14 15

it is used it is stored in a cool, dark place, usually underground. When a load is brought

to the manufacturing plant, it is steamed into a soft, plastic mass and thoroughly washed

by being passed through heavy rollers while water is sprinkled on from above. Finally

it comes out looking like a thin piece of sheet sponge. Vacuum driers take this spongy
21

sheet and extract every particle of moisture.
22

Next it is put into mills which rub and crush it until it loses its elasticity and becomes

soft and plastic like putty. in this form it is ready for the mixing room, where sulphur
23 ' '-24--j 25

and other ingredients are added to it. Each product has a special requirement which
- 26

27

must be taken into account in the preparation. Some must be hard, others soft; some
28 '- 29----------

must stand abrasion, others heat; some will come in contact with acid, others must stand

continuous pounding, and still others a steady pressure. Each ingredient is weighed

with painstaking care. Then the mixture is rolled between. hot rollers, from which

it emerges a sheet of prepared rubber about a quarter of an inch in thickness.
_________________ ___________________- 17

The rubber is then ready for the products factory. After the articles have been fash-------'
ioned, they are subjected to the final step in the vulcanization process (curing by heat).
____- 40------

The hardness of the article is determined by the amount of heat and the length of time
41

'------ 42
it is applied.

[21



Iowa Silent Reading: B

SAMPLE. In what part of the globe do rubber-producing trees grow?............ ( 4 )
1. Can the plant live after the latex has been removed? ......................... ( ) i

2. Where is latex found? ..................................................... ( ) 2

3. What happens if the milky liquid is allowed to remain undisturbed for a time?.
. ( ) 3

4. Is latex the sap of the plant? .............................................. ( ) 4

5. What makes the doughy mass taken from the top of the latex become firm and
elastic? ............................................................... ( )s

6. Why is rubber tested when taken to the factory?............................. (' ) 6

7. How is water brought in contact with the crude rubber in order that it may be
washed thoroughly? .................................................... ( ) 7

8. Where is crude rubber kept before it is taken to the manufacturing plant? ....... ( )

9. What is done first when crude rubber is taken into the factory? ................ ( ) g

10. What is the final step to which crude rubber is subjected before it is put into the
mills? ................................................................. ( ) io

11. Where is sulphur added to the rubber?...................................... ( ) ii

12. To what is the rubber compared after it has been rubbed and crushed in the mills?( ) i

13. What appearance does the rubber have after being washed? ................... ( ) 13

14. What determines the hardness of rubber articles? ............................. ( ) 14

15. What is done to the rubber after it has been made into various articles? ........ ( ) i

Do not turn this page until told to do so.

Number right ........ X 2 = ........ (Score, Test IA)
[3]
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PART B. LITERATURE

DIRECTIONS. This is Part B of the test of paragraph meaning. Read the accompany-
ing poem on "Autumn" through once very carefully before attempting to answer any
of the questions about it. Then you are to answer the questions at the side of the page
by writing in Ike parentheses after each question Ike number of the bracketed passage in Ike
poem which contains the correct answer. You may re-read parts of the poem if necessary.

AUTUMN 1. What are the attri-

Season of mists and mellow fruitfulness,
butes of this period

1 of the year? ........ ( ) 1

Close bosom-friend of the maturing sun; 2. How does autumn
Conspiring with him how to load and bless show that the har-

With fruit the vines that 'round the thatch-eaves run; vest time is near?. ( ) 2

5
To bend with apples the moss'd cottage-trees,

3. Does the poet think
6

that everyone has
And fill all fruit with ripeness to the core; seen the season of

7

To swell the gourd, and plum the hazel shells which he writes?. .
. ( ) 3

8 -S _____________°-
With a sweet kernel; to set budding more

4. How does the poet
describe the union of

And still more, later flowers for the bees, the autumn with the

Until they think warm days will never cease; sun? ( ) 4

11--
For Summer has o'erbrimm'd their clammy cells.

5. Is it difficult to find
12 the character de-

scribed? ........... ( )Who hath not seen Thee oft mid thy store?
23

Sometimes whoever seeks abroad may find
6. Have the bees stored

14 up much honey? ( ) 6

Thee sitting careless on the granary floor, 7. For what purpose do15---
Thy hair soft-lifted by the winnowing wind, the late flowersgrow?( ) 7

16 17
Or on a half-reaped furrow sound asleep,

8. What sound do the
18 g flats make? ....... ( )

Drowsed by the fume of poppies, while thy hook 9. Does the poet con-
Spares the next swath and all its twined flowers; sider the songs of

20 spring worth remem-And sometimes like a gleaner thou dost keep
bering when autumn

Steady thy laden head across a brook; has come? ( ) 922--
Or by a cider-press, with patient look, 10. Is the evening sky of

23

Thou watchest the last oozings, hours by hours. this season of the
24 '--25 year cloudless? ..... ( ) io

Where are the songs of Spring? Ay, where are they? 11. Has this season any
26 S.- 27

Think not of them, thou hast thy music too, music of its own?. .
. ( ) ii

28 29

While barred clouds bloom the soft-dying day,
12. How are the vagaries

30.
of temperature of the
season described?. .

. ( ) iAnd touch the stubble-plains with rosy hue;
31

Then in a wailful choir the small gnats mourn 13. What is the musical
33

Among the river-shallows borne aloft term that describes
'----35----- the robin's call? .... ( ) 13

Or sinking as the light wind lives or dies;
37 14. What familiar birds

And full-grown lambs loud bleat from hilly bourn; are used to suggest
38 evening? ........... ( ) 14Hedge-crickets sing, and now with treble soft

The red-breast whistles from a garden croft 15. How does the poet
------40 -. '- 41 describe the changes
And gathering swallows twitter in the skies. in the force of the42 43

From "To Autumn," by John Keats wind ............. ( ) 15

Do not turn this page until told to do so.

[ 4 } Number right .... X = . . . . (Score, Test I B)
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TEST 2. WORD MEANING

DIRECTIONS. Study the sample below. Each of the following exercises consists of a
statement which is correctly completed by one of the numbered words or phrases. Write
the number of the proper word or phrase in the parentheses, as shown in the sample.

SAuPLE. To toil is to 1 read 2 play 3 work 4 fall 5 believe ( 3 )

PART A. SOCIAL SCIENCE

1. Tariff means I figure 2 personal expense 3 tax 4 ransom
5 quotation ............................................................ ( ) i

2. Naturalization means 1 nationalism 2 nationalization
3 international 4 receiving the rights and privileges of a citizen
5 receiving immigrants ................................................. ( ) 2

3. To inaugurate means to 1 imprison 2 induct into office 3 fine
4 exempt 5 incite to riot ............................................. ( ) 3

4. Revenue is the same as 1 a retreat 2 an appeal 3 a revolt
4 a reunion 5 a collection of funds for public use ....................... ( ) 4

5. A democracy is a government of the 1 few 2 people 3 many 4 rich
5 nobility ............................................................. ( )s

6. To veto is to 1 denounce 2 enact 3 resign 4 refuse 5 accuse( ) 6

7. To filibuster is the same as to 1 vote 2 lobby 3 make a law
4 encourage legislation 5 delay legislation ......................... ( ) 7

8. A franchise is a 1 grant of a constitutional right 2 candid opinion
3 political office 4 requirement for public offIce 5 bill for raising revenue( ) 8

9. Legislation means 1 passing laws 2 lawfulness 3 legality 4 diplomacy
5 law enforcement..................................................... ( ) 9

10. Conservation means 1 consumption of goods 2 careful sanitation
3 preservation of goods 4 deforestation 5 shipment of supplies ........ ( ) is

11. Ratification means 1 appraisal 2 taxation 3 treason 4 majority
5 public sanction ...................................................... ( ) ii

12. To confiscate is to 1 tear down 2 build up 3 seize by public authority
4 support 5 use for public building ................................... ( ) i

13. Indemnity means- 1 insurance 2 pension 3 compensation for loss
4 indenture 5 indebtedness .......................................... ( ) i

14. Despotism means 1 tyranny 2 despair 3 danger 4 benevolence
5 representative government ............................................ ( ) n

15. Sedition means 1 passion 2 treason 3 confidence 4 certainty
5 secret............................................................... ( ) i

16. An emigrant is 1 a barbarian 2 a stranger 3 a new recruit
4 one who leaves a country 5 one who enters a country ................. ( ) is

17. Sanitation refers to 1 health 2 disease 3 Red Cross 4 disaster
5 hygiene ............................................................. ( ) 17

18. Jurisdiction means 1 vindication 2 legality 3 administration of law
4 sphere of authority 5 judicial decision ............................... ( ) i

19. Embassy means the same as 1 ambassador 2 merchant marine
3 embargo 4 vice governor 5 vassal ............................... ( ) i

20. A statute means 1 statuary 2 a legislative act 3 a by-law
4 a legal procedure 5 the height of a man ......................... ( ) 20

Do not turn this page until told to do so.

s I Number right ........ (Score, Test A)
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PART B. SCIENCE

1. Preservation means 1 assumption 2 keeping from decay
3 rapid development 4 continued activity 5 phenomenon ............. ( ) i

2. To function means to 1 filter 2 condense 3 operate
4 be in the intended place 5 diffuse .................................. ( ) 2

3. Energy means 1 kinetic 2 endurance 3 potential 4 power to act
5 compulsion .......................................................... ( ) 3

4. Science means 1 systematized knowledge 2 theory 3 scientific

4 general law 5 a scientist ........................................... ( ) 4

5. Saturated means 1 completely filled 2 satisfied 3 dried
4 expanded 5 developed ............................................ ( )

6. Evolution is the process of 1 alternating 2 deviating 3 forming

4 developing 5 drilling .............................................. ( ) o

7. Neutralize means 1 oppose 2 mix 3 destroy 4 counteract 5 adhere( ) 7

8. Efficiency means 1 effort 2 friction 3 diffusion 4 power to act
5 effectual power ...................................................... ( ) 8

S. Decomposition is a process of 1 osmosis 2 decay 3 corrosion

4 crystallization 5 neutralization ..................................... ( )

10. To experiment means to 1 practice 2 distribute 3 expand
4 criticize 5 reproduce phenomena under control ....................... ( ) 10

11. Aqueous means 1 solid 2 metallic 3 liquid 4 acid 5 gaseous.
. ( ) ii

12. Buoyancy means 1 lifelike 2 motionless 3 upward pressure
4 force of water 5 deflection ......................................... ( ) i

13. Inertia means 1 ineptitude 2 resistance to change 3 capability

4 inefficiency 5 intensity ............................................ ( ) ia

14. Volatile means 1 easily evaporated 2 viscous 3 quickly frozen

4 opaque 5 flexible ................................................. ( ) 14

15. Synthesis is the same as 1 analyzing 2 taking apart 3 summarizing
4 building up 5 experimenting ....................................... ( ) 15

Do not work on the next part until told là do so. Number right ........ (Score, Test B)

PART C. MATHEMATICS

1. To transpose means to 1 examine 2 check 3 exchange in position

4 drill 5 reason .................................................... ( ) z

2. Balance means 1 breadth 2 equality between two values 3 a weight

4 opposite 5 steadfastness ........................................... ( ) 2

3. Solution means 1 addition 2 grouping 3 securing the answer

4 definition 5 explanation ............................................ ( ) 3

4. Equivalent means 1 interest 2 abstract 3 checking computations

4 combination 5 same in value ...................................... ( ) 4

5. Vertical means the same as 1 a point 2 a vertex 3 a given length
4 perpendicular to the plane of the horizon 5 numerical values ........... ( ) s

6. An inventory is 1 a ratio 2 a detailed account 3 a factor

4 a result 5 an explanation .......................................... ( ) 6

7. Consequent means 1 resulting 2 counting 3 checking 4 following

5 changing ............................................................ ( ) 7

8. Corresponding means- 1 writing 2 reciprocal 3 correct 4 same in
quantity or quality or position 5 precise ................................ ( ) 8

9. Equilateral means 1 equality 2 equal distances 3 equivalent

4 diagonal 5 equal sides ............................................ ( ) o

[6j
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10. To compute is to 1 compel 2 commence 3 copy 4 calculate 5 count( ) 10

11. To verify means to 1 prove 2 doubt 3 construct 4 study 5 work( ) n
12. Magnitude refers to 1 multiplication 2 estimation 3 size

4 the middle 5 the median .......................................... ( ) i

13. Infinite means 1 definite 2 resulting 3 consequent 4 intersecting
5 limitless ............................................................ ( ). 13

14. To circumscribe means to 1 use a compass 2 draw around
3 draw through 4 complete 5 find a circumference .............. ( ) 14

15. Axiom means a 1 self-evident truth 2 proved law 3 whole number
4 straight line 5 faulty principle ...................................... ( ) is

Do not work on the next part until told to do so. Number right ........ (Score, Test 2 C)

PART D. ENGLISH
1. A biography is 1 an anthology 2 a fable 3 a written life of a person

4 a tradition 5 a tract ............................................... ( ) i

2. A myth is 1 a primitive imaginary tale 2 a mystery play
3 an epigram 4 a burlesque 5 a comedy ........................... ( ) 2

3. A salutation is 1 a letter 2 a poem 3 an outline 4 a greeting
5 an expression ....................................................... ( ) 3

4. Synonyms are 1 terse words 2 words similar in meaning.
3 vulgarisms 4 vague words 5 words opposite in meaning ............ ( ) 4

5. A metaphor is 1 a refrain 2 a figure of speech 3 an allegory
4 a couplet 5 an epistle ............................................. ( ) s

6. Tense pertains to 1 mode 2 prepositions 3 verbs 4 nouns 5 adverbs(
)

7. Fictitious means 1 imaginative 2 genuine 3 decadent 4 skeptical5 secular ............................................................. ( )

8. Melancholy means 1 mawkish 2 ludicrous 3 sentimental 4 gloomy
5 gruesome ........................................................... ( ) S

9. Characterization means 1 fascination 2 representation 3 dramatization
4 dialect 5 chivalry ................................................. ( ) o

10. Unity is obtained by using 1 loose sentences 2 specific terms
3 dangling participles 4 related material 5 many modifiers ........... ( ) ii

11. An anecdote is 1 a parable 2 an altruism 3 an allegory
4 an allusion 5 an account of an incident ............................. ( ) 11

12. Ambiguous means 1 unorganized 2 literary 3 clearly understood
4 eloquent 5 of doubtful meaning..................................... ( ) iz

13. Coordinate means 1 emphatic 2 coherent 3 equal in rank
4 correlative 5 connected ......................................... ( ) 13

14. Impromptu means about the same as offhand 2 specific
3 improving 4 indefinite 5 imperative ............................. ( ) ii

15. To be coherent is to be 1 inconsistent 2 systematic 3 composed
4 logically clear 5 vague ............................................ ( ) 15

16. An elegy is 1 a diary 2 a poem of lamentation 3 an ode
4 an epitaph 5 an oration ........................................... ( ) i

17. A sonnet is a 1 ditty 2 stanza 3 14-line poem 4 classic 5 rune( ) i

18. A bard is a 1 novelist 2 mystic 3 nonconformist 4 poet
5 pagan chieftain...................................................... ( ) 18

19. Analogy means I term 2 hypothesis 3 fallacy 4 similarity 5 enigma( ) is
20. Hackneyed means 1 archaic 2 unusual 3 illiterate 4 stilted

5 commonplace ....................................................... ( ) 20

Do not turn this page until told to do so.
[ 7 1 Number right........ (Score, Test 2 D)
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TEST 3. PARAGRAPH ORGANIZATION

PART A. SELECTION OF CENTRAL IDEA

DIRECTIONS. This test is given to see how well you are able to recognize the central idea
of a paragraph by selecting the best descriptive phrase that tells what the paragraph is
about. After each paragraph you will find short groups of words that are numbered.
In the parentheses at the right put the number of the group ofwords which most nearly suggests
the central thought of the paragraph.

1. Before the match was invented, starting a fire was not an easy matter. The
Indians often started fires by rubbing two sticks together. A much more com-
mon method among the early settlers was to strike steel and flint together, the
sparks lighting a bit of "tinder." Oftentimes live coals were carried from one
house to another. Since the invention of the friction match in 1827, starting a
fire has become a simple process.

1 invention of matches 2 kinds of fire 3 the match industry
4 methods of starting fires 5 how Indians started fires .................. ( ) i

2. Rubber is one of the important products of the world today. The annual supply
is nearly 300,000 tons, two thirds of which is used in the United States, principally
for automobile tires. Rubber is also used in making medical supplies, household
articles, batteries, toys, and clothing; and recently a rubber bearing has been
successfully used on parts moving in water.

1 use of rubber for tires 2 rubber bearings 3 importance of rubber
4 annual supply of rubber 5 making medical supplies ................... ( )

3. The Mayas were a race of Indians inhabiting the peninsula of Yucatan. They
were much more civilized than other tribes of American Indians. When they
were first found by the white men, they gave evidence of possessing many skills
and abilities which were similar to those displayed by the whites. They con-
structed houses of faced concrete, four and five stories high. The Mayas were
expert potters and have left many beautiful products of their skill. Their history,
religion, rites, and magic were recorded in their books in hieroglyphic characters.

1 Mayan pottery 2 Mayan architecture 3 civilization of the Mayas
4 literature of Indians 5 American Indians ............................ ( ) i

4. All animals sleep, but many of them do so in ways so curious that they seem to
be awake. Ducks sleep on open water, and to keep from drifting ashore paddle
with one foot continually, thus traveling in a circle. Bats sleep head downward,
hanging by their hind claws. Many animals of the cat species sleep with wide-
open staring eyes. Elephants sleep standing up, their heads slowly swinging
as if they were awake. Stories that some animals do not sleep are the result of
these and other curious examples.

1 why animals sleep 2 how animals sleep 3 how ducks and bats sleep
4 animal life 5 the sleep of elephants ................................. ( ) 4

5. One of the most pressing economic problems of today is the securing of an ade-
quate food supply. In the more densely populated parts of Asia an unfavorable
growing season has for centuries meant famine and death for thousands of persons.
The fact that the population of the earth is increasing far more rapidly than the food
supply should give us an increased interest in plants, the primary source of all
foods. When we realize further that our resources of lumber, fuel, fibers, paper
pulp, oils, resin, rubber, and numerous other products come from plants, our
absolute dependence on plant life is apparent.

1 pressing economic problems 2 famines in Asia 3 increasing population
4 decreasing food supply 5 importance of plant life ..................... ( ) S
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6. Endurance on the wing is much more remarkable than the speed with which birds
fly. Many birds seem to be continually in the air. During migrations a large
variety undertake long journeys, which sometimes reach halfway around the world.

1 flight of birds 2 migration of birds 3 speed of birds
4 endurance of birds 5 how birds fly long distances .................... ( ) 6

7. Charles W. Eliot, formerly head of Harvard University, exercised an influence
far beyond that of the usual college president. He was looked up to by hundreds of
thousands of his fellow citizens as a guide, not merely in educational matters but
in all of the great political, industrial, social, and moral questions. It is difficult
to name another figure who so largely dominated our intellectual horizon.

1 influence of Eliot 2 people's admiration of Eliot 3 scholarship of Eliot
4 Eliot as president of Harvard 5 educational ability of Eliot ............. ( ) 7

8. The Red Cross is an international agency which was organized primarily to care
for the sick, the wounded, and prisoners in times of war. Recently it has shown a
tendency to regard the alleviation of human suffering, whatever its source, as
falling under its jurisdiction. The fundamental idea for the movement came
as the result of the publication of a booklet by Henri Dunant in 1862.

1 the Red Cross as an international agency 2 purposes of the Red Cross
3 the organization of the Red Cross 4 the founder of the Red Cross
5 the need of the Red Cross ............................................ ( ) 8

9. When a number of bees gather in one place, they are called a swarm. The size of
a bee swarm varies greatly. Two of the major factors influencing the size of the
swarm are the strength of the hive from which it came and the time of the year.
A weak swarm may not contain more than ten thousand bees, while a strong one
may have as many as eighty thousand bees.

1 size of weak swarms 2 size of strong swarms 3 way to raise bees
4 bee culture 5 size of a bee swarm .................................. ( ) 9

Do not work on the next part until told to do so. Number right ........ (Score, Test S A)

PART B. OUTLINING

DIRECTIONS. The following are exercises to test your ability to organize an outline giving
the most important items of a paragraph. Read the following paragraphs carefully.
At the right of the paragraphs are outlines partially filled in. Fill in the blank spaces in
the outline from your reading of the paragraphs by placing, in the outline, the numbers
corresponding to the proper brackets. Be sure to select the group of words in the
different brackets which will result in a well-organized outline. Be sure not to include
more items in the outline than have been provided for.

1. In the United States, which is the leading agricultural country
1 2

in the world, several causes have combined to encourage this

industry. Of these factors, the more important are the
7

fertility of the soil, the variety of climate and other condi-9
tions of environment, the energy of the people, the encourage-

10

ment lent by the government to scientific agriculture, and
11

the unrivaled transportation system for marketing crops.
12 '-13---

Land has been very cheap. High wages in other industries
14 - 15

have led to the invention of machinery by which one man
'--16----- 17

can do the work of many. There is no other country in the
18 19

world where machinery is used so extensively in agriculture.

Paragraph 1.

I. Factors encour-
aging American
agriculture.

A.

B.

C.

D.

E.

F.

G.

g I
This part is continued on page 10.



2. The speed with which material may be printed has increased

many times since the substitution of machine for hand opera-
1

tions, but none of the essential procedures composition,

make-up, and pressworkhave been eliminated. When

type was set by hand, it was placed in a small metal frame

Iowa Silent Reading: B

Paragraph 2.

I. Steps in typeset-
ting.

B. ( )

C. ( )

D
called a stick, which held about fifteen lines of ordinary type.

6 E.
When this was filled, the compositor placed the type in a long,

7 '- 8 Paragraph 3.
narrow frame called a galley. After the type had been set,

9 I. How rice is
a rough copy was taken from the galley, which was known made ready for

as a "proof." The proof was corrected, then given to the market.11 12 13 A (compositor, who corrected the composition accordingly.

These same steps are essential in setting type by machinery. c
D.

3. From the fields the rice is taken to the mills for threshing,
'---1------' '--2---'

cleaning, and husking, and finally, each little grain is polished, F. ( )

G (a weighed, and packed for maiket

Many of the mills in the United States turn out from 1000 Paragraph 4.

to io,000 bushels of rice every twenty-four hours. I. The use of white
18 -' 19 lead.

4. A large portion of the total lead used in the United States is A. Extent of

in the .form of metallic lead and its alloys, but the largest use in U. S.

and most important single use of lead is in the form of white (

B. Specific uses.
lead, for which purpose about 150,000 tons are required4, 5

annually in the United States. White lead has been the 2. ( )

most important paint pigment for more than 2000 years, and II. Lead oxides.
6 7

the most durable exterior paints contain white lead. It A. Kinds.
8 -''- 9 1. ( )

has also been used as one of the principal constituents of
10

pottery glazes. B. Uses of red
Next in importance is the use of lead in the form of two lead.

11 1

oxides, red lead and litharge. Red lead is an important
12 -' '-13----' 14 C. Uses of lith-

pigment and is considered as the standard protective coating arge.

for iron and steel. A second oxide, litharge, is extensively 1. ( )
16 17

used in the refining of petroleum, in compounding rubber, in
2

18 19 3. ( )
the manufacture of insecticides, in the making of certain 4

20 '- 21

colors, particularly chrome yellow. Litharge and red lead are D How made
24

made by superheang metallic lead 1.

Do not turn this page until told to do so.

Number of points listed correctly ......... 2 ........ (Score, Test 3 B)
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TEST 4. SENTENCE MEANING

DIRECTIONS. Study the following samples. Read each question and answer it by
drawing a line under the right answer. DO NOT GUESS.

SAMPLES.

Are all people dishonest? .............................................. Yes No
Are authors often quoted? ............................................. Yes No

1. Should the laws operate with equal effect on all people? ....................Yes No i

2. Is harmony between nations encouraged by the League of Nations ? Yes No 2

3. Is dependable evidence always available ? Yes No 3

4. Is it wise to misapply talent? ............................................Yes No 4

5. Do nations always react favorably to plans for reduction of arms ? Yes No 5

6. Does success usually depend on one's perseverance ? Yes No 6

7. Are agility and endurance considered undesirable in an athlete ? Yes No 7

8. Is an approximation a precise answer ? Yes No s
9. Are authorities sometimes quoted in editorials? ............................Yes No 9

10. Are those who are most boastful ever the least important ?
. Yes No io

11. Does allegiance to one's country imply loyalty? ........................... Yes No ii
12. Are all festivities characterized by formality and ceremony? ................ Yes No 12

13. Do most occupations involve some work that is not pleasant ? . Yes No 13

14. Do exact instruments facilitate accurate measurements ? Yes No 14

15. Should very important work be done only by able men? Yes No is
16. Is disagreement among the members of Parliament unusual ? Yes No 16

17. Is it true that all future events are definitely predictable? ...................Yes No 17

18. Do frequent changes in plans always result in failure? ......................Yes No is
19. Must exercise be violent to be considered adequate? Yes No 19

20. May disputes ever arise over an expedient alliance ? Yes No 20

21. Is the presence of an obnoxious guest displeasing to the host? Yes No 21

22. Does antagonism to the law indicate that one is patriotic? ..................Yes No 22

23. Will a precarious position be improved by a lack of care ? Yes No 23

24. Are desirable laws often hard to enforce ? Yes No 24

25. Is flattery always an expression of admiration ? Yes No 25

26. Will a slight discrepancy necessarily remain obscured ? Yes No 26

27. Are true statements usually inconsistent ? Yes No 27

28. Do satisfactory solutions of problems ever follow controversies ? Yes No 28

29. Does an untried thing frequently have value? ............................. Yes No 29

30. Are most people apprehensive before entering upon an unusual ordeal ? Yes No 30

31. Is a reversal of a judicial decision impossible ? Yes No 31

32. Is one's conduct usually influenced by one's moral convictions?.............. Yes No 32

33. Is aggressive behavior unusual in a contest ? Yes No 33

34. Are excessive activities characteristic of a temperate person? Yes No 34

35. Is it unethical to circulate slanderous rumor ? Yes No 35

36. Is petty misbehavior conducive to the formation of a desirable reputation ? Yes No 36

37. Is efficient service always insured by adequate remuneration ? Yes No 37

38. Does fresh air inhibit the action of bacteria that cause tuberculosis? .........Yes No 38

39. Are identical objects necessarily similar in appearance ? Yes No 39

40. Should a nation consider valuable natural resources as an asset? Yes No 40

Do not turn this page until told to do so.

Number right minus Number wrong ........ (Score, Test 4)
I I'
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TEST 5. LOCATION OF INFORMATION

PART A. USE OF THE INDEX

DIREcTIoNs. This is a selection of items from an index. It is needed in connection with
the exercises which follow, on the use of the index.

INDEX

Africa: climate, 525, 526; exports, ro; industries, iso; natural resources, 99'
144; population, 535; waterways, 150.

Chemistry: defined, o; divisions, 63; industrial uses of, 66-69; in secondary
schools, 70; in warfare, 69.

Cotton: by-products of, 480; exports, 489-491; growing of, 473; important
districts in United States, 74; manufactures of, 482-489; planting of,
472; value, 492.

England: coal, 372; commerce, 859-861 (Fig. 121); dairying, i; factory
system, 483; iron industry, 355; wool manufacture, 499. See Great
Britain.

Forests: American destruction of, 419; Great Lakes region, 426; political
control, 422; preservation, 42! ; trOpics, 452.

Germany: agriculture, 34-39; army, 40-41; aviation, 42-45; constitution
and government, 29-30; forestry, 445; iron industry, 365; tariff, 366;

wheat growing, 36; world war, 69.

Great Britain : relation with Australia, 585; relation with India, 562.

Machinery: agricultural, 556; automobile industry, 289-293; construction,
46!; for manufacturing, 6oz; transportation, 600.

Mineral industries: cement, 6o; foreign, 6i i ; iron furnace, 609; location,
601-603; manufacturing process, 6o8; pottery and porcelain, 612.

Oregon: canning industry, 229; climate, 335; coal mining, 362; map (Fig. 53),

facing 229; national forests, 431.

Peaches: 222-225, 229-230; California, 224; Chesapeake and Allegheny belt,
233; climate, effect of, 220; Europe, 225; Great Lakes, 222; Oregon, 229,

230; Ozark, 223; south temperate zone, 225.

Refrigeration: industrial uses of, i6o; in homes, 216; on railways, 150.

Rubber: increase in consumption, 540-542; manufactures, 553 ; petroleum
products in manufacture, 414; sources of, 547; synthetic, 552; world's
production, 40, 411; (Fig. 262) 411.

Wood: destruction in United States, 201; gas from, 215; hard and soft, 220;

uses of, 419. See also Forests.

Study the following samples:
Where (on what page as shown in the index above) will you find infor-

mation on coal mining in Oregon? ........................... ( 362 )

Can you find information regarding agriculture in Germany? ......... ( Yes )

Answer the remaining exercises in a similar manner.

1. Next to what page can you find a map of Oregon? ( ) i

2. Does the index tell where to find information about the industrial uses
of chemistry? .............................................. ( ) 2

3. What is the number of the figure which shows something about the
commerce of England? ...................................... ( ) a

[
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4. On what page can a definition of chemistry be found? ............ ( ) 4

5. What word would you look for to find additional information about
wood? ................................................... ( )v

6. On what page will be found information telling about the by-prod-
ucts of cotton? ............................................ ( ) o

7. Under what topic can you find additional references to England? ..
. ( ) 7

8. Does the index tell you on what page you can find something about
the cost of refrigeratorsP

( ) 8

9. On what page can you find a figure about the world's production of
rubber? ................................................... ( )

10. On what page is the subject of the effect of climate on peaches discussed?( ) io
Do not work on the next part until told to do so.

Number right ........ x 2 ........ (Score, Test 5 A)

PART B. SELECTION OF KEY WORDS

DIRECTIONS. This is a test of your ability to locate key words in using the index. Study
the following sample. Read the question and note that below it are given seven words, or
groups of words. These words are numbered to save time in writing. In the parentheses
at the right put the numbers of the three words which, if looked up by means of an index, would
be most likely to give you the answer to the question.

SAMPLE.

What is the value of our annual corn crop?
1 hides 2 iron 3 crops 4 wheat 5 corn 6 hogs
7 corn meal ....................................................... (3,5, 7)

1. What is the value of our annual supply of mineral products?
1 iron 2 lumber 3 mineral products 4 value 5 coal
6 annual supply 7 grain ........................................... ( ) i

2. What are the main water routes of the United States?
1 irrigation 2 rivers 3 lakes 4 rainfall 5 climate
6 canals 7 crops ................................................ ( ) 2

3. Was John Hay a joint author of the treaty which defined the use of the Panama
Canal?

1 John Hay 2 Secretary 3 joint author 4 Panama Canal
5 canals 6 author 7 Hay-Pauncefote Treaty ..................... ( ) 3

4. Was Pershing commander of the allied armies during the World War?
1 enemies 2 general 3 Pershing 4 World War 5 war
6 allied armies 7 commander ..................................... ( ) 4

5. What is the annual cost of damage done to crops by insects?
1 insects 2 boll weevil 3 wool 4 peaches 5 crops
6 lumber 7 meat ............................................... ( ) 5

6. Is phosphorus, which is a non-metallic element, a valuable ingredient in tool
steel?
1 phosphorus 2 valuable 3 ingredient 4 steel 5 tools
6 elements 7 content ............................................ ( ) 6

7. Was Andrew Mellon the man who formulated the Federal Reserve System and
a Federal Income Tax Law?

1 lawmaking 2 Federal Reserve System 3 Treasurer
4 formulate 5 Andrew Mellon 6 Income Tax Law 7 systems.

. ( ) 7

13
1 This part is continued on page 14.
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8. Wa Lloyd George the man who formulated in England the budget system and
the tax on unearned increments?

1 Lloyd George 2 system 3 budgetary methods
4 England's unearned increment tax 5 England 6 tax
7 England's budget system ..........................................

( ) 8

9. Why is the name Lenin usually associated with the industrial revolution of
Russia?

1 Lenin 2 association 3 Russia 4 industrial movement in Russia
5 history 6 reorganization 7 revolutions ........................ ( ) 9

10. What method of learning did Socrates contribute to education?
1 philosopher 2 Socratic method 3 Greece 4 education
5 Socrates 6 methods 7 schools ...............................

( ) 10

11. Has the Republican party generally followed the policy of high protective
tariff?

1 revenue 2 government 3 Republican 4 protection
5 movements 6 tariff 7 party policies .......................... ( ) 11

12. Was Poe the author of "The Gold Bug"? 1 Poe 2 "Gold Bug"
3 literature 4 author 5 stories 6 American authors 7 writers.

. ( ) 12

13. When was the first transcontinental railroad constructed?
1 Union Pacific 2 Santa Fe 3 railroads 4 steam 5 power
6 engine 7 car .................................................. ( ) 13

14. What was the character of the literature during Queen Victoria's reign?
1 character 2 Queen Victoria's reign 3 Victorian period
4 literature 5 English literature 6 history 7 writers ........... ( ) it

15. Is the name of Trotsky usually associated with the industrial revolution of
Germany?

1 name 2 Trotsky 3 associated 4 revolution
5 organization 6 periods of industrial reorganization
7 industrial movements of Germany .................................. ( ) io

16. Is malaria carried from one person to another by mosquitoes?
1 sickness 2 disease 3 contagious fevers 4 malaria
5 carried 6 illness 7 mosquitoes ............................... ( ) i

17. Did the parliamentary system of government originate with Great Britain?
1 origin 2 parliamentary system 3 early forms 4 constitutions
5 systems 6 Prime Minister 7 originate ........................ ( ) i'

18. In what year did the Spanish-American War begin?
1 Spain 2 soldiers 3 fight 4 Spanish-American War
5 United States 6 navy 7 army ............................... ( ) is

19. Was General Grant in charge of the Union forces when General Lee surren-
dered at Appomattox?

1 Union 2 General Grant 3 surrender 4 generals
5 Appomattox 6 confederates 7 Civil War ...................... ( ) 19

20. Is agriculture an important industry in Germany?
1 agriculture 2 industry 3 Germany 4 farm products
5 commerce 6 important 7 value .............................. ( ) 20

Do not turn this page until told to do so.

14 i
Number rig/il ......... (Score, Test 5 B)
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TEST 6. RATE OF SILENT READING

DIRECTIONS. This is a test to see how well and how rapidly you can read silently. When
the examiner says "Go," begin to read the article below. Read as rapidly as possible,
but be certain that you understand what you have read. From time to time you will
find questions or exercises in the article which you will be able to answer if you have
understood what you have read. Sometimes they will be simple questions like this one:
"Does it say you are to read very slowly? Yes No." Since you are told to read
rapidly, not slowly, the correct answer, "No," is underlined. Sometimes there will be
exercises like this: "The paragraph states that you are to read: a book an article."
Underline the correct answer to this exercise now. In a similar way you are to answer
all of the exercises in the article by underlining the correct word. Read the article
straight through from the beginning, answering the exercises as you go.

One thing more, at the end of one minute the examiner will say "Mark." When the
examiner says "Mark," draw a line around the word you are reading at the time and
keep right on reading. At the end of two minutes, when the examiner says "Stop,
mark," stop reading and mark the last word you read.

THE INFLUENCE OF THE PRESS

The policy of the government in a democracy is decided in the long run by public i
opinion. The government can and sometimes should take a position that is unpopular, 2

but it must justify its course in order to hold the support of the majority of the people. a

If the party in power fails to do this, it will eventually be voted out of office and a party 4

more to the liking of the majority will be set up in its place. Does the paragraph state s
that the people can vote a political party out of power? Yes No. The people are 6

the masters, and the greatest problem that confronts the United States is that of making 7

the people fit to exercise their sovereignty. 8

One of the most important instruments in the formation and expression of public 9

opinion is the printing press. The freedom of the press from interference by the govern- io

ment has been guaranteed in the provisions of the first ten Amendments. Is the free- ii
dom of the press guaranteed in the Twelfth Amendment? Yes No. It must be 12

admitted, however, that the people, during both the Civil War and the World War, 13

consented to governmental interference with the press in the form of an extensive cen- i4

sorship of the news. At such times the pressure of military necessity creates a situation is
which would not be tolerated in times of peace. The paragraph states that in time of 16

war the government may interfere with the states railroads press. The 17

press itself recognizes that when the very existence of the nation is at stake, it must is
refrain from publishing information that will aid the enemy or weaken the people's morale. 19

Undoubtedly the most influential division of the press is the newspaper. The large 20

daily newspaper has correspondents in every part of the world, who telegraph daily 21

accounts of events in their respective territories. Underline the word representing the 22

division of the press that according to this paragraph exerts the most influence on public 23

opinion : magazines newspapers telegrams. Local reporters are also assigned 24

to keep in touch with the many activities of the city, and to write account3 of events that 25

Turn to the next page and go right on working.
[ '5 ]
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are of interest to the local readers of the paper. In addition to the daily news, many 26

newspapers, especially in their elaborate Sunday editions, conduct departments intended 27

to promote general culture by reviewing new books, scientific discoveries, plays at the 28

local theaters, musical attractions, art exhibits, and many other similar features. Under- 29

line the word that according to this paragraph tells who is most interested in the news 30

items written by city reporters : local readers editors rural subscribers. 31

The public is entitled to an account of the events of the world, uncolored by editorial 32

opinion. Too often the news reports are tinged with propaganda either by the insertion 33

of editorial comment in the text of the story or by misleading headlines designed to guide 34

the judgment of the reader. According to this paragraph headlines designed to influence 35

the interpretation of the news are usually small truthful misleading. News- 36

papers with the best of intentions find it impossible always to keep the reporter's natural 37

bias out of his stories. 38

The editorial columns are the legitimate place for the expression of opinion about the 39

news of the day. To express opinion, to interpret the news by intelligent comment, is 40

the business of the editor. The news columns are read to discover the facts and con- 41

sequently should be unbiased. The editorial interpretation of the news, according to 42

this article, should be given in the news columns editorial columns headlines. 43

The editorial columns should be read in much the same way that one might discuss the 44

news with an intelligent neighbor, to test one's opinions and perhaps to modify them, 4s

if strong arguments for contrary views are presented. The editorial page should be 48

approached in a critical frame of mind, in which the reader expects to find, not bare facts, 47

but the interpretation of these facts by an individual who is often biased in his judgment. 48

Underline the words which express what the reader after reading this article should 49

expect to find in the editorial page of a newspaper: bare facts personal interpre- 50

tations feature articles. 51

The business interests of large advertisers often exert a form of control over the policy 52

of the newspaper. The largest part of the cost of publishing a newspaper is paid by 53

business men and corporations using its advertising columns to display their wares. The 54

people who subscribe for the paper pay a very small percentage of the total cost. This ss

paragraph discusses newspaper costs editorials propaganda. It is not sur- 58

prising, then, that some newspapers treat large business interests with more than s

benevolent neutrality. It is, of course, against the public interest to have the organs 58

of public opinion controlled by business interests; for business corporations, like mdi- s

viduals, are likely to take a biased view of questions which might concern their profits. 60

This paragraph leads to the conclusion that the control of the newspapers by big business i

interests is unfavorable to public welfare personal profits publicity. 62

a. Nu'mber of last line read ........

b. Number of wrong answers >< 3 ........

a-b ........ (Score, Test 6)
[ i6 I



Thorndike-McCall Reading Scale
For the Understanding of Sentences

Form 1

Write your name here
First name Last name

School ------------------------------------------ Grade ------------------------------------------ Date

How old are you7 ------------------------------------------ When is your birthday?

This is to be a reading contest. You will read paragraphs like
this one, and answer questions like those you see below. Answer
every question you can. If you come to a question you can't
answer skip it and go on. Go back to it later. If you finish before
you are told to stop, go back and make sure you have made no mis-
takes. When possible the answers to the questions must be found
in the paragraph. You may read the paragraph as many times as
you need to. You will have enough time but don't waste it. Play
fair. Don't look at anyone else's paper. Yoa will be told your score
later.

I. Does it say you are to do your best7

II. Does it say you may read the paragraph as often as you need

to?

III. Are yoa to look at anyone else's paper7 ...................

IV. When possible, where must you find the answers?

As soon as you finish one page do the next. You are to start with
the first page. Open paper! Begin!

To the exatriner: Distribute test booklets. Have blanks filled. Read the above
paragraph aloud while pupils read silently. Read the first question aloud. Have it
answered orally and then in writing by pupils. Treat the other three questions simi-
larly. Start pupils. Stop pupils thirty minutes after saying Begin! Give no further
help.

No. of questions correct------------------------------------ T score

Published by
Teachers College, Columbia University

New York City
Copyright 1922 by Teachers College
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Read this and then write the answers. Read it again 'f you need to.

On Monday Dick saw a red fox, a gray squirrel and a black snake
in the woods. The next day he saw a brown rabbit and five brown
mice in the field. He killed the fox and all the mice but let the others
live.

1. What was the name of the boy who saw the mice? ............................

2. On what day did he see the mice

3. What color was the fox2

Read this and then write the answers. Read it again if you need to.

Fred lives in the country. He likes to hunt and fish, and has a
gun that cost sixteen dollars. His sister Grace keeps hens and ducks,
and sells the eggs. She is learning to play the piano, and goes to Miss
Thomas for a lesson every Saturday. She likes music but Fred doesn't.

4. Write the name of Fred's sister

5. What does Grace do with the eggs which her hens lay2 ......................

6. How many lessons a week does Miss Thomas give Grace? ................

7. Does Fred dislike

Do the next page.
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Read this and then write the answers. Read it again if you need to.

Henry and Sam are eight years old. Edward is nine. Arthur is
twelve and Richard is eleven. Henry and Edward play together and
like each other very much. They will not play with Sam unless they
have to; for neither of them likes him at all. He feels the same way
toward them. They both would be very glad to play with Arthur or
Richard, but they don't often have the chance; for these boys play
with boys of their own age whenever they can.

8. Which boy is the oldest of the fiveL

9. Which two boys are the same age?

10. Of the five boys which two are olde3t?

Read this and then write the answers. Read it again f you need to.

In the spring men begin to work the soil. Those who have small
gardens break up the ground with such tools as spades and forks.
Those who live on farms turn the soil over with plows drawn by horses.
In these ways the soil is loosened. After the planting is done, the weed3
must be killed and the soil must be loosened. In places where little
rain falls, other ways of watering the plants must be found.

11. In what scason of the year is plowing done?

12. Write the names of two tools which are used to loosen the soil

in a garden

13. What is the first thing the farmer does to the soil to make it fit

to grow plants?

Do Ike next page.
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Read this and then write the answers. Read it again if you need to.

Both before and after Christmas, Bob Adams worked harder than
he did in the spring, summer, or fall. Only very rarely did he reach
home before eleven o'clock; and on every morning except Sunday
he was up at six, dressed and done with breakfast by quarter of seven,
left the house at ten minutes of seven and reached Mr. Clark's store
at ten minutes of eight. In spite of the long hours and hard work, he
was happy because his pay had been raised twice.

14. What was the cause of Bob's pleasant feelings?

15. What other person besides Bob is mentioned in the paragraph?

16. How often did Bob reach home before eleven o'clock7

Read this and then write the answers. Read it again if you need to.

Nell's mother went to the store on Water Street to buy ten pounds
of sugar, a dozen eggs and a bag of salt. She paid a dollar in all. Nell
and Joe went with her. On the way home on Pine Street, they saw a
fire-engine with three horses.

17. Who paid for the sugar? ........................................................................

18. Where did Joe

19. Whose mother went shopping?

Do the next page.
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Read this and then write the answers. Read it again if you need to.

There was once a merchant who was very, very rich. He had six
children, three boys and three girls. His daughters were all beautiful,
but the youngest one was the most beautiful of all. From the time
she was a small child she had been spoken of as "Beauty." As she grew
older this caused a great deal of jealousy on the part of her sisters. But
the young girl was not only more beautiful than they were; she
was also kinder and more lovable.

20. Were Beauty's sisters both beautiful'

21. What increased as Beauty's age increased?

22. Does the story say that there was a great deal of jealousy on the

part of

Read this and then write the answers. Read it again if you need to.

According to the Kansas City Star, the wheat farmers of Kansas
are too prosperous to trouble themselves about careful harvesting.
They do not cut the fields clean. A gleaner 80 years old, after the
wheat harvest in Pawnee County last year, went over the wheat-
fields with a wagon, a rake, a brush, and a shovel and swept up the
wheat left on the ground by the threshers. He gathered nine hundred
bushels in forty days, and sold them at a dollar a bushel.

23. Might a farmer be prosperous and still have wheat swept up after

the threshers7

24. Is this story about the farmers of Arkansas?

25. Might a farmer be prosperous and still waste a hundred bushels

of

Do the next page.



Read this and then write the answers. Read it again if you need to.

For nearly thirty years "Lewis Carroll" was a lecturer on mathematics
at Oxford. He studied divinity and occasionally preached, but his shy
and retiring nature, together with a tendency to stammer, kept him
from the regular ministry. He gave many lectures to audiences made
up mainly of children. These lectures were of various sorts, but con-
sisted principally of narratives from his books illustrated by lantern
pictures. He invented a number of mathematical games.

26. Write the word "book" as it would sound when spoken by a

personwho stammers ..............................................................................

27. What study is mentioned in the paragraph which is a prepar-

ation for the regular ministry7

28. Write one word which could have been used in the last line

of the paragraph instead of "a nLlrnber of."

Do I/ic next page.
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Read this and then write the answers. Read it again if you need to.

There are two methods by which one might make himself acquainted
with anything made up of related parts; as, for example, a watch.
He might take the watch apart, piece by piece, and while doing so
study the details of its structure and the relation of its parts one to
another. An operation like this, which begins with the whole and
descends to the parts which compose the whole, is called analysis.
The word means a taking apart or separating. Or he might begin with
the parts, and, after some experiment and study, get an excellent
knowledge of the watch by putting its parts properly together. An
operation of this kind is called synthesis.

29. Name in order the method which (a) is easier, (b) requires more

originality

30. Experimentation is more essential with which process2

31. Copy the words which tell what a mechanism is

Do the next page.
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Read this and then write the answers. Read it again if you need to.

COLERIDGE

I see thee pine like her in golden story
Who, in her prison, woke and saw, one day,
The gates thrown opensaw the sunbeams play
With only a web 'tween her and summer's glory;
Who, when the webso frail, so transitory,
It broke before her breathhad fallen away,
Saw other webs and others rise for aye,
Which kept her prisoned till her hair was hoary.
Those songs half-sung that yet were all divine
That woke Romance, the queen, to reign afresh
Had been but preludes from that lyre of thine,
Could thy rare spirit's wings have pierced the mesh
Spun by the wizard who compels the flesh,
But lets the poet see how heav'n can shine.

32. What appeared after a similar thing disappeared'

33. What word not in the last three lines, although in the last sIx

lines, indicates a failure to attain perfect poetic truth'

34. State in ordinary English just why the songs were half-sung.

35. Whose songs were half-sung'
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Questionnaire
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Name

Last name First name Middle Initial
Grade or clasaificatioa in school: (i.iraw a circle around one)

High School: Freshman Sophomore Junior Senior

Age: Years and months

Sex: boy girl (Check the correct one)

Estimated average time spent in study per day in school._____

Estimated average time per day spent in study outside

of school.

Estimated time spent in work per cay at home not including

extra-curricular activities and study.

Occupation of father.

Amount of education of father. (Check the correct one)

Elementary graduate High School graduate College

graduate_________

i\verage income of father. (iraw a circle around one)

y500-1000 lOOO-15OO .15OO-2OOO 2OOO-25OO 25OO-3OOO

Do you live on a farm. or in town?______________________________

Check the extra-curricular actIvities which you participate in.

A thi a tics

Dramatics____________

iogricultural club

Band

Literary clubs________

Honor society__________

Student body officer________ Glee club______________

Class officer
Publications______________

Ianagerial v: ork

Oratorical contest_________

List a0y others below:

Estimate the average time used for extra-curricular activities

per day.
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APPENDIX "C"

RAW DATA

AMERICAN SENIORS SCORES

No. Sex I. '-:. In1is Read. School C. A. Clinton M.A.

Voc. i-Scoro Marks Vocab.
Raw Score

1 B 102 29 43 1.00 17-9 41 18-1

2 B 117 70 70 1.34 17-2 108 20-1

3 B 105 32 59 .91 17-5 51 18-3

4 B 108 38 61 2.00 17-10 100 19-1

5 G 114 12 56 1.46 18- 65 20-6

6 B 102 16 54 1.45 18-11 63 18-4

'7 B 107 5]. 52 .43 17-9 62 19-

8 G 113 28 61 1.43 17-8 49 19-11

9 a 112 69 67 1.87 17-8 58 19-9

10 B 113 50 70 1.00 17-5 74 19-8

11 B 99 29 54 .92 18-7 23 17-10

12 a 96 27 52 1.11 17-4 41 16-8

13 B 114 100 92 1.82 16-4 132 18-7

14 G 112 42 78 1.67 18-1 68 20-2

15 B 108 30 56 1.20 18-1 69 19-5

16 B 94 42 '78 .83 18-8 42 16-11

17 B 117 69 64 1.60 18-1 92 21-1

18 a 110 46 73 3,88 3.8-7 84 39-10

19 B 316 38 56 1.24 17-9 54 20-7

20 G 118 43 64 1.42 16-11 59 19-11

2]. G 110 54 70 1.43 17-8 85 19-5

22 B 109 36 54 1.24 17-10 48 19-5

23 G 108 25 64 1.25 18-7 48 19-5

24 G 116 61 73 1.78 18-2 71 21-11

25 G 108 45 69 1.05 18-2 73 19-5

26 B 114 49 67 1.68 17-4 75 19-9

27 B 101 29 .56 1.05 18-4 46 18-2

28 G 103 24 .78 1.39 18..'? 65 18-6

29 G 112 36 70 1.60 17-5 76 19-6

30 B 94 16 56 1.08 18-2 48

33. G 10? 45 73 1.42 18-'5 67 19-3

32 G 118 65 78 1.75 15-7 119 18-5
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AMERICAN SENIO SCORES

No. Sex I. Q,. In1is Read. School C. A. Clinton M.A.
Voc. T-Score Msrks Vocab.

Raw Score

33 G 99 35 .70 18-8 46 1710

34 G 111 52 78 .72 18-8 75 20-.

35 G 106 35 6]. .86 17-5 58 18-6

36 G 109 52 70 1.51 19- 107 3.9-7

37 B 111 43 54 1.17 17-4 51 19-3

38 0 107 23 61 .76 16-4 69 17-6

39 G 107 22 67 1.36 18-11 51 19-3

40 0 116 57 67 2.05 18-5 86 20-11
41 B 95 17 54 .95 18-3 59 17-

42 B 111 52 6'? 1.68 18-7 59 20-

43 0 102 19 67 1.94 18-4 63 18-4

JAPANESE SENIORS SCORES

1 B 112 52 61 2.00 17-10 100 20-

2 0 102 38 50 2.15 18-2 76 18-4

3 3 96 35 59 1.64 17-9 74 17..

4 3 109 35 61 2.50 18-9 86 19-7

5 0 1.65 ].9u3 41

6 B 106 32 48 1.88 18-5 65 19-3.

7 0 106 42 70 1.86 19.-i 72 19-1

8 3 97 35 61 1.7]. 18-9 57 17-5

9 B 105 39 4'? 2.00 18-3 68 19-5
10 B 110 44 56 1.64 18-5 52 19-10
11 0 109 33 59 2.11 18-1 69 19-7

12 B 89 23 45 1.42 19-10 38 16-
13 B 117 31 56 2.00 17-10 67 21-
14 3 107 37 61 1.97 18-3 63 19-3
15 B 103 24 52 1.53 19-4 66 18-6

16 B 11]. 17 56 1.77

17 B 101 29 61 1.68 17-4 '?8 17-5

18 0 1.11 17-7 69
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AMF;RICAN JUNIORS SCORES

No. Sex I.. Par.M. Ward Lane. Spell School C. A. Clinton M.A.
Read. Mean. Usage Diet. Marks Voc.

1 G 111 91 83 104 90 1.33 16.9 41 18-'?

2 B 107 100 103 101 93 .57 16-5 64 17-'?

3 G 94 92 76 76 81 .81 1'7-8 52 16-'?

4 G 102 96 8? 106 73 1.64 16-11 57 17-3
5 B 95 82 80 79 80 1.52
6 B 111 102 97 104 98 1.40 16"9 49 19-2.

'7 B 101 83 92 86 66 1.14 16-'? 46 16..9

G 109 118 115 116 98 2.03 16-11 95 18-5

9 G 97 91 08 76 83 .93 17-10 44 17-4
10 B 96 91 88 '76 73 1.04
11 B 107 99 94 103 72 1.32 16-10 71 18-
12 0 10'? 115 106 103 88 1.36 16-8 95 17-10
13 B 99 98 95 93 76 1.40 17-4 89 17-2
14 B 104 94 90 101 83 1.07 16-'? 31 17-3
15 B 97 100 96 86 87 .92 17-2 55 16-8
16 G 92 100 112 111 91 1.50 17-5 62 16..

17 B 94 94 84 84 81 .32 17-10 51 16-9
18 G 99 106 102 94 90 .18 16-8 90 16-6
19 B 93 99 94 89 90 .88 16-8 56 15-6
20 B 92 78 84 95 73 1.20 17-9 44 16-5
21 B 93 84 77 99 77 1.53 25-3 16-9
22 0 81 58 4? 84 21 .55

23 B 112 100 83 101 90 1.20 16-il 54 18-11

24 0 89 96 88 85 84 1.12 17-6 34 15.'T

25 0 99 103 106 99 83 .77

26 B 94 83 84 62 83 .93 17-6 67 16-5
27 B 2.04 109 97 102 93 1.12
28 B 94 86 '77 82 73 .88 19-3 36 16-11
29 B 103 105 111 95 95 1.08 17-1 111 1'7-7

30 G 95 90 75 103 66 2.04 16-10 40 16-
31 B 84 69 62 20 53 .59 18-6 29 15-1
32 B 91 76 89 84 67 1.24 17-7 38 16-
33 0 119 104 103 112 94 2.00 16-9 114 19-11
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AMERICAN JUNIO SCORES
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No. Sex I. Q. Par.M Word Lang. Spell School C. A. Clinton M.A.
Read. Mean. Usage Dict. Marks. Voc.

34 B 105 9 87 91 79 1.30 18-1 60 18-11
35 G 101 10]. 82 101 82 1.12 17-4 58 17-6
36 B 83 61 67 '73 16 .78
37 G 111 112 115 116 87 1.7'?

38 G 86 81 90 99 87 .48
39 B 106 86 79 91 75 1.16 17-8 60 18-9
40 B 94 82 78 62 71 1. 16-6 60 15-6
41 G 111 82 93 95 69 1.67 16-3 44 18-
42 G 123 104 117 114 88 1.54 14-11 119 18-4
43 0 107 86 85 91 80 .93 17-8 48 18-11
44 B 80 62 77 20 32 .91
45 B 99 94 76 79 69 .96

JAPANESE J1JNIOI SCORES

1 B 86 66 71 97 67 .96 19-1 35 15-6
2 B 91 84 104 83 1.89 18-2 69

3 G 103 89 90 99 76 1.48 17-8 57 18-2
4 B 103 104 93 95 88 1.48 18- 55 18-6
5 0 98 69 94 97 83 1.65 17-3 35 16-11
6 0 96 8? 82 103 82 1.20 18-2 54 17-3
'7 0 106 92 98 111 96 1.85 1'7-3 69 18-3
8 0 105 91 90 91 84 1.48 17-2 55 18-
9 B 91 86 85 60 71 1.67 18-8 45 16-5

10 0 97 80 85 99 80 1.44 17-9 58 ].7i.3

11 B 109 94 '78 86 '71 2.24 18-11 63 19-7
12 0 105 88 90 98 77 1.40 16-8 55 17-6
13 0 115 102 98 106 86 2.16 1'?-]. 65 19-8
14 0 99 83 93 103 '74 1.8]. 17-3 43 17-1
15 B .88 16-8 49
3.6 0 86 84 83 81 81 .76 18-11 49 15-6
17 0 119 87 92 106 92 1.72 16-4 60 19-5
18 0 97 90 88 81 81 1.64 18- 57 17-5
19 B 92 69 66 76 59 1.18 18-1 44 16-7
20 B 119 107 97 105 97 2.63 16-11 58 29-2
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AMERICAN SOPHOMORES SCORES

No. Sex I. Q. Read School C. A. Clinton N. A.
T-Soore Marks Voc.

1 B 95 46 1.23 18-1 35 17-2

2 G 103 55 1.00 16-3 42 16-9
3 0 108 61 .80 15-7 45 16-10

4 0 109 55 1.23 14-8 55 16-
5 B 222 '75 2.22 15-6 79 18-11
6 0 89 44 1.26
7 0 117 67 1.80 15-2 76 17-9
8 0 83 46 1.00 16-10 41 14-
9 0 92 42 .27

10 B 94 57 .60 18- 62 16-11
11 B 96 53 1.20 1'7- 48 16-4
12 0 108 69 200 16-1 90 17-4
13 0 108 53 1.81 16-3 62 17-'?

14 0 105 57 1.27 16-5 55 17-3
15 B 106 69 1.37 15-11 58 16-10
16 0 109 57 1.21 16-8 17 18-2
17 0 112 53 1.60 15-10 61 17-9

18 0 96 53 1.62 16-9 42 16-1
19 0 118 63 1.47 14-10 73 17-6
20 B 101 46 .38 15-8 41 15-10
21 B 112 59 1.47 15-11 49 17-10
22 B 95 46 .54 17-3 38 16-5
23 B 105 75 1.25 16-4 63 17-2

B 108 6]. .70 l6'7 50 17-11
25 B 110 59 .89 15-4 39 16-10
26 B 109 59. 1.42
27 B 120 57 2.00 14-11 72 17-11
28 0 108 65 1.74 15-8 77 16-11
29 0 108 53 1.74 14-10 54 16-
30 0 90 55 1.33 17-2 50 15-5
31 B 111 61 .40 16- 64 17-9
32 0 114 69 .64 15-9 28 17-11
33 B 93 41 1.20 16- 25 14-11
34 B 83 46 .53 1'7-7 32 14-7
35 0 108 63 1.20 15-10 56 17-1
36 0 111 61 .66 15-8 65 17-5
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J4ERICAN SOPEOM0IES SCORES

No. Sex I. . Read. School C. A. Clinton M. A.
T-Score Marks

31 0 102 42 1.75 16-9 44 17-1

38 G 105 55 1.56 15-10 53 16-'7

39 B 90 48 1.38 18-8 48 16-2

40 0 97 55 1.26 16-3 41 15-9

43. 0 122 69 1.57 14-2 71 17-3
42 0 97 48 1.46 15-1 60 14-8

43 0 13 61 .95 15-6 45 17-6

44 B 110 55 .90 14-3 47 15-8

45 0 94 42 .87 16-8 49 15-8

46 0 107 59 1.67 15-4 55 16-5

47 0 95 42 .80 15-11 29 15-1

48 0 120 59 2.29 15-7 62 18-8
49 B 110 63 1.70 15-7 49 l'7-2

50 0 95 51 .69 16-10 58 16-

5]. 0 88 41 .63 16-3 35 14-4

52 B 94 44 .64 15-11 4'? 15-

53 B 109 55 .86 15-3 57 16-7

54 B 91 48 .73

55 0 94 46 1.43 17-5 52 16-4

56 B 112 55 1.75 15-3 63 17-1
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JAPMSE SOPHOMORES SCORES

No. Sex I. . Read. School C. A. Clinton M. A.
T-Score Marks Voc.

1 B 63 33 1.44 20-4 23 11-4
2 0 112 59 2.33 17-11 74 20-1
3 0 104 42 2.20 15-5 43 16-
4 B 96 46 1.53 16-6 48 15-10
5 B 104 51 1.90 17-5 81 18-2
6 B 104 53 1.50 17-3 41 17-11
7 B 96 36 1.27 16-5 16-1
8 0 106 61 2.19 15-3 50 16-2
9 0 92 44 1.26 16-7 38 15-3

10 B 92 48 1.66 18-2 58 16-7
11 G 94 55 1.81 1'7-1 43 16-1
12 B 1.33 17-8 52
13 B 115 5 2.14 15-6 70 17-10
14 0 101 61 2.33 16-3 58 16-5
15 B 108 1.26 15-9 58 17-
16 0 90 44 1.26 16-6 53 14-10
17 B 84 33 1.00
18 B 85 42 1.60 18- 40 15-4
19 0 107 53 1.80 16-4 72 17-6
20 B 109 67 1.60 14-11 67 16-3
21 0 96 48 1.34 16-8 21 15-10
22 B 101 41 1.26

23 B 105 53 1.80 16- 45 16-10
24 B 116 59 1.81 15-10 57 18-4
25 0 98 38 1.00
26 0 9). 40 1.40 16-9 18 15-3
27 B 98 42 1.66 18- 41 17-8
28 B 107 48 1.69 17-11 56 19-2
29 B 119 59 2.00 16- 71 19-
30 0 105 48 2.53 16-2 50 17-

31 0 1.50 15-6 52
32 B 1U 42 1.26

33 107 46 1.33 16-6 44 17-8
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AMERICAN FRESHMEN SCORES
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No, Sex I. Q. Iowa School C. A. Clinton N. A.
Comp. Marks Voo.
Read.

1 0 111 88 1.60 14-3 49 15-10
2 0 104 61 1.20 15-4 4]. 15-11
3 0 105 5? 1.50 13-9 41 14-5
4 0 104 38 1.40 14-10 26 15-5
5 0 97 4? 1.40 15-5 14 l4'll
6 0 98 51 1.80 15-9 45 15-5
7 0 101 59 1.60 14-6 58 14-8
8 B 91 41 1.00 14-6 39 13-2
9 B 106 81. 1.16 15. 64 15-11

10 B 120 100 2.20 14-5 96 17-4
11 B 111 70 1.40 14-11 47 16-7
12 0 99 35 1.60 13-PB 39 13-6
13 0 89 25 2.00 15-9 14 14-
14 0 109 82 1.60 149 16-1
15 B 94 40 1.20 15-9 48 14-10
16 B 105 52 1.16 14-11 34 15-8
17 0 99 46 1.40 14-10 57 14-8
18 B 107 71 1.20 14-11 43 15-11
19 0 95 27 1.20 14-10 39 14-1
20 B 86 47 1.00 15-5 42 13.3
21 0 98 67 1.80 14-5 31 14-2
22 0 114 74 2.00 13-11 56 15-10
23 B 107 84 2.00 15-3 59 16-4
24 0 89 55 1.60 15-4 5? 13-8
25 B 106 72 1.60 15-6 5]. 16-5
26 0 108 90 2.20 14-7 49 15-9
2'7 B 109 88 1.60 13-9 65 15i.

28 0 110 67 2.00 14-4 31 15-9
29 0 9]. 34 1.33 15- 43 13-8
30 B 101 73 1.00 15-4 58 15-6

31 B 104 74 1.80 15- 59 15-7

32 B 86 21 1.40

33 B 112 70 1.40 14-4 62 16-1
34 0 95 26 1.00 15-4 68 14-7



APPENDIX "C" (C0NT.)

ARICAN FRTSHMEN 'CORES

No. Sex I. Q. Iowa School C. A, Clinton M. A.
Comp. Marko Voc.
Read.

35 B 109 68 1.83 14-1 57 15-4

36 B 89 36 1.00 15-8 54 13-11

37 G 90 46 2.00 15-7 29 14-
38 B 107 68 1.00 15-5 54 16-6

39 0 90 32 .60 15-7 44 14-

40 0 89 32 1.00 16-5 31 14-7

4]. 0 94 54 1.60 15-6 43 14-7
42 B 99 34 1.20 14-5 51 14-3

43 B 95 54 1.40 16-6 64 15-8

44 B 98 67 .80 14-9 58 14-5

45 B 92 24 1.20

46 B 93 30 1.00 17-3. 28 15-11
47 0 111 52 1.80 15- 65 16-8

48 0 93 39 1.40 14-3 41 13-3

49 0 106 '75 2.00 14-9 59 15-8

50 B 115 116 1.00 13.11 68 16-

51 0 101 58 2.40 14-6 64 14-8

52 B 117 88 2.00 15-5 54 18-

53 B 103 62 1.60 14- 68 14-5

54 0 104 70 1.60 13-11 50 14-6

55 B 103 90 1.40 15-9 55 16-3

56 B 88 44 .60 16-1 44 14-2

57 B 115 73 1.80 13-10 54 15-11

58 B 105 55 1.40 13-3 65 13-11

59 0 108 67 2.40 14-7 41 15-9

60 B 108 45 1.40 15-6 52 16-9

61 B 108 81 1.20 15-6 66 16-9

62 B 90 29 1.80 14-8 35 3.3-2



APPENDIX Ct (C0NT.)

JAPANESE FREHEN SC01S

No. Sex I. . Iowa School C. A. Clinton M. A.

Comp. Marks Voc.
Bead.

1 0 94 55 1.00 14-11 42 14-

2 0 62 .80

3 0 97 46 1.20 15-9 43 15-3

4 0 87 32 .80 16- 44 13-11

5 0 81 34 .20

6 B 44 1.00 15-5 34

7 B 81 38 1.00

8 0 92 43 1.80 16-1 42 14-9

9 0 83 26 1.80 15- 41 12-5

10 B 103 53 1.80 14-9 41 15-2

U. B 85 4]. 1.00 18- 36 15-4

12 0 84 41 .60 16-6 43 13-10

13 0 78 17 1.20 16-2 26 12-7

14 0 82 48 1.40 15-1 49 12-4

15 G 88 37 1.16 15-]. 35 13-3

16 B 93 44 1.60 15-2 41 14-

17 B 97 43 1.00 15-8 43 15-4

18 B 33 1.00 15-5 40

19 G 103 42 1.80 14- 49 14-5

20 0 93 23 1.20 14-5 23 13-5

21 B 91 38 1.20 19-1 37 16-5

22 8 108 80 1.66 15-3 52 16-6

23 0 95 43 1.00 14-3 30 13-6

24 B 93 59 1.80 16-5 59 15-3

25 B 86 33 .80 15- 43 12-11

26 B 86 30 1.00 15- 5]. 12-11

27 B 93 45

28 B 89 40 1.00 16- 26 14-3

29 0 81 15 .60 16-9 32 13-7

30 0 107 75 2.00 14-4 44 15-4

31 B 17 1.20 16-6 34

32 B 92 44 1.00 14-10 39 13-8

33 B 98 60 .80 15-11 33 15-7

34 B 98 54 1.00




